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THE TRADITI ONAL FIDDLE MUSIC OF 
SOUTH- CENTRAL KENTUCKY 
by 
Bruce Gr eene 
As a f olk art form, traditional country fiddle music has 
been greatly negl ected by scholars in gene r a l, and it r emains 
t oday a l argely i gnored and little understood segment of early 
American culture . Because of thi s , the true importance and 
r e l evanc e of the music to the soc i al hi story of this country has 
not been fully measured . 
Traditional fiddle music i s l arge ly a rural phenomenon . 
It i s intimate ly ti ed to the traditiona l , non- mechanized rural 
soc i ety in which it flourished until the r a pid growth of i ndustry 
in the l ast one - hundred years . The ma instream of American culture 
until about World War I was rural , and fiddle music and the 
country danees connected with that music we r e probably the most 
univer sally accept ed forms of ent ert a inment . . To understand 
early American culture , the importance of this rural soc i e ty must 
be r ecognized, and to understand rural SOC i ety, the instrumental 
mus i c that was so important to it must also be recognized . 
Traditional fiddle musi c was an integral part of almost 
every secular social activity in early rur al America . It fill ed 
a highly functional r ol e in s upplying musical ent ertai nment f or 
local dances , parties , shows , holiday celebrations , picniCS , 
and any othe r occas i ons in an age without readi ly availa ble 
formal sources of entert a inment such as radiO , t elevisi on, movies , 
and concerts . In this sense , de spite the inher ent beauty and 
vigor of the mus ic, it was largely r e levant to , and there fore 
highly dependent on , the role it played as a soc i al necessity . 
The demise of traditional fiddle mus ic in American soc iety can 
be traced a lmos t exac tly to the ri se of te chnology in the 
early twentieth century , after which r eadily available r ecorded 
and broadcast music , through sheer expediency , filled the place 
tha t traditional music once held in soc i ety out of necessity . 
As a r esult , traditional mus icians we r e forced to change 
the ir s tyle and repertoire , which had been cultivated and passed 
down from ge neration to generation for centurie s t o accomodate 
the changes in public taste brought about by the introduction 
of new musical s tyles and a completely different stock of songs 
and tune s that were unknown because of the isolation of nine -
teenth century communities . Mor e and more , the traditional 
musician adopted the popul ar commercial musi c he heard on the 
r adio and on records , until today , authent ic traditional fiddle 
mUSi C, as an art distinctly different in s tyle and fun ction 
fr om modern fiddle musiC , i s very difficult to find in its 
purest f orm and even more difficult t o analyze academically . 
Because so little has been written about the early history of 
this mUSiC , and because virtually no attempt has previ ously 
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been made t o document the fiddle mus ic of south- central Kentucky, 
the source s for thi s study are mostly local trad i tional musicians 
who were born prior to 1920 and who experienced the music as it 
t hrived in a non- industrial soc i ety. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRADITIONAL FIDDLE MUSIC 
IN SOUTH- CENTRAL KENTUCKY 
From t he be ginning of America ' s colonization, it can fairly 
safely be assumed that traditional fiddling underwent a good deal 
of change . Immigration caused many of the established European 
soc ial patterns to be displ aced , and in the case of colonization 
t o a frontier, the ar ts wer e likely t o be negle cted while settling 
was taking place and a permanent society was being re - established. 
By the time of the Revolutionary War , the Atlantic colonie s had 
reached a degree of soc i al stabilization , and traditional 
fiddling became firmly establi shed with faithfulness to the 
Old World s tyles evident in the more highly cosmopolitan parts 
of New England, and with newer, mor e Americanized styles deve l oping 
in the more remote agricultural coloni es of the south. 
The traditional fiddling of the South from .then on began 
to deve lop along two main line s . In the r emote settlements of 
south- centr a l Kentucky , the s tyle r emained very basic . Tunes 
wer e played almost as a bare ske l eton , or framework that was 
completely unadorned . Probably hundr eds of simple "jig" tunes , 
as the fiddler s called them , spr ang up . These tunes were me l odi-
cally and s tylistically very different from the fairly complicated, 
oft en modal , Britis h s tyle tunes that r emained in the established 
colonies of the East . In the towns and earlier establ i s hed 
settlement s , however, the opposite happened . Here , the fidd l ing 
began t o deve l op into an art again, drawing on new mus i cians 
who sett led in the towns from the East . Around establ i shed t owns 
such as Tompki nsville (1819), Scottsville (1816 ), Bowling Gr een 
(1775 ) (w. H. Perrin, Hi st or~ of Kentuck1. Loui s vi lle : E. A. Battey Publishing Company , 1 8~ p . 720 . and Gl asgow , some of 
the fine s t old- time fiddlers in Kentucky deve loped . 
On the who l e , the Siddle mus ic became mare rhythmically 
ori ented and less me l odically compl ex than the European music from 
whi ch it grew . Thi s was accomplished by tuning the fiddle to 
an open chord and playing two s trings simul taneously almost at 
all times . John Rountree , a 78 year old fiddler from Bowling 
Gree n recalls : 
"Well, they ' d make two different changes in the 
tuning of ~e violin back then . They played with a 
low bass and a high bass . And they ' d have to change 
them . tl 
A fiddler from Green County , Wallace Thompson , remember s 
seeing and hearing older f i ddler s in hi s youth : 
TlI know an old man who plays the fiddle , and he 
pl ays some of the tunes kind of like the way they 
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did in this part of the country . And all those 
people played by ear , strictly . Most of their 
f iddles didn' t have a chinrest on it . They 
wouldn ' t use it . Actually , they would put their 
fiddle do~~ about their chest and hold the bow 
about s ix inches from the frog to pl ay . And that 
was jus t strictly for the fiddle tunes . Old- time 
tunes in first pos i tion with a lot of open s trings . 
If you played waltzes , slow tunes , you couldn ' t do 
that . I! 
Befor e about 1850, the fiddle was virtually the only suit -
able dance instrument available in rural Kentucky. The f ive -
s tring ban j o was not introduced until after the Civil War , and the 
gui tar and mandolin did not appear until after 1900 , at the 
earl iest . In these early dances then , the fiddle was forc ed to 
supply both the melody and the rhythmical accompaniment that 
normally would have been supplied by a rhythm i nstrument like a 
banjo or guitar . 
The land in betwee n towns and settlements was s till wild 
even after the Civi l War , and social events like dances were 
probably less frequent because of the isolation and 'distances 
between neighbors , as John Rountree points out, : 
"Back then they ' d talk about animal s - str ange 
animals that I didn ' t know much about in my time -
it was on before then . And I ' d have my dad tell us 
hi s dad, one time , he said he had thirteen deer 
hung up in that smoke house - like killing hogs . 
I don ' t bel i eve they had as many (dances ) back 
then as they did in my fir st experience with suc h 
as that . But still , t hey was more widely scattered 
back in tha t time than they was in my time . You 
know , s ome times it ' d be miles between neighbors . 
They had oxe ns back then instead of horse s and 
mules, and that wa s way slowe r .1I 
The i mportanc e of these early dances and the music to a 
community cannot be over - estimat ed . Despite the i solat i on .of 
individual famil i es , t hey were willing to travel great di s1J'an,ces 
On foot to attend a party or dance and t o hear fiddle music . 
Gusty Wallace , 82 , from Metcalfe County , r elates : 
"Most ly , peopl e wanted someplace to go, and you 
know back in those days , there wasn ' t no place to 
go t o much . ' Course I guess they had r evivals , but 
y ' know they didn 't last too long . And they put on 
these big square dances. They ' ~ be ther e from allover 
the country . I! 
. " A Bowling Gree n fiddler , El zi e Este~ , r emembers a particu-
larly t e lling i ncident : 
II ••• Left before dark that night , I took the 
I had a date with a girl to go to Barren River . 
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to Meader, Kentucky . Had t o go down ther e and 
cross the river in a canoe . A f ell er lived on the 
ather s ide of the river , wa s Roscoe Owe ns and 
we got down t o the river and hollered, and he 
come down t o the river in a canoe and set us 
aCr Oss . We had to walk about three more mi l es 
' till we got to the party place . We got there 
we playe d ' till about 11 o ' cloc k that night . 
We left ther e down to the r iver and crossed in 
anothe r pl ace . " 
Change was slow in an envir onme nt as isolated as that 
and it i s like ly that the music a~d the rura l soc i ety of early 
Kentucky woul d have continued essentially the same if the great 
t echnol ogi cal change s of the 20th century had not t a ken place . 
Phonographs were introduced into the country shartly before 
1900 , and automobiles began to be seen about 1910 . People 
began to buy r adios in the 1920 ' s and televisi ons in the late 
1930 ' s or ~40 ' s . Most rural famil i es , though , didn ' t have 
elec t t"' i city uncil- after \vorld War II . Each s tage of thi s gradual 
move toward modernization increased communications and increased 
the mobility of the rural family , causi ng seve r a l changes in the 
traditional mu s i c and i t ' s soc i al setting . Where neighbars once 
travelled mile s to hear local musicians play, they began to 
t r ave l a t night to he ar a new radio or phonograph . John Rountree 
r emembers : 
"We had the firs t old graphaphone t hat was 
there in that whole country there .... and people ' d come 
a good l ong ways - a half- mile or maybe a mile some 
nights - to l i s t en to that daggone thing . 11 
The lis tening audience began to fall away, and the dances 
became less frequent . People could drive to t own fo r movi es or 
shows and became increasingly l ess dependent on making their own 
mus ic . Different music al instrument s were intraduced , r epl ac ing 
t he fiddle as a favorite pas t i me . Younger peo ple began to play 
the guitar and l earned musi c from r ecords and the r adio , and by 
Worl d War II, fiddle musi c was l ooked on as a relic that was 
largely maintained by older peopl e but given a degrading publi c 
image through the increasingly more influential mass medi a . 
The modern sentime nt was f or progr ess , and progress meant const ant 
change . Ther e was litt l e patience with music t hat r efl ected the 
values of an essentially unchanging , non- pr agressive age . The 
traditional s tyle of playing mus ic was no l onger perpetuated by 
the necessity of i&ol ati on , and was no l onger relevant to the 
times , as J ohn Rountree pOints out : 
"That was back before r adio and t e levis i an, you know, 
and that was the onl y way they could get mus ic . And 
these t hings , that' s what ' s killed musi c , ' cause it ' s 
too easy ta turn on that button, you know. Peopl e 
got to buying them and they jus t l aid down on the 
. " mus~c ... 
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The reaction to thi s change on the part of the tradi -
tional fiddlers varied . Some 'refused t o play newer music and 
continued playing their own way with fri end s . Others found it 
harder and harder t o understand the newer music , especially 
the newer fiddler s tyles , and s imply s topped playing . James 
Hood , from Scottsville , All en County, relate s : 
IT A lot of t hem has quit . I know a lot of 
fiddler s I thought was better than anything you 
he ar now. But they said that so many of ' em got 
playing different kind s of mus ic , pl aying di fferent 
styles , that they jus t qui t . I ' ve had lots of ' em 
to t ell me that . " 
Othe r s assimilated the new styl es and r e pe r toire and 
abandoned the i r old music . Very f ew young musi cians picked up 
the fiddle , however , and those that did learned the newer bl ue -
grass and Western- s tyle fiddling that they heard on the radio . 
Fiddling became mOre of a conscious ar t in which the goal s were 
speed and t ec hnical skill , and in which the aesthetic was largely 
cent e red on virtuos ity . In tradit i onal f iddling , t he old-time 
dances required , out of nece ssity , that t i mi ng , r hythm , and 
smoothness be aesthetic vi rtues , but as the soc ial need for dances 
died out , the poli s hed , professional performances heard on the 
r ad i o and records became the s tandard for good musi c . The change 
was inevitable and inexor abl e , and many traditional fi dd ler s 
whose taste s coul d not change could only look back nostagi cally 
on an age gone by . Chester Huffman , from Gl asgow , Barr en County , 
express a general sentiment held by ol der fiddlers : 
"Back then , seemed to me like peopl e got mor e 
out of it than they do now . The j oy that they got 
out of pl aying , you know . They ' d pl aya tune and 
then they ' d sit and talk about it ." 
Jame s Hood comme nts : 
"They ' ve added a lot onto these tunes , changed 
them , take two or three and mix ' em up . I t ' s quite 
a bit (different ). I l ove the old playi ng better ' n 
I do the kind they got now . But you r un up on one 
now that still plays old- t i me f i ddl e t unes . They 
pl ayed s l ower . They didn ' t use a lot of fancy s t uff . 
It was smooth . I don ' t know ... it jus t had somethi ng 
i t ain't got now . It ' s the f ee ling you put into i t ." 
Traditional fi ddle musi c tOday i s no longer an integral 
part of rural Kentucky soc i ety . It i s a speC i ali ty. , and almost a 
nove lty , that , as John Rountree pOi nts out , i s enjoyed at cl ub-
organi zed weekly dances or at fund- rai s i ng f i ddl e conte s ts : 
"They have quite a few dances now , but most of 
i t ' s club stuff . If you don ' t be l ong to a cl ub , 
well , you don ' t get to go much .!! 
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The truly traditional style fiddle playing i s se ldom 
heard at these dances or shows , though , because it doe s not 
r eflec t the driving, t echnica l virtuosity that i s demanded by 
the li s tener t oday . As a viab l e form t hat was once di s tinct 
in itse lf both in style and repertoi re" traditional musi c in 
Ke ntucky today i s a lost art that will die with the l ast ge ner a -
tion that learned and experienced it . 
TRADI TIONAL FIDDLE MUSIC IN I TS SOC IAL SETTING 
There was hardly an occas ion in t he rural society of 
early Kentucky where fiddle music was not heard sooner or later . 
Da nces and music parties at people ' s homes , of course , required 
a fiddler, but at al most any social supper , fes tiva l , or cele-
bration, SOmeone would bring a fiddle either for musi c or to 
start an impromptu dance . Of a l l the social occasions , though , 
the square dan~e was probably the most popular . 
THE SQUARE DANCE 
There were essentia l l y two occasions when a square dance 
would take pl ace . The f irst was when ne i ghbors got together 
spec i fi cal ly for the purpose of having a dance . James Hood r ecalls 
that most dances of thi s sort we r e in the wintertime at a 
neighbor ' s house : 
"There wasn ' t no s pe ci al pl aces . They 'd just ge t 
together and say , ' Well, you come to my house thi s 
week and we ' ll play and danc e tonight . 'II 
Charlie Kessinger , a 91 year old fi dd le r from Butler County , 
r emembe r s dances from hi s youth : 
"I I ve played for a good many dances . We ' d have one 
through the wintertime pr etty near every week . They 
didn't miss many weeks unle ss it was awful bad ... 
They ' d come from an area of about three mile s . 
You see , it was the horse and buggy days and they 
couldn ' t go to town . Well , they just we nt around 
to peopl e ' s homes . And they'd have a squar e dance , 
and they ' d take the furniture out of one of the 
rooms and it'd be enough to have a square in there . 
And they had a - l ot of neighbors that square danced, 
and they maybe danc ed ' till two o ' clock in the 
morning . " 
Obta i ning t he fiddler was a pr erequi s ite for a dance , and 
he seldom r efused , both because he enjoyed playing, and be cause 
he often was promised pay for hi s services .. Jim Bowl es , f r om 
Monroe County , r ecalls : 
"They would just 
a horse or sometimes 
come 
come 
6 
and get me . 
after me in 
They ' d bring 
a buggy . A lot 
of times just come , just drive up, say ' You ' re 
going, ' you know . Wasn ' t no car s . " 
Gusty Wallace remembers getting pai d for late nineteenth 
century dances : 
" ..• Five cents on the corner . That would be 
about 20 cents for the set . A nickel back then 
looked as big as a dollar . My daddy worked down 
here at Sulphur Well, I don ' t know how many years , 
for fifty cents a day . Now you think about it , the 
difference from his day to now . If you could get 
20 cents it was good stuff - half a sack of flour . " 
A fiddler ' s job at a dance was hard work, though , and he 
earned hi s pay . John Rountree seldom played for dances for that 
r eason : 
"It ' d take a man with a big ambition to play , 
' cause it 'd take as many as twenty couples at one 
time in the square, and they ' d circle dance - we 
call it square dance - and they ' d just keep on going 
around and around 'till this fiddler 'd just finally 
have to call ' em . They didn ' t have no mercy on him ." 
The relationship between the fiddler and the dancers was 
important , because he had to keep the time for them as well as 
make the music as lively as possible . A fiddler who was perceptive 
and could lead the dance with hi s music was in great demand and 
valued highl y i n a community . Gusty Wallace aptly described a 
fidd l ers ' job: 
"It \\'asn ft everybody could play for a square 
dance . They didn ' t have the swing to it . You know , 
if you can get ' em just danCing just right, let ' em 
get that swing , you take that , and you can watch 
them, and be right with ' em . Why, sometimes they 'd 
dance all night . And they 'd generally danc e fifteen 
minutes , and that was a set . Generally, the same 
old tune pl ayed through. A lot of ' em does it that 
way . I never could . I ' d get tired of it. And 
I ' ll tell you about the dancers , too . You could see 
they begin to slow up , ylsee , and you can change off 
on another piece and they ' ll just pep right up ." 
COUNTY COURT DAY AND MEDICINE SHOWS 
Every good- s ized town in rural Kentucky had a County Court 
Day onc e a month . It was an occasion for selling and trading goods , 
seeing shows and programs , and visiting with neighbors . It was 
always an exciting and colorful day to look forward to , and 
Chester Huffman remembers that ther e was sure to be a fiddler 
or two to make music : 
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liOn Saturday evening , everybody came to town . 
And over in the courtho.use yard , there was liable 
to be two or three outfits agoing out there trying 
to sell medicine and stuff . Somebody over there 
selling ice cream , two cones for a nickel , you 
know . Used to be a bandstand over in the carner of 
the courthouse yard , and used to be somebody up 
there maybe a- preaching . And he'd have somebody 
to sing or make a little music to get a crowd 
together . 11 
The old - time medicine shows were a big part of such a day , 
and they were an important early sourc e of outside influence 
on the music of thi s area . The medicine shows often travelled 
extensively , and occasi onally would bring a fiddler or some 
other musician with them to draw a crowd. Elz i e Estes recall s 
one such show: 
" ... called him Dr . Botchner . He was a t Scotts -
ville, County Courthouse Day. I believe it was on 
Saturday . He had a fiddler with him from Pine 
Bluff , Arkansas, and he played Moc kingbird and he 
played Pretty Little Miss . He ' d have a boy up 
there with him , playing the guitar . I don ' t know 
if he was with him or not , but that f i ddler was 
with him all the time . . •. Old man about fifty , 
I guess . Kind of tall and s lim- like . They ' d get 
up on the stand and play a few tunes and get a 
big crowd up there listening, and he'd start 
sell ing his tonic . He sold it for a dollar a 
bottle . And these men , it was jus t l i ke you see 
in these picture shows . They was running up there 
buying . I s tood around there and listened to the 
music as long as I could . I tried to catch all the 
music I could catch ." 
More often than not, though , the medic i ne man would travel 
alone and pick up local musicians to play for him . Somet i mes he 
would stage an impromptu fiddler ' s contest to draw a crowd : 
"At Round Hill , there was an old medicine man 
running an outfit . Go from town to town , you know . 
They ' d put of~ a little sleight- of- hand show , and 
to make it more entertaini~g and to draw a bigger 
crowd for his bUSiness , why , he ' d let up put on a 
fiddler ' s c; ont est or something like that. fl 
THE TUNES 
Traditional fiddle playing reached its height of popularity 
in this area by about 1900 . At that time , there were probably more 
than a hundred fiddlers of varying degree s of skill within a 
fifty mile radius of Bowling Green . The total repertoire of the 
area must have been over a thousand tunes . Many have been for-
gotten, or lost with the deaths of older musicians , but still , 
from the playing of only eleven fiddler s , 
pieces have bee n r ecorded for this s t udy . 
interesting are : 
over 150 different 
Some of the most 
SCOTT ' S RETURN - Thi s is a very rare, unusual 
tune, ap,par ently known only by ,Milo Bi ggers of 
Glasgow , Barren County . "An old soldier returned, 
y ' know . His name was Scott . And that ' s all I 
know. I heard old man Henry Carver talk about it 
... the Civil War ." 
A STRANGER ON A MULE - "A fiddler in Alle n County , 
Catlett Korner , me and him played together right 
smart ," El zie Estes relates, "and I learned a f ew 
tunes f rom him . And that ' s how I learned A Stranger 
On A Mule. He told me how he learned it. He didn't 
know the actual tune of it - what it was . He saw 
a fel l er gOi ng down the road riding a mule , 
whi stling that tune . He liked it so well , he took 
out to t he house and got hi s f iddle and played it. 
And he played it every time we got together . And 
I l earned it from him. II Milo Bi gge r s recognized 
the tune as an old hornpipe that was once played 
around Barren County . 
STEAMBOAT BILL - J im Bowles told this story 
conce rning thi s tune : "I know the first tune I eve r 
l earnt to play was Steamboat Bill . There was an 
old colored man, when we lived out on Uncle Jim 
Carter' s place . They had him a- building a barn. 
I r emember hearing him s ing , and I kind of picked 
it up : St eamboat Bill, steaming down the Mi ss i ss ippi . 
Steamboat Bill, thought I heard the puffing of the 
whippoorwill . I! 
SLEEPING ON A CORN COB BED - A r ar e local tune 
played by Milo Biggers . It may be related to Sugar 
In The Gourd. "Page Elli son used to play it mostly . 
Used t o be around at these contests." 
LADY ' S FANCY - Pl ayed by Gusty Wallace and Wallace 
Thompson , thi s tune i s complete l y unrelated to a 
Texas tune by the same name . It i s a l so known locally 
as Rattle - Tumma- Snodge and in northern Kentucky as 
Dark Corner . 
Because traditional fiddle music i s closely linked to a 
little known and almost undocumented pas t , it will never be ade -
quately understood by either the folklorist or the musicologi st . 
It i s no longer a functional part of rural soc i ety and the bulk 
of the mus ic has died with the l ast generation of traditional 
country fiddlers . Its true value as both a soc i al phenomenon 
and a distinct musical form has not yet been made clear , but with 
the aid of local studies such as thi s one , the raw material s till 
remaining wi ll be available for future interpretation by scholars . 
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SOME EFFECTS OF THE HERBICIDE 
GLYPHOSATE ON J OHNSONGRASS RHIZOMES 
by 
Marlin Moody 
ABSThACT 
Gr owth chamber experiments wer e conducted to s tudy some 
of the effects of the herbicide gly~osate ( N-( phos phonomethyl) 
glycine] (Roundup) on johnsongrass [2orghum halepense (L.) Pers;] 
rhizomes . Johnsongr ass developing f r om 2 , 3 , 4 , and 5- node 
rhizome sect ions were treated with 2. 24 kg/ha of glyphosate in 
30 . 62 l iter s/ha of wat er . 
All above - ground parts of the johnsongrass plant s were 
killed . After twenty days all rhi zomes we r e harvested and examined . 
The waiting period a llowed for completion of herbicidal activity 
and for germination of additional rhizome nodes . Di scoloration 
within t he rhizome sect i ons was used as an indicator of rhizome 
viability . The 2- node rhi zome sections were comple tely di s -
colored indicating 100% herbi cide trans location , whereas , there 
was no de finite pattern of di scolor at i on within the other lengths 
of rhizomes . 
INTRODUCTION 
Johnsongrass (Sorghum hale pense (L.) Pers .) has been 
classified as One of the world ' s ten- wor s t wee ds () ,10 ) . Thi s wee d 
is found in most of the United States and i s one of the most common 
weeds in the South (1 ,8 , 10 ). It i s evident that j ohnsongrass has 
been a problem t o many people because it has bee n called many 
names most of them indi cati ng johnsongrass to be a liability 
r ather than an asse t . Some of the name s given to johns ongrass 
have been : Means grass , !4eani e gr ass , and bankruptcy gr ass (4 ) . 
Johnsongrass i s difficult to control because it r eproduces 
vegetatively by rhi zomes and a l s o by seed (11 2{5,6,9) . The exten-
s i ve s ystem of rhizomes i·s the main prob l em \ 7} and also the 
reason that control of this weed i s usually expensive (7 , 8) . 
Cultural and herbicidal method s of controlling seedling johnson-
grass may be very eff ect ive , however , the rhi zomes will over winter 
in the fi e ld and germinate the following year (6 ) . Any practice 
whi ch fails to kill all rhizomes will not give compl etely e ffective 
control (6 , 9 ) . 
Kentucky i s an area whi ch lies between southern r egions of 
the U. S. whi ch some time s utilize johns ongrass as a forage and 
northern regions where many johnsongrass rhizomes ar e killed by 
freez ing temperatur es . Therefore johnsongrass may be a greater 
weed problem in Kentucky than in some other states . 
Thi s study was conducted to observe some of the effects of 
the herbicide glyphosate (Roundup ) on johnsongrass rhizomes and to 
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obtain f ac ts concerning this herbicide ' s use as a control for 
thi s noxius weed . 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
On November 2 , 1973 , johnsongrass rhizomes wer e dug from 
the Weste rn Kentucky Uni vers i ty farm . All soil and foreign 
matter were washed f r om the rhi zomes with tap water . Rhi zomes 
were p'laced in 3 . 78 liter metal cans containing a soil mixture 
of 50% sand and 50% peat mos s . All rhizomes wer e place d at a 
soil de pth of approximately 5 . 00 cm . The cans had holes in the 
bottom to a llow normal drainage . At the time of planting , the 
soi l was watered to f ield capacity . 
The metal cans ""rere randomly numbered one t hrough s ix-
teen . All cans contained two sections of rhizomes . There were 
four cans with -2 nodes per section , four cans with 3 node s per 
section , four cans with 4 nodes per section, and four cans wi th 
5 nodes per sect i on . 
All containers we r e placed in a gr owth chamber with 
florescent and incandescent as the light sources . Temperature 
controls we r e se t at 27°e for 13 hours and a t 18°e for 11 hours . 
The light period was during the 27° t emper a t ure and the dar k 
period during the 18° t emperature . 
Plant s began ger minati ng within one week and were all owed 
to gr ow wi th no spec i a l attention exce pt watering for twenty-
e i ght days . On November 30 , 1973 , an appli cation of 2 . 24 kg/ ha 
of glyphosate in 30 . 62 liters per he ctar e of water was made . At 
the time of herbicide a pplic ati on the average height of the 
johnsongrass plants was 38 . 0 cm . 
The entire experiment was r e peated beginning February 6 , 
1974 , with some mi nor changes in procedure . Planting depth in 
the latter study was 2. 5 cm rather than the 5 .0 cm depth used 
earlier . During the second s tudy rhizomes were allowe d 28 days 
aft er herbicide appli cation before be ing harvested rather than 
20 days after -application. 
RESULTS AND DI SCUSSI ON 
In the first study the 2- node sections were complet e ly 
di scolored indicat ing 100% herbic ide trans location, whereas , there 
was no definite pattern of di scoloration within t he other l engths 
of rhi zomes (Table 1 ) . 
In both s tudie s , the longer length r hi zome sect i ons 
produced a lower percentage of plants . However , ther e were no 
s igni~icant ~iffe renc e in the ge r mination of plant s from 2 , 3 , 4 , 
or 5- node rhizome s . These re sult s agreed with those f0und by 
C. G. McWhort er in a s imilar study (11) . The plants with the 
more s hallow plgnting depth produced a higher percent of plants 
ge r minating from possible s i tes (Table 1 ). 
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During the harvest and examination it was noted that 
practically all rhizomes which had produced a plant before 
herbicide application were completely killed . A very important 
pOint is that during the two experiments only a total of three 
plants germinated after application of herbicide . Thi s indicates 
that discoloration of rhizomes might not be a valid indicator of 
rhizome viability . 
Basing my conclusion on these two studies it appears that 
the effectiveness of glyphosate is equally good on rhizomes con-
taining 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5 nodes per section . 
• 
12 
Noc1es 2 
per 3 
rhi zome 4 
5 
TABLE 1 
Effe ct of glyphosate on j ohnsongrass rhizomes . a 
% of rhi zome s % of plants ge rmi nat i ng 
dark- <;olore.o i'rom . 'Coss ible site s 
s t stu:ty 2nd stu 'Y 
100 37a 50a 
29 34a 42 a 
59 31a 46a 
51 2Sa 30a 
aAII means in a co l umn f ollowed by the same l etter 
a r e not si gnifi<;ant l y oifferent at the .( . 05) l e ve l 
using Duncans Mu l ti pl e Range Te st . 
• 
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DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THE OBESE 
by 
Larry Jones 
America - land of the thin and home of the persecuted 
fat. The obese are anathemas in our soc i ety , treated as pariahs 
for no other reason than because they are overweight! The list 
of injustices which confront fat people includes prejudice, dis-
crimination , cultural rejection , ridicule, and social ostracism . 
Thi s paper is intended to accomplish the fo llowing objectives: 
(1) explor e some of the many ways against which the obese are 
discriminated, (2 ) exami ne certain att itudes which lead to such 
di scriminations , and (3) offer suggestions a imed at ameliorating 
the status of fat people in our society . 
Why is it that the obese are held in suc h low esteem by 
the general population? One of the primary reasons seems to be 
the attitude , held by many, that fat people are morally weak -
they have no pride in themselves and lack will- power . Many 
people believe that a person i s fat simply because he or she is 
too lazy to push himself away from the table. Obes~ty is seen 
as having but one cause , lack of self- control . 
Thi s view, however, is grossly inaccurate . l Indeed, 
Charlotte M. Young , professor of medical nutrition at Cornell 
University, believes that the term "obesity" i s mi sleading and 
should be replaced by the term "obesities" for this reason : 
••. we are not dealing with a single disease but 
rather with a symptom of some underlying energy 
imbalance which may have many causes : genetic , 
metabolic , psychologi cal , soc i ological , cultural , 
or even economi c . The obesities , particularly 
in children , are compl~x problems to which there 
a r e no simple answer s . 
Another att itude which leads to a low appraisal of fat 
people, quite obviOUS in our SOC i ety , i s the view that heavi ness 
is extremely unat~ractive . As a culture, America seems to 
worship thinness . Americans! outlook regarding physical beauty , 
whi ch equate s a heavy body build with ugliness, is probably the 
fundamental cause for our maltreatment of the obese . 
The media , to a large extent, help maintain and r einforce 
our low view of fat people . Advertisements which emphasize thin-
ness, stereotyped portrayals of fat people in television and books , 
and comedy spoofs which treat obesity in a derisive manner are 
all examples of how fat people are denigrated by elements of t he 
media . Advert i s ing is undoubtedly the chie f offender , though . 
How many heavy models does one find in advertisements? Very few , 
if any . He or she is often dressed in unattractive, unbecoming 
styles . It is very interesting that even in nWe ight Watche r s ,fT 
offi c i al magazine of the diet group , clothes which are designed 
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for heavy people are modeled by thin individuals . 4 It seems 
r ather obvious that t hese various el ements contribute to the 
vi ew that fatnes s i s ve ry ugly and unde s irable . 
Regardle ss of the r easons why peopl e hold di s par aging 
attitudes toward the obese , the conse quences of these attitudes 
a r e qUite seve r e . As a r esu l t of suc h a ttitudes , there i s wide -
s pread cul tural rejection of fat people . Obes ity, in our soc i ety, 
i mpedes social inter acti on even more than various phys ic al handi-
caps . ' Stephe n A. Richardson and hi s assoc iates tested over 600 
te n and eleven ye ar old chi l dren from different ar eas of the 
country to determine whether or not there i s cul t ur al cons i stency 
in the rejection of the handicappe d . The boys and girls te sted , 
including a numbe r who were handica ppe d , r e pr esented vari ous r aces , 
socio- economic s t atuses , and environments : urban , suburban, and 
rural . The children we r e shown a se t of six pictures : picture s 
of a normal child , a child whose face was di sfigur ed , a child in 
a wheelchair , ,an amputee , a child wearing a leg br ace and us ing 
crutches , and an obese chi ld . The chi ldren r anked the pictures 
accordi ng t o whi ch one they l iked best , second best , etc . The 
drawing of the obese child was consistently r anked l ast . The 
study : fI ••• shows that ident i cal rankings are given for sub-
groups differing on othe r variables : sex , urban- rural , socio-
economic s tatus , and s5tting of interview . For race , the rankings 
ar e almost identical . " The r efore , obesity can qui t e literally 
be viewe d as a phys i cal handi cap and the obese can be considered 
a minority group . 
Indeed , in a study conducted by L. F . r4onello and Jean 
Mayer , it was found that obese young adults di spl a:,red personality 
characteristics that are fl str ickingly similar to the traits 
soc i ologists have shown to be typical of youngsters in oppressed 
minori ty groups who were victims of intense prejudice . 11 '/ Considering 
the prejudi ce and cultural rejection which confront fat people in 
America , it i s not surprising that there is much discrimination 
agains t them . 
Let us now examine a few of the various ways in which the 
obese are di sc riminated against in our SOC i ety. Some types of 
discrimination ar e quite obvious ; others are not readily noticed . 
Although few people realize it , the way in which we use 
our language discrimirlates against the obese . Isn ' t it signifi -
cant that in our SOCiety there are "fat" slobs but no "skinny", 
"short ", or lI tall" slobs? Skinniness is an amoral attribute ; 
it is absolutely no reflection upon one ' s personality . There is 
no moral judgement i mpl icit in the label "ski nny as a rail". 
Clearly , though , the label "fat as a hog ll is almost as much as 
assessment of one ' s personality as of his body build . 
Cons ider J also , the names that Americans , 95peciaJ l,r 
children , call fat people . The list of derisi ve names includes 
lIFatso ll , "Pi ggy ll, lICri sco ll , "Two- ton Tessie ", lI Bli mp ll, and so 
on ad infinitum and ad nauseum . Many jingles and short poems are 
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composed for fat people; "Fatty, Fatty , two- by- four j couldn ' t 
get through the kitchen door" is an example . The obese probably 
receive as much verbal abuse as any mi nority in the country . 
Americans seem to have a double-standard concerning the 
obese j thin people are judged in one vlay, fat people are judged 
differently . Natalie Allon, who i s a doctor of soc i ology and 
who is also an authority on the problems encountered by the obese , 
explains the double - standard in the following manner : 
li The st igma attached to fatness means that many 
privileges which are open to "normals " are considered 
illegitimate for the fat person - as eating an ice 
cream cone . .. For a fat person to be caught in the 
act of an eating crime ... is proofSof his or her 
irre spons ible lack of control ... " 
I 
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Another such privilege which is taken for granted by thin .' 
people but,. often avoided by the obese because of social disappro-
val , is swimming in public pools and at beaches . How do many 
people react to a very fat person in a bathing suit? Some people 
think nothing about the matter but others may stare disapprovingly , 
quietly chuckle , gawk , or even utter an exclamation of disgust , 
as if the fat person has no right to spoil the scenery with his 
presence ! It i s n ' t surpriSing , then , that many obese individuals 
never go swimming - even if they love the sport. 
Job discriminat ion against fat indivi duals is extremely 
common . The vast majority of inst ances of discrimination goes 
unreported ; the actual number of cases, if known , would quite 
likely be staggering. Let us now consider some of the reasons 
for the pervasiveness of unfair employment practices . 
When hiring a secretary, clerk , etc ., many empl oyers 
overlook a person ' s qualifications and personality ; appearance 
seems to be their primary conce rn . A fat person - even with a 
friendly , pleasing manner and good qualifications , will many times 
not be hired for a job which requires a lot of contact with the 
public . One reason for this is that employers are afraid that a 9 
fat person would give the customers a bad impression of the company . 
But as Dr . Allon states : " ' Suc h esthetic considerations of image 
are only admitted off the record ; on the record, the health angle 
and the vagU5 sense of insurance problems of the overweight are 
stated ••. ,".l There are occasional exceptions to this , however . 
One obese girl who appli ed for such a job was told by the inter-
viewer that "' ... it won ' t look right l~r the company to have a lot 
of overweight people as checkers ... I n Many restaurant managers 
won 't hire an obese waiter or waitress , probably because they 
fear that some customers would be offended if their meals were 
served by a fat person • .l 2 Many large companies have found a way 
to reduce the number of obese appli cants which their employment 
directors would onl y turn down ; they . simpl¥ tel!3the employment 
age ncies not to send fat people for ~nterv~ews . 
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Perhaps the foll owing example best demonstrates the 
degree to which the obese are discriminated against by employer s . 
On January 1st , 1969 , the Labor Department reported: "Seven girls , 
who a pparent l y could not get jobs because of their overweight 
appear anc e have all been employed after l OSing more than 300 
pounds among them in s ix months ... !! 
Now let ' s examine an area which affe cts the young obese -
school . To a fat child or adol escent , school can be a hellish 
experience . Many ar e laughed at, bullied, and l eft out of social 
activities . Some of the ridicule direct ed toward obese students , 
e ven those who ar e in high schoo l , i s s hoc kingly insens it i ve , 
malicious , and cruel - r edolent of a cir cus s ide- show wher e , f or 
a price , one can marve l - and l augh at - the lI fatte s t person on 
earth !" Indeed , that i s exactly how many obese s tudents are 
treated - as though they are side - s how freaks . What are some of 
the ways in which fat student s are discriminated against? 
Physical examinations whi ch are given at school can be 
very distreSSing to a f a t child . The child is usually weighed 
during the examinati on , and his classmates are oft en all owed to 
hear hi s weight . Such a procedure pre sent s no problems - unless 
you happen to be fat . In our SOC i ety , a child who wor e leg braces 
would not be forced to compete in a foot race with his non- handicapped 
classmates ; his teacher would recognize the cruelty and possible 
ridicule which such a race might entail . The t eacher would make 
every effort to avoid drawing attention to the child ' s handica p . 
Yet , obese children are forced to be weighed in front of their 
classmates - whi ch certainly , in one se nse , is a f orm of compet i -
t i on . It is indeed an unfortunate paradox that we recognize the 
cruelty involved in one Si tuation , yet not in the other . Having 
to be we i ghed in f r ont of his or her classmat es can have seriOUS 
impac t upon an obese child , as W. Cahman pOint s out : 
... a conspi cuously conducted we i gh- i n by a school 
nurse can start a fixation on we i ght problems , both 
for the child himself and for those arou~g the child , 
whic h subsequent~y , i s hard to overcome . 
A fat adolescent, in many cases , is excluded from most social 
activities . There are several reasons f or s uch ostracism . One i s 
s i mply that many young people , both male and female , ar e somewhat 
hesi tant about being ~een with an obese pe r son . Thus , the obese 
s t ude nt often has few f riends and therefore , fewe r opportunities 
to engage in social activitie s . 
An obese student ' s social life , as far as the opposite 
sex is concer ne d, i s often nonexi stent . Boys will usually not ask 
a fat girl for a date - even i f they would like to - because they 
are afr aid of be ing laughed at . 16 Obese males face s imilar 
problems . Girls are just as concerned as boys with the potential 
threat to their soc i al standing whi ch a date \-'li th an obese indivi-
dual would pose . 
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Fear of ridicule, then, i s the primary obstacle which 
prevents obese adolescents from enjoying the many social act ivi -
ties which most of their thinner classmates take for granted . ) 
One more major type of discrimination confronts fat ( 
s tudents - the seats they sit in . Classroom desks , in all levels 
of our educational system , are usually designed to accommodate 
thin people . To an obese student , such desks can be inconvenient , 
difficult to get into and out of - and therefore embarrassing, 
and in some cases , even painful! It i s probably very difficult 
to pay attention in class when one is in a state of constant 
discomfort, but that is exactly what many obese students are 
expected to do. 
Name - calling was discussed earlier in the paperj it, too, 
i s one of the major types of di scrimination found in schools . 
Thus , there are four chief types of discrimination against fat 
students : name - calling, physical examinations , social ostracism , .f 
and seats which are uncomfortably small. 
Small seats , however, are certainly not confined to our 
schools j they are practically universal in our society . Here ar e 
a few examples of how fat people are punished by small seats . 
For many obese individuals , going to the cinema is out of the 
que17ion because the seats aren ' t large enough for them to sit in . Some busses contain a type of bucket seat in w~~ch an 
obese person cannot fit and therefore, must stand up . Stalls 
in publ ic restrooms are often too small to allow an obese person 
to turn around in comfortably . In many men ' s restrooms, the 
urinals are divided by tall partitions. In some cases , these 
partitions are spaced less than 23 inches apart - quite a squeeze 
(if not an impossible one ) for a fat man! Though thin people 
rarely notice such discriminatory elements in our society, they 
can be quite annoying to the obese . 
Now that we have reviewed a few of the various types of 
discrimination which confront fat people , some sugg~stions will be 
offered . These proposals are designed to ameliorate the status 
of fat people in America and , hopefully , decr ease t he amcunt of 
prejudice and discrimination against them . 
If any s ignificant progress is to be made in this area , 
the general population must be made aware of the types of injus-
tices which fat people must live with . The Nat ional ASiQCiation 
to Aid Fat Americ ans is trying to accomplish this task . ~ And as 
Dr . Allon , adviser to the group , explains , it is also trying 
" ' to open up the definition of contemporary American society 
beyond its rather closed and rigid basis in thinness - fat and 
thin can be beautiful , neither must or must not be . ,,,20 To 
change our attitudes concerning pulchritude so that they include 
fat people is indeed a challenging goal . The adverti s ing industry 
could greatly increase the chances that this goal will be realized 
simply by using some heavier models . These 'steps coul d possibly 
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influence a great many individuals to reexamine their attitudes 
toward fatness. And in the long run , any major change taking 
place in the way we treat fat people will probably depend, in a 
large measure , upon such a reappraisal by the populace . 
All eviation of common prejudices and disparaging att i tudes 
toward the obese would be greatly facilitated by large- scale 
dissemination of reliable information regarding the causes of 
obesity . Only as more and more people realize that fatness i s 
often not caused s imply by overeating will prejudice and discri -
mination against the obese decline . 
A conscious effort should be made to change the way in 
which our language i s used to malign the obese . Labels such as 
"fat s lob" influence our attitudes negat ively and tend t o rein-
force the popular prejudices against the obese . Calling a f at 
person "Blimplf is no different from calling one who limps "Crip" ; 
people must realize this before they can act accordingly . 
The people who design seats (and also those who buy them ) 
could do an immeasurable service to the obese . Would it be 
unreasonable for a theate r to contain a number of double - wide 
chai r s to seat those who cannot fit into the regular seats? It 
is certainly difficult to see how. Practically every business 
could contain a few such seats without incurring any s izeabl e 
expense . Schoo l s should not be expected to buy all new and 
larger desks . But could not there be one or two tables in a 
classroom where fat students (and any other student s who so 
desired) could s it in s traight - backed chairs? This s ituation 
could be handled in such a way as to avoid making the fat child 
feel conspicuous or "privileged " . If urinals are to be divided 
by partitions, the parti tions should be far enough apart to 
accommodate the obese as well as the thin . If the amount of 
available r oom prohibits such spac ing , then privacy should be 
sacrificed for equal opportunity . If such measures were taken, 
the obese would enjoy many activities which before were avoided . 
Thi s is not to say , however , that fat people can easily be 
accommodated in every respect . But the instances in which the 
cost of accommodating the obese is truly prohibitive appear to 
be very few in number . 
• Weigh- ins at school which are conducted publicly should 
be discontinued . Surely any inconvenience or lost time which 
might result if student~ ' weights were taken in private would be 
dwarfed by the i mmeasur able gains to the fat student s . 
Ideally, most types of job discrimination against the 
obese would be illegal . There may be some jobs which an obese 
person could not do well , but unless it could be clearly demon-
strated that a job's r equirements would disqualify a fat person, 
discrimination on the basis of excess weight should be illegal . 
Some problems might ari se if such a law were passed but it i s 
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difficult to see how they could be of any major importance . Of 
cour se , if our at t itudes toward the obese changed , such a law 
would be unnecessary . But since no ma j or change i n our atti -
t ude s i s l ikely to occur in the foreseeable futur e , such a law 
i s necessary if f at people are to be treated fairly . 
In cl osing , it should be noted that this paper does not 
s uggest that al l fat people i n America are ridiculed and discrimi -
nat ed against:--The r e ar e undoubtedly many fat people who do not 
feel mistreated or l eft out. It seems undeni able , though , that 
the great majority of overwe ight Americans have experienced 
maltreatment , r idicule , and one or more types of discrimination. 
This pape r has been writte n for these people, then , with the hope 
that exposing Ame ricans ' shameful treatment of the obese will 
redound to the betterment of fat people ts lives . 
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MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATI ONS 
IN EMPLOYEE PROMOTI ON 
by 
Robert VI . Ross 
INTRODUCTION 
Employee promotion is a subject which can cause a company 
many problems , although it occurs in almos t every busine ss in 
America today at one time or another . Some companies make the 
necessary changes quickly and efficiently, whi l e others ar e not 
so lucky . Promoting the right person into a key executive posi-
tion might be the most import ant decision made by a company, 
often meaning the life or death of a firm . Since this decision 
can be so vital , it i s important that the company executive be 
familiar with the t ools and methods available to him in making 
the right decision . The predominate concern he r e will be to 
reveal these methods and procedur es , and to discuss their proper 
use , minimizing the chances of making the wrong deci s i on . Although 
this i s the primary concern, it should be r emembered that know-
l edge of promotional methods , on the part of the employee , can be 
quite valuab l e . Being able t o know what the manager i s looking 
for can aid the potenti al promotee in presenting his qualifi -
cat i ons to obtain the maxi mum effect in the manager ' s consideration 
of his attri bute s . 
PROMOTI ON FROM VII THIN 
Promoting from within can be beneficial to both the 
company and the individua ls involved. An internal promotion 
syst em can be an aid in recruiting . The potential recruiter 
can see that he has a future at the company and will usually 
prefer this arrangement to the company that does not have such a 
policy . Promoting from within i mplies that the experienced 
employee i s more familiar with the organi zation and does not have 
to adjust to a t otally alien environment . His familiar i ty with 
policies , procedures , and me thods will aid him in hi s new posi-
tion , t~ereby allowing him t o concentrate his time on the job 
itself. 
Although internal promotion sometimes aids in job 
orientati on , several p~oblems can be caused by a completely 
internal program . A program that· does not utilize new and 
cr eative ide as and suggestions can be very damaging . Companies 
as well as people can be come s tagnat ed when there i s an absence 
in f l ow of innovations . Problems can also occur when proper 
steps are not taken t o prevent ' post- promotional blues '. That 
i s , after a promotion has been made , negative feelings can ari se 
in those people who were considered for promotion but were not 
promoted. This can a lso occur in businesses that hi re outs ide 
the company . It i s the job of the recepti~e execut ive to 
prevent small disaPPOintments from becoming major office crises . 
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Another problem that can occur is the seniority slump . 2 This 
happens when promotion policies become slack and people are 
promoted simply on the basis of seniority . Here again it is 
the responsibility of the executive to differentiate between 
competence and ye ar s of service while making promotional 
decisions . 
SELECTING THE RIGHT EMPLOYEE 
The responsibility of maintaining an effective progra~ 
is not nearly as critical as the selection of the right promotee 
for the right j ob . This all - important task should be undertaken 
with all the tools available to the executive . Outside consul -
t ants , although expensive , can often make the best decision on 
which man to promote . They have the advantage of complete 
object ivity in maki ng their selection as well as possessing 
the necessary expertise in employee evaluat i on . 
Methods used by consultants include various tests and 
interviews . Testing techniques can provide an over- supply of 
data, but this data can be nonconclusive in helping make the 
actual promqtional decision. If the results of anyone or set of 
tests yield approximately the same results , it would be necessary 
to use less analytical means such as the interview approach . 
However , it is usually best to begin the employee evaluation 
with the testing method , because it generally eliminates the l ess -
likely candidates faster . 
The tests used in evaluating an employee for promotion 
are usually the same types of tests given in hiring situations . 
Intelligence, aptitude , achievement, and personality tests can 
be used in employee evaluations . However, it should be remem-
bered that the use of non- approved tests can be a dangerous 
practice , since it has been proven that certain companies have 
used tests Simply to eliminate minority groups . When tests are 
used in employee evaluations , it is important to remember that 
the validity of even widely used tests is sometimes controversial . 
Therefore , waking judgments based ~ntirely on test re sults should 
be avoided . j 
Before administering any test , the criterion for promo-
tion and ~he proper test for measuring those qualities should be 
determined . For instance , if the requirements for the new job 
include a great degree of employee interaction and co- operation , 
a personality test should be administered . Likewise , if the 
job requires learning new skills and methods , it would be best 
to use either an aptitude or achieveme nt test . 
THE INTERVIEW 
After the tests have been administered and the top candi -
dates selected , the next evaluation criterion is usually the 
interview . This is where the consul tant can really show his worth. 
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He is able to evaluate the candidates with more objectivity and 
less prejudice than can an intra- office committee . This is 
especially true in medium size companies where employee interac-
tion i s extensive enough that employees know each other but 
limi ted enough that prejudice is commonplace . 
Several interview methods can be utilized in promotee 
selection; (1) the direct method, (2) the indirect method , 
and (3) the patterned method . These three types are mentioned 
because they are the most widely used and most effective 
although other interview patterns are available. In the direct 
method , the interviewer is in charge of the conversation and 
discusses job ability topics with the interviewee . Later he 
evaluates the responses given by the different candidates. The 
indirect method is considerably different as the interviewer 
suggests topics and lets the promotee elaborate on them and 
generally control the interview . The patterned method is 
similar to the direct method , but the interviewer has instead 
a predetermined battery of questions or a questionnaire form to 
evaluate the employee . 
Another method of promotee selection is one used in a 
banking study where attitudes of employ~es toward promotion 
were evaluated in a questionnaire circulated throughout the 
bank . A sheet containing a list of six potential promotion 
factors was presented which required the employees to rank the 
factors they felt were the most to least important . Averages 
computed by the firm doing the study were used to evaluate the 
data and give the firm an idea as to what the employees felt 
were justifiable criterion in promotions . With these facts , 
management was able to select promotees on the basis of require -
ments set up by the employees themselves.4 
The use of consultants and outside studies can be quite 
expensive and many companies feel that the utility derived 
cannot be justified economically . In smal ler companies , intra-
office evaluations can often be as effective as using a consultant 
because knowledge of job performance for all potential promotees 
can usually be readily fOHnd. 
If management does not feel that it can select the right 
employee for promotion simply by knowing him, any of several 
steps can be taken . Not only can tests , studies , and interviews 
be helpful , but meetings between the employee and his future 
subordinates , future bosses , and future peers can often yield 
startling results . . Individual confrontations between the promotee 
and his new boss can give an idea of the degree of co- operation 
that will resul t after the promotion . The same is true of 
meetings wi th the promotee and hi s future subordinates . If these 
people are allowed to discuss with the candidate and then make 
recommendations to the management, the chances of selecting the 
best employee are greater . In addition , the promotees new work 
group will accept him readily s i nce they had a part in select i ng 
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him . This one fact can often relieve the complaint of , ' He just 
doesn ' t seem to fit in with our department ' , sometimes heard by 
management . As a matter of fact , if the promotee ' s subordinates 
and supervisors have an active part i n his selection , they will 
go out of their way to help him fit it . 
EJ.IPLOYEE EVALUATION 
Another method of intra- office evaluat i on of promotee 
candidates is the achievement record . This method is best 
utilized in evaluating long- term employees , but it can also be 
used to a certain degree to evaluate employees who have been 
I 
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at work at least a year . Quality and quantity of work produced , 
outstanding accomplishments, and general suitability of the 
worker in his job can all be used to determine the right promotee . 
The collection of this data can present a problem, but it can be 
obtained from the worker ' s peer group and superiors . The people 
in charge of the promotion should also be careful to note the .' 
promotee's level of satisfaction in his present job . A man who 
fits into one niche well usually fits into an upper level job 
as <well, unless the person is one who is ' promotion oriented ' . 
A promotion oriented person is one who is more concerned with 
someone else ' s job than his own . These people should be considered 
for promotions just like any other employee , but it must be kept 
in mind that their job dissatisfaction might continue up through 
the advancing job levels . If this is thought to be the case , it 
would be a good idea to pass the employee up in promotion deci -
sions . Discontentment on the job can be caused by many other 
factors , though the employee might insi st that his problems are 
due to the alienation with his low hierarchy jOb . In summarizing , 
it can be said that the dissatisfied blue collar wor ker will also 
become the dissatisfied executive . 
Worker evaluation techniques should include the above 
methods in measuring the following worker traits : Intelligence , 
judgment and accuracy , character- integrity and dependability 
both on and off the job , personality- enthusiasm , self control , 
initiative, job experience and knowledge , value to company, 
quality and quantity of work , physical appearapce and health , 
interest in work and regularity of attend ance . > Of course , 
many of these factors are objective and cannot be evaluated by 
any concise scientific. means . Therefore comparative analysis 
between candidates becomes necessary . However , it should be 
remembered that objectivity in ranking these traits is very 
important j hence , it is best to have several people making the 
evaluations . 
There are several viable means by which characteristic 
factors may be ranked . One of these methods is the checklist 
method whe re numerous phrases and questiogs referring to specific 
factors are listed as shown in example 1 . This form should be 
fil l ed out by the interviewers immediately afte r or during the 
interview . 
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Another s imi7ar device of rating employee factors is the rating scale method . The factors are listed in the same manner 
as the checklist method , but instead of answering 'yes' or 'no' , 
a numeric al value is ass igned by the interviewer and entered in 
the blank to the side of the respective factor . A scale of 
from 1 to 10 can be used with ten being the best possible score. 
This particular type of rating lends itself well to computerized 
statistical analysis . The evaluation forms are concerted to 
punch cards and each evaluation factor i s averaged in total and 
by interviewer . Use of this method allows the candidate a more 
objective evaluation s ince the numerical grade he receives on 
each factor is not the score given by anyone interviewer but 
is instead ~ score derived from the evaluations made by all the 
persons on the interview panel. Not only is this method less 
prejudical, but it is also fast and easy to use . Other evalua-
tion methods may be used to grade each applicant on a compara-
tive basis, but the numerical method is the easiest to employ 
since relatively inexpensive computer time i s used to average 
the responses of the interviewers instead of valuable executive 
time . 
The f actors that can be effectively evaluated by the above 
methods inc l ude : character , integrity , enthusiasm, personal 
appear ance , dependability , self- control , initiative, and interest 
in work . In addi tion , testing methods can best evaluate the 
factors of personality , intelligence, judgment and accur acy . The 
other factors: job experience and knowledge, regularity of 
attendance , and quality/quantity of work can be evaluated from 
exist ing attendance r ecords and job histories . All of these 
factors taken together determine the all- pervasive criterion: 
the value of the person to the company . 
THE EMPLOYEE I S FAMILY - HIS WIFE 
For the execut ive to effectively evaluate an employee 
and select the right promotee , he should understand the motives 
behind the man's behaviorj what goes on outside the office in 
the man ' s life . 
The employee's family is the biggest influence on his 
behavior outside the office while his wife i s the biggest influence 
in t'he family, hence lending credence to the old adage that "Behind 
every great man is a s;reat woman. " This indeed i s true because 
the co-operation of a man ' s wife i s a prerequisite for his success . 
Often a job promotion means a relocation, and a wife must under-
stand and accept this fact . A study cited in Business Horizon 
showed that 87 per'cent of the wives polle"d would be willing to 
move if i t meant a promotion for their husbands while only three 
wives said definitely no . Many wives indic ated that there were 
no disagreeable aspects to their role as the executive wife , 
but the most frequent complaint ()O% ) was theirghusband1s absence 
from home while on trips or working late hours . 
The role of the wife of the exe cutive is a complex one . 
She should be fa shion minded, but not extr eme in dress . She 
should not drink t oo much, smoke too much , or be overly friendly . 
She should not make others feel uncomfortable by appearing ' t oo 
good '. On the whole , she should be inconspicuously conspicuous 
with he r c l othing, hair s t yl e , and jewelry all reflecting her 
personality. As business moves out of the office and into the 
home , the r ol e of the wife as an entertaine r in~reases . She must 
entert ain, be entertained , and be entert aining . ~ 
Today the executive ' s wife has become not only a factor 
in the promotional process but also an integral part of the 
management soc i al system . In business decisi ons of the future , 
it may become necessary fo r corporations to give more attenti on 
to the executive ' s wife , due to her increasing role as a partner 
in the bus iness world . On the other hand, it may be that her 
influence on her husband ' s career in r5e future will diminish 
due to her own increased involvement . Even so , the woman ' s 
role in bus i ness , whethe r it be stri ctly as an executive ' s 
wife or as bo.th a wife and working partner , will become an increas-
ingly important force in the life of the future executive . 
TYPES OF PROMOTIONS 
There ar e basically t hree types of ~romoti ons that t he 
manager should be aware of : (1 ) vertical , (2 ) horizontal , and 
(3 ) inter-company . Vertical promotions are the most common 
type . Unde r this promot i onal method , the employee i s r a i sed 
from one job level to another level inside the same company . 
This method, also called ' promotion from within ', i s usually 
the most desirable being preferred by both manager and employee . 
Hori zontal promotion is sometimes less desir able than 
vertical promotion because it generally occurs for l ess than 
progressive r easons . Unde r thi s method, the employee is shi fted 
from one position t o another on the same level in the company 
heirarc hy. The reasons for promotions of this type vary of cour se , 
but generally horizontal promotions are used to shift useful , 
but hard to get along with, employees from one department to 
another . 
Inter- company promotions ar e unique in that they are 
controlled by the employee instead of the employer . They may 
be either horizontal or vertical in nature . He may t ake a job 
with a different company e ntering at a higher level (vertical ), 
or at a l evel equivalent to that of his old job (horizontal) . 
AFTER THE PROMOTION 
After t he promotion has bee n made , the job i s not com-
plete , but rather , it ha~ just begun . The training of the 
promotee in his new job ~ s as i mportant as his selection . The 
manager should be aware of the aspects compri s ing the post- promotion 
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office atmosphere . Li ke the weather , it can sometimes be bright 
and sunny, but sometimes it can be cool and gloomy . A newly 
promoted employee can become easily discouraged dealing with new 
people , new disappointments , and new achievement standards . 
It is management ' s re sponsibi lity to keep the lines of 
communication ope n after the promotion and to monitor feed -
back not only from the promotee but also the promotee ' s subor -
dinates . The manager should be able to dispel any fe eling of 
doubt arising in the promoteefs mi nd concerning aspects of his 
job, and he should be able to re i nforce the promotee ' s feeli ngs 
of confi dence . Co-worker re sentment among non- promoted candi dates 
should be monitored using a low key approach with di scipline 
taken only if criticism continues . After the promotion , it is 
wise to have periodic frap sessions ' between upper management 
and the promotee to maintain the communicat i on l inks . This can 
often instill badly needed confidence in the promotee and 
management . 
CONCLUSION 
The life of the company , the career of the promotee , and 
the sanity of the corporate officers often depend on making the 
right decision in promotional situat i ons . The higher the job 
l evel , the more critical is the decision . This is why it i s 
imperative that the execut i ve have an awareness of the various 
methods available to hi m in making any promotional decision . 
With more information , the chances of making a wrong decisi on 
are smaller . Se lecting the right employee can assure the 
companyfs survival in a rapidly changing business environment. 
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EXAMPIE 1 
Factor 
, , , Questi on 
A. Depend,bi l ity 1. 'fuen you give him a job to 
dO j are you confident that 
you will get what you want 
when you want it? 
2 . Doe s he follow instructions 
on routine j obs with a mini -
mum of supervision and 
f ollow- up? 
3 . Does he f r equently need 
follow- up on the most rou-
tine duties? 
4 . Can you depend on him to 
t ryout new ideas? 
- --- --------- ---------
B. Attitude 1 . Is he a good tea~ worker? 
2 . Is he receptive to change 
and. new duties? 
3. Does he go out of his ,laY 
to cooperate with his fel10"'1 
worke rs? 
4 . Does he have ' a constructive 
atti tude towar-Cl. the company? 
5. Does he have a constructive 
attitude toward hi s coworkers? 
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RAY BRADBURY AND THE ANGELS 
or 
Rudolf" Bultmann ' s Failure To Recognize The 
Three- Storied Universe In Modern Eschatology 
If It Should Fall On Him At The Kennedy Space Center 
by 
Nancie Calloway 
During the first half of the twentieth century a new 
word was coine0. in theological language. This new verbal, this 
new annalytic tool is li to demythologize 1/ . The man credited with 
its origin, Ruc1.o1f Bultmann , is quick to point out its inadequacy 
nue to its negative connotation . But negative or not the real 
value lies in its application to the mythology of the Bible 
(particularly that of the New Testament in which Bultmann's 
main interest lies), 
In his understanding the prefix "de _ 1I means more of a 
translating action than one of strict elimination . The mythology 
of the Bible is not entirely stripped away, rather it is given 
a healthy treatment of Bultmannian existentialism and returns 
de - historized and de-symbolized fit for the consumption of 
modern man. One coulo go on to impressive lengths to examine 
the valioi ty of Bul tmann I s many "translations ", but that is to 
ignore or take for granted the sounaness of what seems to be 
Bultmann 's first premise. That is, modern, scientifically 
minded men cannot possibly understand the Kerygma as it is 
written. And this starting point is decidely open to question. 
To determine just whether modern man can or cannot under-
stand it, it is necessary to specify what he is required to glean 
from the New Testament . Bultmann views its contents as divided 
into that which is the k~rnal of Christian truth, the Kerygma , 
and that which is strictly oriented to fi rs t and secono century 
Palestinian culture . The first part strangely resembles twentieth 
century existentialism whe n Bultmann is through oefining it. But 
the remai nder must be denuded of its cultural trappings or totally 
excised if it has no further value. 
In general what Bultmann prefers to eliminate within the 
"mythological world vJ.ew" is first, the idea that man lacks contro l 
ove r his life and seconr'l. , that unworldly things are described in 
worldly terms .. Bultmann notes, concerning the first concept, that 
throughout the New Testament man is both called to existential 
r'l.ecision - as to whether he will accept his finitude and encounter 
the grace of God - and at the same time is expected to consider 
himself a pawn to the will of God . Bultmann would exclude any 
line of reasoning which entailed. man I s reliance upon supernatural 
forces . Certainly man is limited, but to personify the actions of 
nature or to attri bute them to a God who meddles in the affairs 
of humans would, in Bultm·ann I s eyes, be entirely wrong-headed. 
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Attempts t o appease a deity of the natur a l world into providing 
rain or stopping the sun in the sky to benefit a battle pl an i s 
tot ally fallaci ous thinking to any scientifically bred man . 
Li kewise i t would be improper to think that an individual ' s 
life i s governed by any sort of deus ex machina . 
In thi s personification of a God who reaches his guiding 
hand down f r om above , we also encounter an as pect of Bultmann' s 
second objection to mythological thinking : that myth r efers 
to unworldly things in worldly terms . All concept s of God as 
a "fathe r" go immediately . God as the " just ruler" flies out 
next . Modern man , Bultmann tells us , can no l onge r conceive of 
reward or punishment in death , the concept of s in, of atonement . l 
Death is equally accorde d to all , the "guilt of the sinner" is 
merely the forboding realization of one ' s own finitude , and this 
ce rtainly leaves no cause for Christ ' s atonement and sacrifice . 
(If God cannot be personified t hen it seems that Chri st cannot 
be de ified .) 
A second aspec t of the denotation of unworldly things 
into worldly ter ms is that of the entire ancient world cosmology. 
I n IINew Testament and Mythologyll Bultmann gi ves a very adequate 
summary of this world view : 
The cosmology of the New Testament i s essent i ally 
mythical in character • . The world i s viewed as a 
three - storied s tructure, with the earth in the centre , 
the heaven above , and the underworld beneath. Heaven 
i s the abode of God and of celestial be ings - the 
angels . The underworld i s hell, the place of tor-
ment . Even the earth i s more than the scene of 
natural , everyday events , of the trivial r ound 
and common t ask . It is the scene of the s uper-
natural activity of God and his angels on the one 
hand, and of Satan and his daemons on the other. 
These supe rnatural forces intervene in the course 
of nature and in all that men think and will do . 
Miracles are by no means rare . Man is not in con-
trol of hi s own life. Evi l spirits may take 
possess i on of him . Satan may ins pire him with 
evil thoughts . Alternatively , God may inspire 
his thought and guide his purposes. He may grant 
him heavenly visions . He may allow him to hear 
hi s word of succor or demand . He may give him the 
supernatural powe r of his Spirit . History does not 
f ollow a smooth unbroken course j it i s set in motion 
and controlled by these supernatural powers . This 
aeon i s he ld in bondage by Sat an , s in , and death 
(for ' powers ' is prec i sely what they are ), and 
hastens towards its end . That end will come very 
soon, and will take the form of a cosmic catas-
trophe . I t will be inaugur at ed by the 'woes ' 
of the last time . Then the Judge will come from 
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heaven, the dead will rise, the last judgement will 
take place, and me~ will enter into eternal salva-
tion or damnation . 
This view, Bultmann constantly point s out, is no longer held 
in a world of science and technology . It is an example of 
"primitive science", an attempt to explain world events with-
out the knowledge of modern physics and psychology. Therefore 
it is of no use today and certainly a detriment to the under-
standing of the Kerygma . 
This is undoubtedly t r ue in t he case of many \'lould- be 
believers, those who hold Science in such high esteem that t hey 
are bl inded to the subtler values of New Testament imagery . 
However, Bul tmann should be hard put to explain how in the face 
of this dichotomy of cultur es traditional Christianity still 
retains a s ubstantial following among the highly educated . 
And with the exception of the most literal of f undamentalists, 
one is constantly coming in contact with Christians who will 
readily vouch for the validity of modern science and the Bible 
as well . There are i n fact many scientist s who hold uns hakeable 
faith in Christ . 
Bul tmann missed this observation .'·/he n he equaterl believing 
with understanding . That is, when he insists t hat mythology has 
no value as it stands and must be either eliminated or trans-
lated, he seems to operate on the assumption that because a 
man cannot believe a thing he cannot understand it. This 
certainly does not follow. No mature adult believes in Santa 
Claus, but we all understan.o him as the Christmas spirit of 
generosity. And even though he mi ght answer that these Christians 
engage in t heir own private demythologi zing, it is obvious 
that very few tamper with the imagery as Bultmann recommends . 
And if some seem ca pable of diges ting Biblical accounts who le an(l. 
unadulterat ed it may actually be that moder n , scientific man 
roes not need the demythologizing techni que . 
Why can man no longer comprehend a three - storied uni -
verse ? \"Jell, for one thfng we know t he earth is r ound, and 
there is no such t hing as a localized Heaven or Hell . In fact 
we rarely speak of Heav·en and Hell these days . But in a time 
when He ave n and Hell were suitable topics of conversat i on , eve n 
in the last centur y, ann hovering today in some ba ckward corners 
of the world, there would certainly be a tendency to localize 
such otherworldly places if only as an aid in conversation . Why, 
for instance, are maps printed with North at the top and Sout h 
at the bottom? If the world is ro und and the universe is endless 
then t here coul d be no such thing as top to bottom or side to 
side. And yet we make suc h perfe ct l y coherent references to 
goi ng "up " to Canada or "down- under " to Australia . The re is 
even "uptown" and "downtown" which have no bearing whatsoever 
on whether t he main part of town is built on a hill. These are 
merely directional terms to aid in conversation ; they alon7 have 
no meaning . The question now is, was the three - stor~ed un~verse 
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taken seriously at the time the gospels were writte n? As today 
there were undoubtedly many who took it quite literally , but it 
was certainly not the only contemporary view . A good example 
can be found in Josephus I "Discourse Concerning Hades " that the 
positions of Heaven and Hell were not taken with extreme 
se riousness . At one pOint he r emarks " ..• you shall see the 
ascent into the inunense heaven plainly ... II) thus implying that 
Heaven is located in an upward direction . However in the s ame 
essay he speaks of the otherworld as a place into which one 
descends , where "the just are guided to the right hand " a~d 
"the unjust, they are dragged by force to the left hand." 
Surely Josephus did not think heaven had an established location 
in the sky and a branch office in Hades . It is rather mor e 
likely that he was using a traditional reference to paint out 
the justice of God . Why should we take literally what the 
ancients did not? 
But taken seriously or not the three - storied concept i s 
not illogical . \Vhen man first realized an eternal , omnipotent , 
supe rnatural God he s imply could not locate him on the earth . 
What would be more appropriate than the sky? And as for a Hell 
i n the earth ... well , where we re the de ad taken? They were 
buried; they 'were placed in caves . Man looks to the sky for 
reward and glory . No one even pauses to ask why men in search 
of adventure , of raw materials for industry pOint their rockets 
at the moon instead of the earth ts interior . This concept 
should not trouble our times in the least . 
Again from "New Testament and Mythology !! Bultmann voice s 
another major divi sion between the New Testame nt and modern 
comprehension : " .•. man is essentially a unity . He bears the 
sole responsibility for his own fee ling , thinking , and willing . 
He is not, as the New Testament regards him , the victim of a 
strange dichotomy 5which exposes him to the interference of powers outside himself. 11 Ce rtainly the Biblical references t o powers 
beyond man viewed them as supernatural , either from angels or 
demons . But thi s does not mean that pre sent me n are in any more 
control over their lives . Today a man is not shaped by destiny, 
but his enviro~~ent . The pervasive modern psychological myth 
of recent years i s that every man is a product of his society . 
A man who holds up a bank and shoots ten people in the process 
rarely deserves t o shoulder the entire guilt . He undoubtedly 
was an underprivileged child, a member of an oppressed minority 
grouP i obviously he cannot be blamed for the violent ac ts he 
commits . Neither ancient nor modern man prefer to blame them-
selves . Chance and outside powers have been the constant 
companions of the guilty . How can Bultmann hope to convince 
modern society of its inherent f r eedom when Skinner ' s disciples 
reach down into grade - schools? 
What area they leave uncovered is claimed by the theory 
of tabula completeum , that man is gove rned by his genes . No , 
there are no personified Fates or devils, nor the everpresent 
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hand of God cont ained in the modern world vi ew . But there is no 
more room he r e for the path to authenti city than free will in 
Bi bli cal times . ~fuat is there to impede the 20th century man 
from identifying with the ancient world view? Only the imagery . 
And judgi ng from t he increasing interest in the occult and the 
popularity of such films as The Exorci s t , it i s but a small le ap . 
In fact , in the April 29 , 1974 issue of Time (p . 99 ) the Center 
for Po licy Research r e ported the result s of a survey taken in 
the spring of 1973 (before the empac t of The Exorci s t) in which 
it was asked if the devil existed . Out of a nationwide sample of 
3 , 546 adults 48% IIwere certain the devil exists ll and 20% "thought 
hi s exi stence probable fl . 
Neither i s modern man at a loss to create his own imagery . 
Bultmann ' s favorite example of the irrelevance of the New Testa-
ment view to t he present is the doctrine of eschatology , that 
"cosmic catastrophe !! which was to begin with the resurrection 
of Chri st and end with flocks of angels swarming out of the 
breaking heavens , tooting trumpets and announcing the Final 
Judgement of the Lord . The world , he pOints out , has not ended 
yet and certainly will not end in such a manner •.• as every school-
boy knows . However, in the l ast three or four years there has 
been a revitalization of thi s doctrine along with increasing 
converts to primitive Chri stianity. In many sects , s uch as the 
Chi ldr en of God , eschatologic al - type speculations are given dis-
play window attentions . In di scuss ing the re cent cosmic flop 
(be fore it became known as such ) Moses David ' s pamphlet entitled 
!!Mor e on Kohoute k ll asks IIWhat terrible event s wi ll the Comet 
bring? " and "80 days then THE END ? ,,6 
How can suc h groups thrive in a scienti f i c age? Well , 
one could pOint to the world cri s i s and nuc lear weapons . .. But 
why return to such outworn Biblical trappings? How can any well 
educated child of the most progre SSive nation in the world claim 
the earth will soon end and Je s us will return to separate the 
good sheep from the bad? It i s as in the examples of the three -
s t oried universe and the life controlled by forces beyond , i f 
the basic line of thought continue s , the image is not far away . 
But why do these 'new Christi ans not resort to contemporary 
i mages? Perhaps many have , but because of their similarity to 
Bi blical themes they easily adapted the latte r . Si milarity? 
Just what current ima~e s ar e s imilar to those in the New Testa-
me nt? First of all let us take a look at one example of twentieth 
century eschatology . 
Few me n can abide the thought of the world ' s destruction 
without some salvation of human life or accomplishment . Some may 
envision the moment al ien feet trod the scorched soi l of earth , 
dis cover a vault , blast it with their r ay guns and find withi n 
the chronicles of humanity ' s progre ss . Other less gloomy sorts 
see mankind rekindled on the moon or another planet , e i ther by 
man ' s own exploratory rockets or transferred at the last moment 
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by more advanced humatoids who have been hovering about in s ilent 
machines observing the failure of the earthlings . But modern and 
anc ient men , still l ooking towards the ever promising sky , hope 
to find their f uture t he r e . In Myth and Modern Man , Raphael 
Patai observes that !I , •• both the Bi blical myt hs of the esc hato -
logical type and the sc ience f iction myths fulfill an i dentic al , 
or , in any case , very s i mi lar, function : to re assur e man con-
cerning his future . ,,'/ And drawing t he parallel deeper Patai 
goes on to say that "Authors writing about UFOt s have r epeat edly 
pointed out the passion evoked by the UFO as a piece of discussion. 
Some , following in the -footsteps of Carl G. Jung , who cons idered 
the be lief in flying sauce r s a direct heir of a past and los t 
r eligious belief in a divine mediator , see in the angel of 
r eli gi ous mythology the precedent of exgraterrestial visitation , 
and hence , latter- day heirs t o angels . IT 
It does in f ac t seem quite logi cal for modern man to 
relate spacemen to angels . In the case of such books as The 
Chariot s of the Gods the process proves to work as easi ly in 
r eve r se . That is Biblical mythology can not only be demythologized ; 
it can be remythologized t o suit our own culture . We discover 
that the Gr eek god s we re possi bly vi s itors from another planet , 
who did trave l across the sky in chariots , that the Hebr ews 
called these wonderous creatur es ange l s , and the Babylonians 
t ook their l essons in architectur e and astronomy . Whi chever 
mythology one deigns to subscribe to , the basic components 
consist of man ' s continual search for a me aning to hi s existence 
and its survival . If Bultmann is to demythologi ze Biblical 
eschatology , he must replace it with a new mythology or watch 
as the world creates one . 
The ur ge to mythol ogize i s an inherent part of humanity . 
Mythology i s in i tself a hi gher , more symbolic , more satisfying 
l anguage than anyone needs to manipulate in day to day affairs . 
It i s mor e than a system of culture - r e l ated images . Mythol ogy 
i s mankind ' s only attempt at a universal language , for within 
every fo l ktale worthy of its innumerable relat ions there i s a 
meaning fundamentally true to human nature . The story i s bound 
to its cultur e only wi thin the s ymbols ; the question is , how 
firmly bound? If the story i s not ins eparable from its culture , 
(if anc ient metaphors st i ll have some communi cat ive val ue ) then 
Bultmann has lost his ~ important jus tification for the 
entire demythologizing pr ocess . 
Thi s zest fo r interpretation may, in fact , be harmf ul to 
Chri s tianity . Paul Tilli ch in his Doc trine of Religi ous Symboli sm 
pO ints out two vuner abl e aspects of re ligious imagery . First , 
the s ymbol may be distorted to a literal meaning whi ch i s an 
interpret ation Bultmann apparent ly assumes must follow from any 
sort of bel i ef in symbols . Second , the s ymbol may be distorted 
to a mystical meaning , th~s losing its concrete value and becoming 
irrelevant to human life . ~ And it i s thi s second danger to 
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which Bultmann ' s theories are susce ptible . By r educing the 
Kerygma ' s historical grounds to a young rabbi caught up in 
1st century zioni st movements and eschato logical hopes , by 
r educing its message to a call for authe nticity , Bultmann has 
transfor me d the entire s ignificance of Chri s t into a symbol . 
The Ke rygma becomes an object to be encountered in a moment of 
complet e r enunciation . The person of Chri s t has become mystified 
beyond all earthly recognition . He has become The Encounter . 
He i s crystalized into each man ' s moment of authenticity . 
Bultmann has certainly supplied the Church with new 
symbol s and it cannot be said that they ar e without meaning . 
The objection is that they cannot answe r the s piritual cravings 
of men . In Myths t o Live ]y Jose ph Campbell makes thi s obser -
vation : "Where t he synagogues and churches go wrong , i s by 
t e lling what their symbols ' mean '. The Value of an effect i ve 
rite i s that it leaves every ~8e t o hi s own thoughts , which dogma 
and definition only confuse . " And he goes on to ~ote Thomas 
Me r ton in this same r espect . !! ' It i s by symboli sm LMerton 
tell s uS7 that man enters affectively and consciously into 
contras~ with hi s own deepes t self , with othe r me n , and wit£l 
God . God i s dead ... means, i n fact that symbo l s are de ad . '" 
Merton , recognized that t he imagery of Christ ianity brought 
unity to the f aith . Through s ymboli sm each Chr i stian r ecog-
nizes a Christ that is at once myst i cal and literal , holy and 
human . It is through the st ory of Christ that m&n believe . 
They best address themselves to s pecific events and teachings 
than some nake d psychological process . Bultmann may be ri ght 
in that man ' s search fo r authentic i ty i s the root meaning of 
the Ke rygma . Faith may be no more than a moment ary encounte r 
with one ' s f i nitude . Moder.n man may understand it . But he can 
never say that modern man i s limi ted to thi s interpretation and 
that he can understand and apprec i ate no other . 
• 
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THE HYPERKINETI C CHILD : 
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT 
by 
Ge ne Boaz 
The late President Truman once stated that the key to 
success for any person i n today ' s society was education . These 
wor ds have been echoed by many professionals since Truman . In 
recent years , many dramat i c advances have been made i n supplying 
an equal opportunity of education for all Americans . However , 
there have been few constructive advancements in the diagnosis 
and treatment of the hyperactive child . Oftentimes , the hyper-
active child is conside r ed nothing but a disr upt i ve force in the 
cl assroom and is treated not with understanding but with physical 
abuse . The over- ridi ng lesson we learned in our cl ass waS that 
aggressive behavior led to more aggressive behavior . One then 
might legitimately wonder what has been taught our hyperkinetic 
children . 
Statisti cs show that from five to twenty percent £f 
American children suffe r f r om some form of hyperactivity . Hyper-
ac tivi ty has been defined i n many ways , but perhaps it can best 
be described as a symptom pi cture . The symptom pi cture is a 
combination of one or more disrupti ve characteri stics in a single 
child . These characteristics include overactivity , distracti -
bility , impulsiveness , unpr edictability and emotional non- control 
i n both happy and violent states . 2 One might ask why there 
shoul d be suc h concern over a minority of students . The answer to 
t his quest i on is that thi s mi nority can disrupt the classroom to 
the poi nt where little Can be learned . 
With the quantit y of overt actions that the hyperkinetic 
exposes , one mi ght think it i s easy to diagnose this child . It 
is not for as one doctor states "docile children will react to 
poor or i nappropriate teaching , cultur al deprivati~n , and r ac i al 
di scriminat i on simi larly to the overactive child . II 
The main di fference between the hyperkinetic child and 
the normal chi ld i s that the former has little control over hi s 
actions and therefore can be disruptive under any stimul i . vfuile 
the normal child might be discipl ined by punishment or lack of 
reward , the hyperactive child is only confused and responds with 
more hyperactivity . Furt hermore , t he problem seems to be com-
pounded in a study by C. Keith Conners . The study shows that 
hyperactivity traits are indiscrimi nate in relation to social 
class , race or age of chi ldr en . ·The only significant d~fference 
be i ng sex : boys tend to be mor e ove r active than girls. 
There ar e many cuases for hyperactivity and in orde r to 
effectively di agnose and t reat the disease the concerned part i es 
need to acquai nt themselves with this problem . There are basically 
three reasons for hyperactivity amongst children . The first is 
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abnormalities in physical development . This concerns a lack of 
development in the brain ' s activity controlling area. This can 
be caused during pregnancy by sickness of the mother , during the 
birth process if abnormalities develop, and in the first three 
years of life through childhood diseases . The second cause is 
one of an emot ional base. In this case the child's home is in 
chaos and he i s s triking out for attent ion. The last cause i s 
one in which the child has failed to mature at the proper rate . 
Thi s child al so seeks attention by not acting his age. Since the 
cures for all the causes are different , it is important, as 
mentioned above , that the di sease be diagnosed correctly . 
Since the hyperkinetic disease is so hard to pinpOint, 
there should be a concerted effort by teachers, physicians , 
administrators and parents to spot this sickness . The hyper-
kinetic child will show his traits in the first three years of 
school . This child will have a short interest span and will 
disrupt the work of others. He will become r epeatedly involved 
in playground fights and will show constant twitching, similar 
to epilepsy . At home, he shows s igns such as bed wett~ng, lack 
of appeti t e , problems with sleeping and profuse lying . 
The first r eaction of an adult to these actions is anger 
and punishment , but if the child is truly hyperkinetic he will 
only react with s imilar actions . The best reaction to the above 
mentioned traits is to draw information on the child from various 
sources and combine thi s information with professional indepen-
dence in order to prescribe the correct treatment . 
Since there are many causes of hyperkinetic activity , the 
treatments prescribed each child should be different. In addition , 
since every child ' s chemical makeup i s different, the drugs pre -
scribed , if any , should vary with the child . There are two 
schools of thought conce rning the treatment of overactive children. 
They are the use of drugs and what could be termed alternative 
methods . 
Drugs are used primarily with children whose hyper-
activity can be traced to. physical causes . Amphetimines such as 
dexedrine, benzedrine , Ritalin , Tofranil and Aventyl are used . 
These drugs create a mood altering effect on the hyperactive 
child . Dr . Edward Ladd describes thi s effect in the following 
manner. • 
By blocking out messages- about fatigue , dis com-
fort , or hunger, which would normally interfere with 
his concentrating on an activity , they pep him up. 
In the Case of the medically hyperactive child , it 
seems, the blocking out of messages that make him 
fidgety enables him to be quieter and to do better 
work. Incidentally , the effect they have of speeding 
up some persons are quieting down others , often 
called paradoxical, provides a pretty good guarantee 
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that t hey will make children more sU9dued only 
i f the hyperac tivity is involuntary . o 
The correct drug and its dosage varies with the child , therefore 
many times a hit and miss process occurs in finding the right 
t r eatment . There seems to be little scholarly debate on the 
effectiveness of drugs on the hyperactive child , for they work . 
The mai n debate lies i n the mere use of drugs i n treating children . 
The case against drug use cures is impressive but to thi s 
wr iter's pOint of view non- conclusive . Drs . Ladd and Wortman 
raise their points against drug use in their articles . Dr . Ladd 
feels the most dangerous effect of thi s drug use would be in the 
possible side effect of addiction physiologically . His second 
pOint is that many children might be mistake n fo r hyperactive 
chi ldren and be give n drugs when the y did not need them . His 
third pOint is that the use of these drugs will contribute to 
the drug culture . His fourth point is that drug use by the 
child hampers his ability to work out his own problems. And 
finally , by forcing drugs uoon a child , one is tampering with that 
child ' s legal rights and civil libertie s . '! 
Dr . Ladd ' s first pOint is totally incorrect , for following 
studies on drug treated hyperactive children by Dr . Maurice 
Laufer have shown these child~en have no side effects provided 
the medications were correct . O His second' pOint is tragic but 
hardly the fault of the drugs . Adequate research should be 
carried out on each child so that mis takes can be held to a 
m~n~mum . In addition , the effects on the non- hyperactive child , 
as Dr . Ladd mentioned earl ier , are paradoxical to those on the 
hyperactive child . Since the non- hyperkinetic child will show 
hyperkinetic traits under the i nfluence of the drug, an error 
can be immediately noticed . Few people have eve r been addicted 
to amphetimines by the use of one pill . His third point , while 
pertinent to today ' s soc iety , is nevertheless not tota lly well 
founded . Drugs have been used fo r years in medicine and their 
use will continue . Furthermore , one must wonder of what drug 
culture he is speaking . If he is speaking of the youth drug 
culture , realistically, hOvl many third graders taking their 
medicine are gOing to equate their actions with that of the 
illicit drug culture? If he i s s peaking of the adult drug cul-
ture containing many governme ntally okayed and taxed drugs then 
t hese new drugs are merely a continuation of the old . Also , the 
administration of these drugs should be done with the utmost 
control, preferably by parents . Ladd ' s fourth pOint while it 
might be valid is not the whole truth . The fact is most children ' s 
hard decisions are solved by adults . Once again Ladd fails to 
reve al the whole truth on his fifth point . While a child ' s legal 
rights and civil liberties should be cherished , courts in this 
country have been highly liberal in the a~ount of supervis i on 
they allow parents . In addition when a chi l d is disrupting a 
class , he is infringing on the right of others . 
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Dr . Richard \llortman says "Amen" to Dr . Ladd f s comments 
and adds the pOint that "Ie should not indiscriminately use dr ugs 
as a panacea but rather get to the bottom of the problem and 
solve it without drugs . In addition, he states that if drugs 
are to be used the decision to use and the administration of 
these drugs should be made by one who is not directly involved 
in the situation . 9 
While one should not use drugs as a cure all, neverthe-
less, in certain situations, the medicinal use of drugs is 
necessary . This writer agrees that the correct problem should 
be diagnosed , but if drugs are necessary for classr oom peace 
then use them . Dr . Wor tman I 5 second. point logically \-loul d 
keep angry teachers and overly concerned parents from making the 
final 0ecisions on drug use . On the surface, he has made a valid 
pOi nt . However, if the independent source reac heo his decision 
based on information supplied by the overly concerned parent 
and the angr y t e acher, the decision probably would not be exactly 
correct. Tragically , most decisions are reached in this manner . 
Considering the similar results, why should the decisions not be 
reached by those most involved with t he situation . 
The second area of treatment is a catagory whic h includes 
the alternative methoos to 0rug use . These methods are most 
effective in treating the emotionally or non- maturi ng based 
hyperkinetic child . In some case's, they are necessary because 
the chil~ is totally non-receptive to drug treatments . They are 
also more acceptable to our dr ug fearing society . The non- drug 
medic ations increase the scope of t reatment from just the chilo 
to the child ' s surroundings . Under these treatments, the 
parents, teachers and doctors of the child playa large r role. 
The first of the non- drug alternatives i s to do nothing 
for the chi ld and let him solve his o~m problems . Dr . Maurice 
Laufer states that most childrenlerow out of their hyperkinetic 
activity by the age of thirteen . The do nothing school of 
thought feels the child will be a stronger person for working 
out his Om1 problems. The inherent fallacy of this idea is ~lhat 
happens in the meantime .. That is to say, the child ancl his 
classmates will get little out of their educations . The child 
will be a constant parental problem to the point whe r e he might 
get into t roub le with the law. The culmination of these facts 
is that the child ' s nevelopment for thi r teen years wi l l be 
virtually a void. 
The second non- drug alternative is that of working at 
the basis of the problem ano not with its symptoms . This method 
is accepted by most psychologists and is baseo on sound reasoning . 
The treatment in dealing with a hyperkinetic child would be to 
search for reasons behind the child I s hyperacti vi ty . It ,,,ould 
try to find out what mistakes parents and teachers were making 
in de aling wi th the chil0 and suggest alternative actions . The 
method would then not be just concerned with the chi 1 dis hyper-
kinetic symptoms . It should be noted that this meth00 should 
be used even if drugs are finally used . 
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The major weaknesses of thi s treatment are the amount 
of blame placed on t eache r s and parents and the f ear s of this 
school of thought concerning drugs. Pare nts and teachers are 
not perfect and attent i on s hould be brought to the ir mistakes, 
but <>.11 the blame cannot be placed on their shoulders . In 
additi on , under certain select circumstances drugs must be used . 
Indeed with the cerebrally injured hyperkinetic chi ld , parents 
and teachers have little to do with and can do little for the 
a i lme nt while drugs ar e essentially the only cure . 
The l ast and most current alternative met hod to drug use 
i s that of music . The music is used in a backgr ound sense to 
provide a creative atmosphere for a child's fie ld of thought . 
The creative atmosphere causes the hype r act ive child t o work 
more creatively and effectively . A study of four hyperactive 
chi ldren revealed t hat their effective work doubled whe n the 
Beatles ' r ecords entitled IISgt . Pepper ' s Lonely Hearts Club 
Bandit and TlMagiryl Mystery Tour Tl were played in a normal class-
room situation . Though mus ic in treating hyperkinetic children 
is rather modern and unprove n, its effect iveness might be ex-
plained by the fac t that most people become more artistic when 
surrounded by art . 
Pe rhaps the best way to describe any medical diagnosis 
and treatment is to present a real life situation . I n relation 
to the hyperac tive child a s ituation i s presented in the May 10 , 
1973 Courier Journal . The ar t icle dealt wi t h a mother ' s search 
for v{hat was wrong with her children . She was certain that her 
first born son was hyperactive, but doctors assured her he was 
TI just a boy and that he would grow out of it TI . The child , 
David, did not grow out of hi s aggress ive stat e but was frus -
trated at home and later in school and became more aggr ess ive . 
The mother f inally took her son to a specialists at the Kentucky 
Departme nt of Health ' s Child Development Progr am where he was 
judged to be hyperactive. After drug treatments were advi sed 
and effectively admi nistered , the child ' s condition improved . 
In the meantime , the woman ' s marriage failed and her younger 
son, Paul, who had bee n sickly during his first three years of 
life , developed t he same aggressive attributes as hi s olde r 
brother . The heartbro ken woman immediately put he r son on 
similar treatments . Paul also r eacted well and all are living 
pleasantly in LoUisvi l l e , Kentucky at the present time . l2 
There ar e many l essons from this s tory . The first is 
that a concerned parent should deal with a specialist and not 
a general practitioner when dealing with the problem of hyper-
kinetic be havior . The second i s that a parent should not be 
afraid of the obvious and should ac t correspondingly . The third 
lesson , dealing s pe ci f ic ally with the younge r child , is that 
eac h hyperkinetic child s hould be judged individually and not 
collectively . Paul ' s problem might have stemmed from the break-
up of his mothe r ' s marriage and his own sicknesses . Luckily for 
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both boys , their problems were di agnosed correctly as being 
mental di sorde r s and the correc t treatments were given . 
As menti oned earlier , the hyperkinet ic disease stri kes 
five to twe nty percent of thi s country ' s children . In number 
terms , this percent equal s two and one half to ten million 
American childre n . Since these young Americans are scattered 
randoml y and indiscriminately across the country, chances ar e 
most schools will be faced eve ntually with the hyperkinetic 
chi ld . The methods the se schools use in deali ng with the 
hyperkinet ic child might mean the difference between success and 
failure on t he part of that child and his classmates . 
Truly , as President Truman said success can be defined 
in terms of education . In allegorical terms , the hyperactive 
child has two s tri kes agains t him before he s t art s school . 
The schools of this country should avoid putting the third 
s trike on him . Thi s can be accomplished by intelli gent , quick 
and ac curate diagnosis and treatme nt of thi s child ' s problem . 
The treatment once correctly diagnosed can be carried out by 
drug or non- drug alternatives , whichever i s applicable to the 
individual minor ' s condition . 
In the first paragraph of this paper , there was the 
statement that little constructive advancements had bee n made 
in di agnos ing and treating hype r act ive children . This statement 
concerns the schools applications of these hyperactive principles 
and not the scholarly debat e conce rning them . In other words, 
school s today by and l arge still view the hyperactive child as 
an odd ball and not as a child r equiring special attent ion 
regardless of t he discussions concerning the sub j ect which might 
be found in the t eacher ' s lounge of each school in America . As 
the old expr ess i on goes , '~verybody ' s talking , but nobody fs 
l i stening . " The hyperkinetic child and hi s classmate fS educational 
accompl i shme nts depend on how the schools of this country solve 
the hyperki netic problem . Thi s probl em must be solved in the 
first t hree years of schoo l when each child' s education i s most 
impressionable t o success or failure . Since the future greatness 
of our country depends on· the accompli shment s of our youth , we 
must not le t our children fail . The cures are in front of us 
today , and all we need to do is use them . 
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ANCIENT GREEK MYTHOLOGY : 
ITS ORIGINS AND EFFECTS 
by 
Royce Hawki ns 
For as long as man has exi sted , the one quality whi ch 
has deemed hi m most unique is his insatiable quest i oni ng cur iosity. 
'~Vhy? II be came t he mo.st basic concept on the human cul ture . The 
ete rnal sear ch to answer al l of these "whys " of the universe 
l eads i n many di fferent directions , and the sear ch is endless 
because new answers can only create new questions . In ancient 
times , stori es developed i n various forms conce r ning almost 
any imaginable subject . Man began to study man and his re l a-
t i onshi p to and signi f i cance in t he uni ve r se because , of all 
t hings , t his was what he understood least . From these stories 
grew the ancient Greek myths whi ch are now in themselves a 
gr eat source of questi on . Commenti ng on the study of ancient 
mythol ogy , JUlia Loomis of Columbia University says : 
The field of mythology , although regarded by 
many scholars as not qui te IIr espectable , fl is a happy-
hunting- ground fo r anyone with a theory he wants t o 
propound , whether he is a cl ass i cist , an anthropo-
logist , or just someone with an idea . All he needs 
is to have clear i n his mind the pOints he believes 
are true , and then pick out the myths and make the 
comparisons that wi ll prove his pOint . So~eone wi th 
the opposite i dea can do exactly the same . . 
The search for answers continues to diversify thought . But what is 
clear among these confli cts i s that a study of ancient Greek myth-
ology and i ts origi n cert ai nly provides insight i nto man fs nature 
and hi s basi s for civilization . 
II Row old is Greek mythology? 1I2 This question appears at 
t he beginning of Martin Persson Nilsson 1s book entitled The 
Mycenaean Origin of Greek Mythology . The answer to thi s question 
can never be f ully determi ned, but one pOint is certain - i t has 
its beginning deep in the pre - recorded times of the ancient 
Greek states . For generati ons it exi sted only orally and was not 
formally r ecor ded in a lasting , fini shed , stabl e form until the 
t i me of Home r . lilt cannot be doubt ed t ha t myt hs exi sted before 
'Home r . ,,3 The changing nature of the s t ories pri or to the i r per-
mane nt recor di ng confuses the issue , maki ng i t even more difficult 
to pi ck out ori gins . Edward E . Barthe l l , Jr . views the problem 
involved i n dati ng the ve r y early Gr eek mythology by stating : 
Greek mythology was constantly in flux . It never 
anci ently exi s t ed i n a univer sally acce pted form j like 
Topsy it "just gr owed up . " Many myths , whi ch at f i rst 
were purely l ocal , came to such wide currency that 
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eventually they were comprehended within the 
general overall planj but the plan itse lf was 
one conceived in the minds of only a few, among 
whom Hesi od and Apollodor us ar e perhaps the out -
standing examples . Contrarily, it i s certain that 
owing perhaps to a l ac k of information , either by 
way of written record or hearsay - many of the later 
writers were wholly unaware that their added s t ories 
(conce ived i n plausible conjecture or deliberate 
imagination) , were to be come synthesized parts of 
the connected narrative . 4 
Thus , mythology gr ew without regard to time of origin . 
balling process took place which culminated gene r ations 
written versions of the anci ent storie s . Mythology had 
of birth; it "laS a slow process of evolution which grew 
curi ous nature of mankind. 
A s now-
l ater in 
no point 
from the 
An expl anation f or t he ri se of a gre at deal of ancient 
Greek mythology can be found in the theory of nature - myths . 
The quest i oning mind of man sought to expl ain the seemingly 
miraculous f orces of nature that were beyond hi s understanding . 
Alluding to this curious s pirit of the primitive Greeks of about 
four thousand years ago , Henry I . Christ says : 
These people knew nothing about lithe laws of 
natur e ,1I but they were inqui s i ti ve and they we r e 
i magi native . Who makes the e cho? they asked . 
vfuo causes the rainbow? Who brings the dawn? 
Who drives the sun across the sky every day? 
Noti ce that they asked who causes these natural 
happenings , not (as we do) what causes them , for 
to these people nature was personal and intimate . 
The y answered these questions and manY50ther s by telling colorful , i maginative storie s . 
These tale s were passed down through generations orally before 
ever recorded in a f inished form . H. J . Rose discusses the r ela-
tion of the Greek gods to" natural phenomenon by noting that they 
were deemed t o have control over the forces of nature . He dis-
counts the thought of personification or allegorization concerning 
the relationship of t he gods and nature , r ather looking toward 
"a sort of imagi native' spe culat ion H about forces that defied 
their unde r standing . Rose notes the thoughts of the great Sans-
kriti st F . Max 1JIuller , who viewed the primitive man as being 
lIfilled with a vague feel ing of awe and reverence , leading to 
i deas of divinity , to which , in hi s hbsitat ing and imperfect 
speech , he tried to gi ve expression . " Therefore the process by 
which these nature - myths developed took place differently at each 
hi storical level . Questions continued to rise and answers were 
provided , and the complex mythology which resulted has gr own, 
surviving the test of t i me . 
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A question as to the historical -accuracy and reliability 
of mythology has been raised . The canunon view is that myths , 
whi le to some de gree based on history , cannot be considered 
historical sources in themselve s . While the persons of ancient 
myths may have actually existed , the stories about them have los t 
historical significance through the generations of repetition . ! 
Thi s i s greatly due to the distortion of chronology, which is 
the basis of history . Commenting on this problem , Julia Low~is 
stat es : !11VIyth should never be considered as a sor t of veiled 
history of a peopl e .. . Without precise chronol ogy there can be 
no history, since the essence of h~story i s the re l ation of 
events in their correct sequence . If Martin P . Nilsson criticises 
the attempts to draw ancient history f r om mythology without con-
sideration of the chronology problem . He analyses h i story in 
Greek mythology in thi s manner : 
There are certainly historical f acts underlyi ng 
heroic myths to a certain extent , but mythology can 
never be converted into histor y , .and we can never 
attain a knowledge of these historical facts if 
there is , not an independent historical tradition . • . 
For myths are always myths and largely fiction j the 
unde r lying fac t s have bee n r eshaped and confused by 
f i cti on . For Greek myths no hi stori~al t radition 
exists which can serve as a control . ~ 
Nilsson pOints out that the only historical backing available fo r 
the Greek myths is archaeology , which alone cannot establi sh the 
needed proof . Therefore , mythology , while historically inspired , 
cannot be viewed as hi s tor y in and of itself . 
One of the greatest questions which faces modern mytho -
logi sts is that of truth and reality in ancient myths . It i s 
difficult to determine the amount of reality which exists in 
such a broad and elusive field of study . Efforts to se parate 
the factual f r om the f i cticious create arguments that cannot be 
easily resol ved . Mircea El iade argues: 
Myth tells only of that whi ch really happened , 
which manifested itself completely .. . the myth i s 
regarded as a sacr ed story , and hence a "true 
history" , because it always deals with realities . 
The cosmogonic myth is "true " because the existence 
of t he World i s t here to prove it ; the myt h of the 
ori gin of deat h i s equal l y t r uel8ecause man fs 
mortali ty pr oves i t , and so on . 
Thi s is an extreme pOint of view conc~rning Greek mythology and i s 
contrasted by Jane Ellen Harrison , who says : lilt is , I think , 
thr ough this blend of the real and the unreal that the gods and 
myths of t he Greeks remai n perennially potent i n literature , 
while the mythi cal monstr osities of Egypt , Assyri a , India are 
doomed to a steri l e death . " 1 She sees the pote nt combination 
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of truth and fable as the very life- blood of the anc i ent Greek 
myths . The array of events in the se tales i s too diverse to be 
considered totally factual. The tradition from which they come 
allows f or a gr eat deal of embellishment and distortion as the 
s t cri es filter through generations . It is clear that Greek 
mythology is a combination of elements that' cannot be s trictly 
categorized . 
One of the original theorie s as to the development of 
ancient Greek mythology involves mere di s tortion and filtering 
of the l anguage itself through many gene rations of oral repeti -
tion. And r ew Lang defines this method of comparative mythology 
as f ollows : 
That method is based on the belief that myths 
are the re sult of a disease of l anguage , as the pearl 
is the result of a disease of the oyster . It i s 
a r gued t hat men at some period , or periods, spoke 
in a singular style of coloured and concrete language , 
and that their children retained the phrases of 
this language after losing hold of t he original 
meaning . The consequence was the growth of myths 
about s upposed persons, w£ose names had originall y 
been me r e ' appellations '. 2 
This theory has met with a great deal of criticism. It is too 
easy . A subje ct with a background as vas t as Greek mythology 
cannot be acc r ed ited to one such narrow pOint . There has to be 
more i nvolved developments than thi s . A thing of the enormity of 
both volume and meaning as Greek mythology has to originate 
from s ome t hi ng mOre than mere mistakes and misunderstandings . 
This e ffect of language distortion must not be completely over-
l ooked in the study of myth , however , for there is certainly 
s ome value to t he t heory . Changes in l anguage did cause changes 
i n the anci ent tales . But at the sa~e time, it seems impossible 
to lum~ t he whole of mythology into a mass and classify it as 
solely the r esult of a qUirk in the language . Mythology could not 
have survived this long if it were not based on a more funda-
me ntal me aning and signiftcance than this . 
The question of mythology ' s role in religion has been 
one of gr eat controversy . Just how much of the Greek religion 
is base d on mythology has been a matter of great concern . The 
Greeks related to their many gods in a very personal manner . 
Their gods were simply super - human beings o/ho normally did not 
possess any gr eat mystical powers . They were fallible as are 
humans , and like hwnans , they lacked perfect judgment . The 
stori es about t he se gods thus show the Greeks relating to their 
de ities in a much clos er manner than people dare attempt to 
relate to a s upr eme being tod ay . This leads many researchers 
of mythology to look upon the tales as divine . They are seen 
as a true and vali d part of the religion of these people des-
cribing the ir relationship with their gods. Gilbert Murray 
argues for the divinity of mythology by saying : 
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That the myths are divine can be seen from 
those who have used them . Myths have been used by 
inspired poets , by the best of philosophers , by 
those who establ i shed the mysteries , and by the 
Gods themselves in oracles . But \-thy the myths are 
divine it is t he duty of Philoso phy to inquire ... 
Now the myths represent the Gods themselves 
and the goodness of the Gods - subject always to 
the distinction of the speakable and the unspeak-
able , the revealed and the unrevealed , that which 
i s clear and that which is hidden : Since , just as 
the Gods have made the goods of sense common to 
all , but those of intellect only to the wise , so 
the myths state the exi stence of Gods to all , but 
who and
3
what they are only to those who can under-
stand , l 
Note that Murray does not personify the myths but does sho .... ,' a 
represe.ntation of the gods in myth . He also sees myth as a back-
ground for study of the gods - a revealing description of them, 
which is divine in nature . Thi s i s a strong view toward the 
divinity of mythology and puts a great burden on these storie s 
to provide the evidence to support this belief . This theory 
must be examined with car eful scr utiny to determine the theolo-
gical signi ficance of Greek mythology . But it is evident that , 
at some poi nt in the s t udy of Greek myt h , t he tales must be 
analyzed in their relation to the gods they portray . 
In continuing his discussion of mythology and its relation-
ship with the gods , l-1urray divides myth into five species : 
Of myths some are theological , some physical , some 
psychic , and again some materi a l , and some mixed from 
these last two . The theological are those myths 
which use no bodily form but contemplate the very 
essences of the Gods . .. 
Myths may be regarded phys ically when they ex-
press the act ivities of the Gods i n the world ... 
The psychic way is to regard the activities 
of the Soul itself : the Soul ' s acts of thought , 
though they pass on to other object s , nevertheless 
remai n inside their begetters . 
The material . . . believing material objects actually 
to be Gods , and so calling them ... 
The mixed kind of myth may be seen i n many in-
stances : f or example they say that in a banque t of 
the Gods Discord threw downl~ golden apple ; the 
goddesses contended for it . 
The story which pursues i s of this mixed version . Murray poi nts 
to the theological myths , saying they are suited to philosophers . 
In the same respect , he delegates the physical and the psychic 
stories to the poets and l eaves the mixture of the psychic 
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and the material to r el igious initiations . 15 The problem which 
now arises is dividing and categorizing the tales which by the 
complexity of their structure and the confusion of their origin 
defy being pigeonholed . While this provides a useful and 
efficient manner to study mythology , it cannot be viewed as 
anyt hing more than a framework . The myths cannot be torn one 
from another and categorized separately . They are much too 
tightly interwoven to do this effectively . A guideline such as 
this is beneficial , howeve r, in organizing the storie s in a 
logi cal and meani ngful manner for analyzation . 
One must not make the mistake of assuming Greek mytho-
logy to be the creation of the poets who finally recorded it . 
To contribute the entirety of this vast literary tradition to 
a handful of individuals would only serve to destroy the con-
cept of the primit i ve Gree k populace as a whole . The poets 
served more to mold the ancient tales into their finished 
form than to create myths of their own. They are the innovators 
rather than the inventors . The origination of mythology cannot 
be contributed to any specific group of people . H. J . Rose 
states t hat "myths are not the result of the artistic activity 
of poets , but something far older . II 6 This must be constantly 
borne in mind when analyzing Greek mythology . Martin P . Nilsson 
elaborates on the role of the poets in.the history of mythology 
by corrunenting : 
The great tragic poets reshaped the myths and 
left their i mprint upon them , so that the forms in 
which the myths are commonly known nowadays often 
have been given them by tragedy . Similarly, before 
the tragic poets , the choric lyric poets reshaped 
them. The cyclical epics also are thought to have 
exerci sed a profound influence upon the remodeling 
of the myths . In Homer we find many well- known myths , 
often in forms differing , howl~er , from those in 
which they are related later . 
So , while the ancient poe~s are a major influence in adapting 
myth and recording it in its finished form , they must never be 
considered the authors of this vast number of tales . Nilsson 
summarizes by stating that lithe gl ory and fame of ancient poets 
depended not , like that of modern poets , on their invent i on of 
something quite new and ori ginal , but rather on their presen-
tation of the old traditional materi al in new and original 
fashion . "18 Thus , the role of the Greek poets is vital in 
establishing and pr otecting the preservation of early mythology 
but i s by no means the source of its origin . 
The question now arises concerning the sources used by 
these poets in creating the written form of mythology . The 
Homeric question is of vital s i gnificance her e , for not only i s 
the source for recorded mythology vague , but also t he absolute 
information about the persons who re corded it . The long- standing 
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oral tradition from which Greek mythol ogy grew provides the 
background for the tales as they were written , but this oral 
tradition in itself has no firm base to whi ch the mythol ogist 
can gr asp for a beginning pOint. The fallibility of men and of 
their language make difficult the research of mythology prior 
to the time that i t was first recorded . The frus tration exi s t s 
i n that, in the very part of the mythological evol ution which 
i s most vital to understanding the tales, the greates t void in 
knowle dge i s to be found. Thi s i s the fundamental r eason that 
can be seen for the growth of the many diverse theorie s as to 
the origin of mythology . Nilsson generalizes a theory about 
Greek mythology which states that the poets "took over and 
utilized the old store of myths , remodeling them , sometimes 
profoundly . This is the case with epi c poetry in countries 
where our knowledge of its develo pment is f uller rhan is our 
knowledge of the development of the Greek epics . II 9 The.refore , 
a vast , unstructured mass of stories from which the poets 
se l ected, edited , and revised seems to be the backgr ound f or 
r ecorded mythology . To attempt to be specific about the origin 
of the stories themselves taken as a whole would onl y lead t o 
pure conjecture , and this would only se rve t o add further con-
fusion to an already admittedly cloudy issue . Myth i s of too 
many different ages and backgrounds t o be successfully ana-
lyzed as a lump sum . 
While mythology is obviously older than the poets who 
r ecorded i t, i t was s till very unstable and susceptible to change 
at thi s time. It i s therefore the theory of many that , while 
the early epic poets were not the originators of the stori es , 
they we r e responsibl e for a great· deal of expansion of the ancient 
tales . It is characteristic of man , and es pec i a lly poets , to 
embellish and magnify re ality fo r solely artistic purposes . In 
this l ight , some of the greatest changes in the original myths 
may have occurred at the very pOint of their recording . Nilsson , 
while not wholly in accordance with this theory in his personal 
views expr essed in The Mycenaean Origin of Gr eek Mythology , des-
cribes it in the following manner : 
... elements (of myths ) were br ought into connec-
tion wi th one another and composed so as to form 
more complex myths through the agency of poe try . 
From this process a very deep- going r eshaping and 
even creation of myths resulted . The poetry to 
which this cr eat ive expanding of mythology i s 
ascribed is the epic poetryj viz . , the Homeri c and 
post - Homeri c epics , the cyclical epi cs , and many 
lost epics of which we have only a scanty and frag-
mentary knowledge . Further , it is reasonably in-
ferred that epics existed also before Homer and 20 
were used in composing the extant Homeric poems . 
This statement is not to compromise the f act that the poets are 
not the authors of the ancient myths but s i mply to emphasize the 
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powerful effect of their i nfluence on it s fini shed form . It is 
obvious that they are the ones who put mythology in its art istic 
form, and i t would be foolish to thi nk that they were re spons i bl e 
for absolutely. no variations in the early s tories. Therefore , 
this "creative expanding" of mythology Can be viewed as a direct 
pr oduct of its fixation through permanent recording by the early 
poets . 
Whi le mythology may have originally existed in the form 
of individual stories to a great extent i ndependent of one another, 
these stories have mi xed and mingled until they form a very com-
plex and often quite confusing conglomerate . The stories build 
upon each other , each centering around much the same figures 
whose personality traits become vital elements in the meaning 
and significance of the myth . The intertwining of these anc i ent 
myths has made attempts of individual study fruitful , if not 
imposs ible . Grouping of myths with many of the same ge ne r al 
characteri stics for evaluation purposes has proven to be mOre 
successful . But the question still remains as to how the stories 
became so closely knit and dependent . One theory is presented 
by K. O. Mulle r and related by Nilsson . This involves a mixi ng 
of peoples which ultimately brought about a mixing of myths . 
Nilsson surnmarizes the theory by saying : . liThe leading idea is 
that the myths were transferred to other regions with the wander-
ings of the tribes and that i as the tribes met and mixed , their myths met and were fused . "2 This i s , however , inadequate by 
itself . Another most vital factor that must also be taken into 
consideration is the thought of these ancient peoples - the mind 
of man. All men ask the s~e questions about their existence 
and the existence of things around them . Likewise human expe -
r i e nces , while vari ab le with surroundings , follow similar bas ic 
patterns . Mythology finds its roots in these things that are 
basic to man . Thus , it is not difficult to see how myths, as 
they grew drew together rather than drifted apart; they attracted 
rather than repelled each other . Thi s is a major cause for the 
e ntanglement of the s tories and the complexity in Greek mytho-
logy. Though the stories may be of many origins , they draw from 
the same pool of human thought . 
Greek mythology-has been the subject of an endle ss number 
of studies . Each one seems to present and analyze the ancient 
tales in a different manner . Why has mythology created such an 
academic stir? For m~ch the same reason that it came into exis-
tence in the first place : the questioning nature of man . Today 
man still has an insatiable desire to explain that which i s not 
clear to him . Because Greek mythology can be interpreted in so 
many different ways , due to the i nconsistencies found in its 
str ucture , it has given rise to a vast amount of study . Andr ew 
Lang describes the reaSon for this research by saying : 
Men
'
s attention would never have been surprised 
i nto the perpetual study and questioning of mytho-
logy if it had been intelligible and dignified , and 
if its report had been in accordance with the 
reason of civilised and cultivated races . vlhat 
mythologists wish to discover is the origin of 
the countless disgusting, amazing , and inc on-
graus legends ~hich occur in the myths of all 
known peoples . ;(2 
He evidences the frustration which exists on the part of all 
persons who study mythology in not being able to better under-
stand the complete reasons for the development of the se ancient 
tales . They will certainly continue to be the subject of study 
and analysis as man constantly probes for an understanding of 
his past . 
A great debt is owed to Greek mythology . It has had 
notable i nfluence in many varied areas of life for thousands of 
years . ~mat greater testimoni al could be given to an art form 
than this type of unequaled effect and influence? Religion , 
philosophy, poetry, drama, and art - all bear the distinctive 
mark left by early mythol ogy . H. J . Rose Saw myths as the 
primitive form of thought whi2~' through further development , 
yielded both art and science . This could no better illustrate 
the diversity of the values gained from ancient Greek mythology . 
Jane Ellen Harrison credi t s the ancient tales with a two- fold 
value by saying , l~e owe t o Greek mythology , first, the heritage 
of a matchless imagery , in imagery which has haunted the minds 
of poets and artists down to the present day, second , a thing , 
as we shall see , intimately connected with this imagery , the 
release of the human spirit in part at least from the baneful 
obsession of fear .. 1T~4 With the creation of understanding , fear 
i s resolved . This has applied to every generation of man since 
the primitive Greeks . Their contribution through mythology in 
this respect cannot be overlooked . 
Ancient Greek mythology cannot be viewed as dead or out -
dated today . How could something that has survived the unscrupu-
lous trials of thousands of ye ar s and provoked as much study as 
this early· mythology be considered wi thout s i gnificance in any 
age? It is not dead and will never die . It has always and 
always will influence many different aspects of human life in 
various manners . It has been establi shed that myth cannot be 
neatly labeled and filed away in a concise , understandable 
package . This is because there can be no beginning or ending 
pOint attached to Greek mythology . Thi s thought is summarized 
by Julia Wolfe Loomis who says that ''Myth cannot be dated ; it 
i s universal , transcending history . It is the summat ion of 
wisdom of a people gained from past events and rituals , given 
permanent form by the imagination of poets who could thus ~~ans-
mi t themes and· beliefs already in existence to posterity . IT , 
This opens the fie l d of mythology to all types of investigation 
and interpretation . Mircea Eliade states , ''Myth is an extremely 
complex cultural reality , which can be approached and interpreted 
from various and complementary viewpoints . 1T 2b Concer ning mythology , 
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these various viewpoint s have always existed and wi ll continue 
to exi st . As me ntioned earlier , if myth was eas i l y i nt er pr e t ed 
and understood , its i nfluence would be markedly less . It might 
even have died a ve r y quiet, unnoticed death centuri es ago had 
i t not been the basis of so much human thought . M.ircea Eli ade 
quotes Broni s l av r.1a l inowski conce r ni ng the f unct i oni ng of myt h 
i n primitive societies : 
... it (myth) expresses , e nhances , and codifies 
belief ; it safeguards and enf or ces morali ty ; i t 
vouc hes for the efficiency of ritual and contains 
practical rul es for the guidance of man . Myth i s 
thus a vi t al i ngredient of human civi l i sati onj it 
is not an i dle tale , but a hard - worked ac tive fo r ce j 
it is not an i ntellectual explanation or an art i s ti c 
imagery , but a pragmatic charter of primit i ve f aith 
and mor al wisdom ... These stories ..• are to t he na-
tives a statement of a primeval , gr eater , and mor e 
relevant reality , by which t he present l i fe , f ates 
and activities of mankind are determined , t he know-
ledge of whi ch suppli es man with t he motive for 
r i tual and moral ac t ions , as wel~7as wi~ h indi ca-
tions as to how to perform t hem . 
It is no wonder that anc i ent Greek mythology has survived and 
prospe r ed as a relevant soci a l i nflue nce for four t housand years . 
It contains the roots of t he questioning curious nature of 
manki nd that establi shed hi s spec i es as supr eme . 
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ACUPUNCTURE: THE ORIENT ' S MOST 
FASCINATI NG MY STERY 
by 
Carol Moi s an 
Acupuncture , originating in Chi na about 5000 years ago , 
i s thought to be the ol dest form of healing known to mankind . 
The first written account of acupunctur e WaS around 400 8 . C. 
According to ancient Chinese lore , a soldier , after be ing 
pierced by an arrow, foun~ sudden relief from chroni c pain in 
anothe r part of his body . 
The basis of acupuncture l ie s i n ancient Chine se philo-
sophy . Chi ne se medicine is tied with the understanding of life 
and creation . 
"The art of healing waS part of philosophy and 
religion , both of which advocated oneness wi th 
natur e and the universe; and the man of medicine 
had · to study and under stand the ancient Chinese 
philQsophy containing the three basic i deas common 
to all Chi nese culture - t he Tao (the way ) , Yang 
and Yin , and the f i ve elements . He had to conce rn 
himse lf with all such matter s , as well as anatomy 
and phys iology , if he were to ~ain wisdom and 
understandi ng in hi s sc ience 0 II 
The purpose of acupuncture is to heal and diminish pain 
by bal anc i ng the body ' s negative (yin ) and positive (yang ) life 
fo rces . The body ' s internal organs are divided between yin 
and yang - for exampl e , the heart , lungs , liver, spleen , and 
kidneys are yin; the stomach , l arge and small intestines , 
urinary bladder , and gallbladde r are yang . Yin re presents the 
passive storage group and yang the act ive wor king group . The 
life forc e (often referred to as the s pirit of life ) i s called 
Ch ' i . The Ch ' i flows between the yin and yang through 12 me ri -
dians or channels lying be neath the skin . They sur face at 
several (over 300) pOint s 'over the body . Ten of the me ridi ans 
de rive th~ir names from the body organs and t wo from anatomi -
cally undefined parts : the triple warmer (three - heater) and 
the circulatory- sex organ . These channels do not correspond 
to any medically known ' body network such as the bloodstream or 
nervous system. According to the Chine se , the three - heater is 
respons ibl e for mai ntaining even temperature in the upper , 
middle , and lower divisions of the body and for maintaining 
harmony in the temperature of the three divisions . This has a 
tremendous effect on me nt al and phys i cal disorders . The circu-
lation- sex controls the arteri al and venous blood and internal 
and external sexu,l secr etions . This i s very important in 
mental disorders . 
The fundamental principle in acupunct ur e is t o treat the 
body and mind as a whole and not just symptoms or named diseases . 
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The purpose is to look fo r the cause and not the man i festation . 
The healthy body has all the drugs it needs to fight disease , 
repair damage and keep itself fit . All sickness is a result of 
a function or organ . Acupuncture will restore the body ' s ability 
to produce the necessary enzymes and secretions , and bring energy 
to the disfunct i oning area . 4 
Diagnosi s is not only the hardest but also the most 
i mportant part of acupuncture . The four most common methods of 
diagnosis are as follows : 
(1 ) 
background , 
the 
( 2 ) 
pat i ent 
Asking - ·The pract i tioner asks about the patient ' s 
personal troubles, and medical history . 
Hearing - The pr actitioner not only listens to what 
i s sayi ng but also to the sound of his voice . 
(3) Seeing - He observes mechanical defects , color of 
the face and skin , postur e , and mannerisms . 
(4 ) Fee ling - The practitioner judges the texture of the 
skin , vari ation i n temperature of skin surf aces , and also fee l s 
Chinese pulses to find the vital energy flowing to different 
organs . There are 12 di fferent pulses in the wrists with six 
on the left wrist (yin) and six on the right wri st (yang) . 
Readi ng of t he pulse is the most ~ital part of diagnos i s and 
r ecording progress of treatments . ) 
The three aims to keep in mind when treating the patient 
are : 
(I) To treat the patient as a whole . "Thi s means he must 
consider the physical body and the mind together as one unity 
and he must. consider unity as a part of the whole greation , having 
its own unique relationship with its environment . II 
( 2 ) To seek the cause of di sease . TlIt is important 
that he should not concern himself with the complaint itself , 
for this is only a symptom of disease in the body . He must 
always try to find the reason for this disease . "~I 
() ) To find t he cause . 
to remove the once troubled spot 
The symptoms of the disease will 
lIHaving found the cause J a t tempt 
by putting it right atgthe root . 
disappear themse l ves . " 
The use of needles was introduced a t about the same time 
as the f i rst wr i t ings (400 B. c . ) The needles used now are 
usually solid stainless steel not much thi cker than a hair . It 
is important that the needles be pliable , i mpossible to break , 
and able to bend if need be . Needles are made throughout the 
world , however , many still use handmade needles from China . 
Ove r the years , needles have been made out of stone , gold , s i lve r 
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or bronze . They vary in l ength f r om one - half inch to four inches 
and are used according to the effect that the doctor wants to 
achieve . Most needles are inse r ted just below the sur face of 
the skin but some may go from one - fourth inch to as much as 
three i nches . The most frequently used points are in the lower 
legs , feet , forearms and hands . The needles9may or may not be manipulated depending on the desired effect . 
The needles are always sterilized before insertion . The 
insertion of the needle does not hurt . Sometimes there is a 
s l ight sensation of heat or numbness or a sharp prick . It i s 
said to be less painful than if someone accidentally sticks a 
needle or pin in their hand. The insertion of the acupuncture 
needle does not compare to a western injection . The pain does 
not increase for deeper injections . Generally there is no 
~!:~~!~~15rom e i ther the i nsertion or the wi thdrawal of the 
Practitioners believe they can observe Ch lis energy by 
watching the tension in the needles . The needle stays in until 
the balance is reached i n energy then sometimes the needles fall 
out themselves when the correct tension is restored . Sometimes 
no needles are used . Instead they use a special massage with 
heat on the acupuncture pOints . Thi s is usually considered a 
form of Chinese osteopathy . Heat is applied by a tiny cone of 
moxa placed on the skin and ignited Moxa i s made from the 
herb "artemisia vulgaris laliflora "ll and is like brown colored 
wool . There is always some precaution taken so that the skin 
is never burned . Moxa is removed when the patient feels suffi-
cient heat . Moxa sticks from 3/4" to Ii" in diameter are used 
by passing over the pOi nt to create heat or moxa in the form 
of a small ball can be placed on the head of spec i al needles 
and ignited to create heat . The way moxa is used depends on 
the desired effect of the treatment. 12 . 
The average time involved in the init i al consultation 
ranges from one to two hours . The pr acti t ioner does not try to 
put labels on diseases . Often they prefe r to spend some time 
studying case histories and their own notes before starting 
treatment . The average time for the treatment is approximately 
one - half hour . The pulses are always read to check the progress 
before starting . Frequency of treatments usually begins with 
two or three treatments per week for a peri od of three to four 
weeks then tapers off to once a week then once a month . Treat -
ments are urually given lying down but the patient can be treated 
sitting up . j . 
The cost for treatments varies but is roughly in line 
with the cost charged by medical doctors . There is no age limit 
on patients but they do not usually treat patients under seven 
years of age . Since the practitioner is more concerned with the 
cause , much emphasis is placed on preventive medicine such as a 
correct diet , exercise , etc . The diet consists of pure food and 
it is recommended not to use preser vatives or unnatural foods. 
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In 1960 a Russian medical research team attempted to 
disprove acupuncture and ended up so i mpressed t hat they arranged 
for acupuncture t r aining at six of their leading universities . 
However, research was conducted in this area much earlier (1939 ) 
by two Russian doctors , S. D. and V. Kirlian . They photographed 
a living substance in high frequency electrical fields . They 
discovered some energy was constantly moving which showed up 
as lights , sparks , flares, and channels of light. These we re 
photographed from people as well as plants . After 13 years of 
experiments , they found both energy bodies and physical bodies 
in plants and animals . The energy body is affected by emotion , 
states of mind , thoughts , alcohol , and i llness and pain . They 
foun~ when a person was more tired and tense , more energy poured 
out . 4 
'~xcept for the fact that Dr . Walter J . Kilner 
of St . Thomas ' s Hospital, London , had discovered 
at the beginning of this century that the human 
aura became visible when a person was looked at 
through speciall y stained glass screens , this was 
really the first time that scientists had been 
fully able to see and study this second energy 
body of a living being , and they were amazed by 
what was revealed under Kirlian 's photography . "l5 
In 1953 a Leningrad surgeon , Dr . M. K. Gaikin realized 
Kirlian ' s photography was visible proof to the premis of acu-
puncture. Fl ares from the hand did not correspond to nerve 
endings and could not be electrical energy. Also , energy 
from living plants substantiated this because plants have 
no nervous system . He also proved that the energy flares 
photographed we1b coming from the identical spots as the acu-puncture spots . 
"Despi te the large amount of information that 
was col lected about this bioluminescence by the 
Kirlian camera, it was not until 196$ that the 
scientists at the Kirow State University of 
Kazakhstan in Alma- Ata finally made their state -
ment that all living things, both plants and ani-
mals , have both a physical body of atoms and 
molecules and a counterpart energy body . They 
call ed this the biological plasma body , plasma 
being a fourth state of matter , masses of ionized 
particles
7
- electrons, protrons, and possibly 
others . ".L 
This was a landmark in the progress of western scientific 
understanding of the ancient theory of acupuncture . 
A Korean professor , Dr . Kim 
existence of meridians and how they 
through a complex series of te s ts . 
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Bong Han, sub s tantiated 
affec t ed the body and mind 
He s t ated that there is an 
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integrated system of ducts independent of the vascular, lymphatic, 
blood and nervous systems cal led the Kyungr ak system . "It i s 
made up of four sets of ducts, all of them linked by a terminal 
ductules much as arteries and veins are linked by tiny blgod 
vessels . These ducts are the meridians of acupuncture ." His 
research team injected radioisotopes into an acupoint and waS 
able to watch the flow of meridian fluid . These resulted in 
r adiophotographic plates that actually reveal paths of meridians 
through the body . The team found an important constituent of 
the fluid which they name~ Sanal. They described Sanal as a 
unique type of granule that contai ned DNA , RNA , and pr otein . 
They be+ieve Sanal i s involved in the formation of cells and 
fuses into the cell from the meridian fluid and then l ate r breaks 
down and recirculates as Sanal . ~ 
"All of Professor Kim Bong Han ' s work , although 
extremely complex and detailed , can be looked at very 
simpl y . He is explaining in biochemical terms exactly 
how it is that the Kyungr ak system of ducts - the 
acupuncture ' s network of meridians - plays so vital 
a par't in the smooth functioning of the or gans of the 
body, and consequently affects the condition of the 
whole physical body . The practitioner of acupuncture 
is going straight to a controlling power when he 
treats a pati~8t through his network of meridians 
in the body." 
These experime nt s are especially appealing to the western 
mind because the basis of our culture dictates the need of proof 
before beli eving in something of this nature . 
The main differences between the doctor of acupuncture and 
the western doctor is that the weste rn doctor must have pr oof and 
does not believe in the existence of me ridians (energy pathways) 
and believes the success of acupuncture is due to the power of 
suggestion . The Chinese doctors beli eve the western doctor is 
more concerned with treating the symptoms of disease and naming 
the disease rather than correcti ng the Cause or malfunction . The 
western doctor believes in treating the body and mind separately 
whereas the Chinese doctor believes in treating the body and mind 
as a whole . The western doctor al so has learned much about medi-
cine by disecting the dead whereas the Chinese doctor does not 
believe this helps b~cause the life ' s vital forces are gone and 
they are the controlling power over the body . 
The person most responsible for what is called the acu-
puncture vogue in America is James Hesten , New York Times columnist , 
who came down with appendicitis upon arriving in Peking . Although 
there are conflicting stories in magazines about what happened, 
the most consistent is that he had hi s appendix removed conven-
tionally in surgery but had post- surgical acupuncture . His 
articles made acupuncture a household word and increased the 
desire in America to learn more about it. 2l 
For Ameri cans , it began less than two years ago when 
Pr esident Nixon ts trip to Chi na established a pipeline fo r infor -
mation about one of the Orient ts most fascinating mysteries : • 
acupuncture. Since President Nixon ts visit , scores of U. S. 
diplomats , doctors , and journali sts have returned from China with ( 
stories of acupuncture operations they had witnessed . After 
Resten ts test i moni al , several well- known personali ties such as 
Alabama Governor Geor ge Wallace and San Francisco Giants star 
hitter Willie McCovey turned to acupuncture for help . 22 American 
medicine initiated vigorous investigations in an effort to learn 
more about the ancient art . The four main areaS on interest 
and research in America have been in deafness , narcotics wi th-
drawal , chronic pain , and anesthesia . 
The relief of chronic pain is probabl y the ma j or goal of 
Americans seeking acupuncture , however , the most promis ing aspect 
lies in the area of surgical anestheti cs . Acupuncture anest hetics 
appears to be free of many of the hazards of ge neral anesthesia .' 
such as the death risk in heart pati ents , post- operative nausea , 
and allergies connected with general anesthesia . Even in China , 
acupuncture anesthesia only started in the 1950 ts and in the 
United States the s tart has been slow but impre ssive . 
U. S. researchers generally dismis s the traditional expla-
nation of the yin and yang but do admit that it really wor ks . 
Dr . Loui se Wensel , head of the Washington Acupuncture Cente r , 
started one of the first Ameri can training programs in acupuncture 
specifically for American phYSicians . She believes that neithe r 
western medicine nor acupuncture· are complete in t hemselves and 
that the two should work together . She al so believes acupuncture 
should be used after a compl ete diagnostiC workup accord ing to 
western standards and only where American medic i ne will not ... mrk . 23 
The re are two major studies currently in the United States 
trying to prove or disprove acupuncture . One is under way at the 
Massachusetts Gene r al Hospital whi ch says i t will need seve r al 
months to accompli sh anything and the other is the Nati onal Inst i -
tutes of Health (NIH ) i n Bethesda , Maryland , whi ch i s a three - year 
study . 24 
It is the general consensus of many western doctors working 
with acupunctur e to proceed with caution and that some sort of 
Ameri can board shoul d be establi s hed to pass on t he credenti al s of 
practitioners . The general publi c needs to be protected from 
tt quackupunctur e 11 . Ge nerally Americans do not believe that all 
there is to it is hypnosis or it would not work on animals . 
t~e have to treat acupuncture like any other new dr ug or 
procedure in this country and find out if it is better than , as 
good as , or infe rior to what we ' r e a l ready us ing . tt25 This quo -
tation would be a good summat ion of the ge neral f eeling of American 
doctors at the present time . However , with the strides in medi-
cine within the most recent years , we may find a new theory i n 
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medicine with the best combination of western medicine and 
acupuncture . I do believe that with supporting research data 
and with the countless testimonials of Americans , we can no 
longer look on acupuncture as a myth in Chinese folklore and 
have to give it serious consideration . 
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REFLECTIONS : AFTER HAVING PASSED THROUGH ENGLISH 390 _ 
MASTERPIECES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE 
by 
Bob Hesch 
My favorite author? To select just one is a bit like 
see ing the dog in Cani s Major . Al low me to borrow a technique 
fr om Whitman and Frost : telling who it is not . It is certainly 
not Poe, who provides tightly structured escape fiction, built 
around confining r ules. Nor i s i t Thor eau or Emerson, masters 
of philosophical essays, but rathe r dr y in their intellectual 
pre sentation. It could be Me lville, an artist of mental depic -
tion , but like Faulkner, too apt to become . distracted . It might 
be James, spokesman for the aristocrat , but he concentrates on 
humani s t ic ideals, well above the realm of realism . Could it be 
Hawthorne? He is a fine creator of mental conflict ; however he 
floats above realism with diverted fantasy and divine int¢rven-
tion . The poets, all of whom are fine artists, lack a medium 
conducive to a pennanent effect. Who then; 'TWain or Hemingway " 
Forgive me, Mr. Clemens, and all the above mentioned artists. 
You ' ve lost by only half the distance between the smallest 
measurement . My partially cultivated tastes find an affinity 
i n Hemingway ' s simplicity. If you are Tom , Mr . Twain, an idealis-
tic adventurer; Hemingway is Huck , the practical realist . Hemingway 
achieves greatness by removing all but the bare neceSSi t ies, 
creating beauty through simplicity . 
This simplistic beauty is probably most evident in 
Hemingway's style. He attempts to write the minimum amount of 
words t o conve y exactly what he means to convey . Heavy with 
Anglo- Saxon words, his vocabul ary is basically simple . His 
sentences are either simple, or s hort compounds . He uses an 
abundance of dialogue as exemplified in Hills ~ ""'hi te lli-
ahants , composed entirely of dialogue except for a short intro-
uctory paragraph . His use of short, simple sentences is demon-
strated i n the following excerpt from ~ Snows £f Kilimanjaro . 
I don ' t quarrel. I never want to quarrel. Let ' s 
not quarrel any more . 
Further: 
Don 't be silly . I ' m dying now . Ask those bastards. 
His use of forei gn phr ases and also f urther evidence of this 
simplicity is in the dial ogue of !!. Clean ~lell-Lighted Place . 
What ' s your s . 
Nada. 
Otro Loco mas. 
A little cup. 
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(It might be noted that nada was repeated at least twenty times :in 
this short story . ) This is far from a thorough explication of 
Hemingway ' s style , but the examples show his use of simplicity . 
The intended meaning was not bogged down by parenthetica l phrase s 
or other qualifiers , by complex sentence structure or a compl ex 
vocabulary. He brought true feeling from hi s head, through hi s 
pen , to the paper . And after all, Miss Dickenson , isn ' t truth 
beauty? 
Plot in the Hemingway tale is also simple . Santiago , 
in The Old Man and the Sea , has had no luck fishing for 84 days . 
He decides to go all out in an attempt to change his luck . He 
meets conflict in the sea , returns from the sea , and re s olves 
to return to the sea again . Francis Macomber (The Short Happy 
Life of Francis Macomber ) seeks not to change his luck, but to 
find his courage . Francis shoots an impala , runs from a lion, 
stands up to a charging buffalo. Although greatly condensed , 
this sununation shows how simple Hemingway plots are. 
The s tructure of Hemingway ' s plots are equally s i mpl e . 
In each of his tales the reader is introduced to the char ac t er s , 
and allowed to follow them through a chronological sequence of 
events . Usually there is only one , or a few related episodes , 
involving a conflict fol l owed by a short epilogue . The s truc t ur e 
is like the sentences Hemingway uses . It contains only a beginning , 
a middle , and an end . (If this statement seems too trite , try 
stating a Faulkner plot without gett ing involved in an intricate 
analysis of structure .) Simplicity of structure , then , allows 
the r eader to follow the flow of events rather than computing 
where the s tory ' s characters ar e in time . 
No human char acter i s simple , but some authors would 
have the reader believe that even unconscious thoughts are the 
foucs of human attention . Hemingway strips away the subconscious 
thoughts of his characters laying true emotion open to the r eader . 
Contrasted with Faulkner , the difference in effect become s evide nt . 
The fol l owing are examples of how each author depicts what drink 
means to their story ' s characters . The first example is from 
Faulkner ' s The Bearj the second from Hemingway ' s The Old Man and 
the Sea . 
1) There was always a bottle present , so that it would 
seem to him that those fine fierce instants of 
heart and brain and courage and willi ness and speed 
were concentrated and distilled into that brown 
liquor which not women , not boys and children , 
but only hunters drank , drinking not of t he blood 
they spilled but some condensation of the wild 
i mmortal spirit , drinking it moderately , h~~bly 
even , not with the pagan ' s base and baseless hope 
of acquiring thereby the virtues of cunning and 
strength and speed but in salute to them. 
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2) He sent t wo beers. 
I l ike the beer in cans best. 
I know. But this i s in bott l es, Hatuey beer, 
and I take back the bottl es . 
Faulkner reveals a stream of thoughts, whi l e Hemingway reveals the 
simple, matter of fact statements of his characters . Isaac (from 
the first exampl e) is revealed as a compl ex character ; Santiago 
shows he is a simpl e man . If a char acter from a Faulkner tale 
gets hungry, he will probably first explain that he ' s not s ure 
when he first felt the faint feeling deep within himself, but 
became aware of it only after it had existed for a time - not so 
much a pain as a strong drone - almost l ike the f.ar off yell 
of hounds tracking in the wild, fading , then coming closer unti l 
he realized his body was protesting the lack of nour ishment . If 
a character from a Hemingway tale gets hungry, he will probably 
say: I am hungry . But these ar e only examples and attempted 
examples . To reall y appre eiate t.he simplistic beauty of Hemingway's 
a r tistry, one must read The Old Man and the Sea . 
-------
In this nove lette (Hemingway's finest in my opinion) he 
creates humor . Unlike the satire in ~ Clean Well - Lighted PlSlce , 
Hemingway uses the prayers Our Father, and Ha~ary to show a 
simpl e man's thoughts. Because these thoughts are familiar to 
most, and because they reveal man ' s mental laziness, they are 
funny . But first notice the same two prayers as they are utilized 
for a satiric pur pose in ~ Clean ~-Lighted Place : 
Our nada who art in nada, nada be thy name thy 
kingdom na~ a thy will be nada i n nada as it is in 
nada. Give us this nada our naily nada and nada us 
our nada as we nada our nadas ann nada us not into 
nada but deliver us from nada ; pues nada . Hail 
nothing full of nothing, nothing is with thee . 
In contrast, the same two prayers are pondered and recited by the 
old man. 
He commenced to say his prayers mechanically . Some -
times he would be so tired that he could not remember 
the prayer and then he would say them fast so that 
they would come automatically. Hail Marys are easier 
to say than Our Fathers, he thought . 
\vith his . prayers said, and feeling much better, but 
suffering exac t ly as much , and perhaps a little more, 
he leaned against the wood of the bow and began, 
mechanically, to work the fingers of his left hand . 
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This is a simple, but precise perception . It is true and it is 
beautiful . This perception and the ability to successfully 
communicate it , places Hemingway hal f the distance between the 
smallest measure , in front of other American authors . 
Upon reflecting about the excur s ion that l ed me to the 
above conclusion , I tll quote a few words from Twain ts Huck Finn : 
••• and so there ain tt nothing more to write about , 
and I am rotten glad of it, because if ltd ' a ' ~nowed 
what a trouble it waS to make a book (American Litera-
ture) I wouldn ' t ' a ' tackled it , and ain ' t a- going to 
no more . 
At least , that is , until next term . 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE 
BATTLE AGAINST CANCER 
by 
Loretta Martin 
In 1974 cancer will strike s i x out of twenty- four people . 
Of these s ix, two will be saved by treatment , one will die who 
could have bee~ saved oy earlier diagnosi s , and three will di e 
of types of Cancer that future r esearch must control . 1 As these 
statistics clearly show , the batt l e against cance r i s one of 
gr eat i mportance . 
Thi s batt le against cance r began many ye ar s ago . Cancer 
i s an ancient disease , much older than man . Evidence of cancer 
has bee n found in the bones of dinosaurs who inhabited the earth 
millions of years ago . Hippocrates named the di sease after the 
crab . He i s said to have thought that cancer of the breast had 
a cr ab- like appearanc e . 2 
The first known treat ment of thi s disease was t wo 
thousand years before the birth of Christ , whe n Indian phys icians 
treated cancer with a paste ' containing arsenic . ) 
Little else was accomplished in the field of cancer 
research between thi s time and the beginning of the twentieth 
century . At this t ime two di scoveries wer e made . In 1915, a 
Japanese SCientist , aided by a colleague , induced cancer in 
r abbits for the first time by dabbing the skin of the ear with 
coal tar every day for more than s ix months . Fiftee n years 
later , Sir Ernest Kennaway and hi s colleagues at t he Royal Cance r 
Hospital in Lond on synthesized the first chemi cal carcinogens -
substances capable of inducing cancer - and s ucceeded in i sol a ting 
from coal t~r a chemical in it which induced skin cancer : 3 , 4 
benzpyrene , 4 
With these two discoverie s , the modern era of cancer 
research officially began. From here , other discoveries were 
made which l ed to toda~ ' s massive effort in the battle against 
Cancer. Muc h progres s i s being made in the fi eld of cancer 
r esear ch . 
The first s trong indication of progress in the field of 
cance r r esearch i s the s i gnificant numbe r of discoveries be ing 
made in the area of skin, bone , and blood cance r . Cance5 of the skin is virtually 100 per cent cur abl e when caught early . Thi s 
i s true , of course , because cancer of the skin is easily detected , 
and can be treated early . Yet , 5, gOO people in the United States 
will die thi s year of skin cancer . Most skin cance r i s caused by 
excessive exposure to the sun . Its early warning s i gnals are a 
sor e that doesn ' t heal and the change in s ize or color of a wart 
or mole . The most powerful weapon against skin cancer , however , 
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is prevention , which means being especially aware of overexposur e 
to the sun . 
Cancer of the bone is a relatively r are disease . Never-
theless , i t is one of the mor e common types of cancer in children 
and young adults . Any mali gnant tumor developi ng in the ske l etal 
system i s known as a bone cancer . Pain , swelling , and feve r are 
common symptoms . The physician decides whether a suspicious bone 
tumor is malignant on the basis of a tissue examin~tion known as 
a biopsy . In this procedure , a fragment of the susp~cted tissue 
is removed surgically and examined by a pathologist . I Investi-
gators at the North Carolina Institute have found that anti- cancer 
drugs , given a l ong with irraai ation, have been effective in tem~o­
rarily suppressing the development of tumors in a few patients . 
Scientists are also evaluating the use of fluoride compounds· and 
consi deri ng the possibility that a virus may cause some bone 
cancers . ':1 
Dr . R. A. Good and his ai des at the Minnesota University , 
in working with cancers of the blood , have developed a resistance 
to certain cancers in rats and mice by reducing slightly the 
amount of protein in their di ets . Experiments by Dr. Good show 
that normally fed ani mals developed antibodies whi ch pr evented 
immune cells from destroying cancerous tissues , while underfed 
ani~als produci8 fewer antibodies , making it easy for them to 
res~st cancer . 
Dr . Good has done extensive research in the field of 
self- immunology - the study of the bo'dy ' s natural defenses 
against disease . Some evidence has indicated that cancer thrives 
when the immune system is defective . For exampl e , the disease 
strikes hardest at the aged or very young , the two groups whose 
immune systems tend to be weakened. More scientific evidence 
is the high correlation between cancer and the so- called immuno-
deficiencYl1iseases , which leave their victi ms unable to resist 
infection . 
"In order for cancer to occur and pers i st , there must be 
a failure of the immunological process , " Good said . 'We ' ve never 
found a cancer patient in whom something wasn ' t screwed up 
immunologically . nl 2 
Doctors at Sloan- Kettering Insti tute , of which Dr. Good 
is president and director , have discove r ed that some cancer cells 
fail to produce antigens , or markers identifying them as foreign , 
and thus avoid the body ' s r ecogni tion mechani sm . There is also 
speculati on t hat larger cancers shed so many antigens that t hey 
Simply overwhelm the immune system . 13 
Dr. Lloyd Old, vice president and associate director of 
Sl oan- Kettering Institute said : 'What we can do well right now 
is eliminate massive amounts of cells . But getting rid of 90% of 
a cancer , even 99%, isn ' t enough; i f there ' s one cell left , it 
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can produce mil l ions more cells. 
getting at these residual cancers 
spreading. "14 
Immunotherapy offers a,way of 
and preventing them from 
Further signs of progress in the field of cancer research 
are the advances being made in the study of cancer of the lung and 
breast. Fifty years ago , lung cancer was a rare disease. Today, 
among American men, it is the most common cause of death from 
cancer. Nearly 200 persons a day in the Unit1d States die from lung cancer , compared to 200 a month in 1930 . 5 The present 
treatment of sur gery and radiation are usually palliative at 
best, seldom currative. In recent years, however, some progress 
has been made in the detection of lung cancer through mi croscopic 
examinations of the sputum for the presence of abnormal cells . 
This techni que , called exfoliative cytology, has been successfully 
applied to the examination of uterine CIlIs as a means of detecting 
cancer of the uterus at an early stage. 6 In other studies , 
scientists have shown that persons who do not smoke have the best 
chance of avoiding lung cancer. In 1965, Congress passed the 
Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act r equiring manu-
facturers of cigarettes to print on all packages, IICaution: 
Cigarette smoking may be hazardous to your health. 111'/ Measures 
are also being taken to help cl ean up the air we breathe . Ob-
viously , the optomistic aspect of lung cancer is prevention . 
New advances in detection of breast cancer appear to 
offer great hope for the future . Due to the lack of significant 
reductions in the breast cancer mortali ty rate in the last 
thirty- five years, the American Cancer Society began a major 
national effort to make widely available screening techniques 
that can detect breast cancer at its earliest , most curable stage . 
At this stage the chances of cure are virtually 100 percent. The 
treatment of breast cancer, the l eading Cause of Cancer dear§ in 
women , i s a combination of ~dmiques including mammography , 
special breast X- ray, thermography, 19 heat- sensitive photographs 
of the breast , and manual examination by the physician . Monthly 
breast se lf-examination is also very effective. These techniques 
make it possible tOodetect 95 percent of breas"t cancer cases at 
the curable stage . 2 
That progress is being made in the various fields of 
cancer research is shown by the new knowledge .gained in connec -
tion with cancer of the uterus and prostate . The greatest pro-
gress in the field o~ cancer research i s being made with cancer 
of the uterus . The mortality rate has dropped by two-thirds in 
the last forty years, largely because the Pap test has made 
early detection possible . This is significant because today more 
women will develop cancer of the uterus than any other type of 
cancer. 2l Dr . George Nicholas Papanicolaou , M. D. developed the 
Pap test. In this test, a sample of the fluid normally present 
in the mouth of the womb is sent to a laboratory where it is 
examined under a microscope by highly trained specialists . If 
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all women had an early Pap test there would be very few deaths 
from cancer of the uteri ne ce r vix . 22 "A cance r may lazy along 
in the ce r vi x of the uterus for ni ne years , fourteen years , 
abruptly break through , spread and scatter , invade and metas-
tasize that is , transfer cells to an unrelated part of the 
bady . 1I23 The importance of the Pap test can ' t be overemphasized , 
as 81 percent of uterine canZer can be cur ed if localized: 45 
percent after it has spread . 4 
Cancer of the prostate is the c~~se of death in about 5 
percent of men over fifty years of age . An estimated 18 , 000 
die each year in the United States . The treatment of cancer 
when it is confined to the prostate gland is surgical removal 
of the gl and . Sometimes radio- therapy is added to the treatment . 
Recovery from prostate cancer , as from cancer of most Si tes , is 
related to the stage of the disease when treatment is begun . 
Survival rates have gradually increased6since 1940 . Today the five - year survival rate is 49 percent . 2 
The new fi ndings in other fields is even more evidence 
that progress is being made in the field of cancer research . Much 
research is being conducted on cancer of the mouth . A method 
is being investigated wher e drugs are pumped through the veins of 
the head and neck in order to reach the affected area directly 
and slm., the course of the disease . 2'1 
Cancer of the liver is next to the most difficul t cancer 
t o treat . Liver transplants are being considered as a future possi -
bility . The mortality rate of liver cancers could be greatly de -
creased if caught early . At present , two out of three liver cases 
are unsuccessful . If caught early , the results would be success-
ful in one out of two cases . 2~ 
Almost 70 percent of colon- rectum cancer Can be cured if 
detected before it has spread : after it has spread , only 39 per-
cent . According to the American Cancer Society , the test that 
could halp save more lives from Cancer than any other step i n 
routine checkup is the "procto !l. In this exami nation the physician 
passes a lighted tube into the patient ' s rectum and lower intestine 
and examines the walls of these organs for tumors and pre - cancerous 
growths . About one - half of the patients wi th cancer of the rectum 
or colon die withi n five years . This means almost 50.,.000 Ameri -
Cans each ~9ar j yet three out of four could be saved with early 
treatment . One early detection test now being evaluated may 
indicate colon and rectal cancers by identifying the presence of 
a special protein , called carcinoembryonic antigen , in the blood . 
If present studies pr ove that this antigen appears only when these 
Cance r s are present, malignant tumors of the cOJ8n and rectum may 
be detectable in an early pre symptomatic stage . 
Cancer of the stomach is 90 percent fatal , yet its morta-
lity rate is 50 percent less than twenty years ago . Only 10 per-
cent of all stomach cancer cases are diagnosed before the disease 
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-has spread . Scientists are particularly interested, therefore , 
in deve l oping a means for early detection of stomach Cancer . 
Doctors have also been anxious to find drugs which used alone 
or in combination with surgery would improve stomach cancer 
treatment . For example , a study showed that patients whose 
cancer appeared to have been thoroughly removed at surgery , and 
who had no evidence of involvement of regional lymph nodes , had 
signi ficantly higher survival rates for the first three years 
after surgery if they received the drug , thioTEPA, than if they 
did not . Scientists feel that drug research results obtained so 
far con~ritute a valuable clue to successful treatment of stomach 
cancer . j 
The leukemias cause an estimated 14 , 000 deaths each year . 
Acute leukemia is the most common f~rm of cancer in children , but 
actually affects many more adults . } Recent studies have s hown 
that combinations of several drugs have a greater ability to induce 
remissions than single drugs given alone . Other studies ar e pro-
viding information on growth characterist i cs of leukemic cells to 
determ~ne at what stage they are most vulnerable to anticancer 
drugs . j 
Doctors attending the international symposium on drug care 
of the dying at Co1orada University in November 1971 , determined 
that a role exists for the use of mind- affect ing , pain- killing , 
and other drugs including heroin and LSD , in the care of terminally 
ill cancer patients . They further d~cided , however , that no drug 
could take the place of the pe r sonal medication and psychological 
attention needed . )4 
The United States government is questioning the potential 
cancer causing effects of NTA (a chemical used in detergents) 
and 15e urging the return to phosphates , which were replaced by 
NTA . 
A young Harvard surgeon , Dr . M. JUdah Folkman , of Boston' s 
Childr en ' s Hospital Medical Center , has discovered that a buddi ng 
cluste r of cancer cells must reach a critical crossroad before 
it becomes a detectable. solid tumor. At this pOint, it could be 
s topped in its tracks . This may also offer a new way to treat 
cancer by permanently restricting malignant growths to a harm-
less size - though practical methods of doing so remain to be 
developed . Dr . Fol~an ' s experiments have shown that to grow 
l arger, solid tumors must obtain a bl ood supply . To do this , 
the tumors must secrete a substance called tumor angiogenesis 
factor (TAF) . Dr . Folkman suggests , also , that a vaccine might 
be developed that would induce the production of anti bodies that 
would block TAF and render it unable to stimulate further blood-
vessel growth. Immunization against TAF might prevent further 
cancers from developing in other parts of the body . After the 
initial tumor had been removed sur gi cally or destroyed by radia-
tion. "It is entirely possible , 1t Dr . Fol kman remarked, flthat the 
next decade of tuwgr management will be known as the age of the 
invi s ible tumor . lfj 
Dr . David G. Jose is a participant in an immunol ogical 
re search program at the Royal Children 's Hospital in Melbourne, 
Aus trali a , has pointed out that malnourished people suffer less 
frequently from cancer . They suffer more often and more s eve rp.ly 
from inf~ctious diseases . The reason for thi s may lie in the 
field of inununology. It could be that nAs the body starves, so 
star ves the tumor. 11 An experi ment conducted with a strain of 
mi ce in which 95 of every 100 could be depended on to develop 
mammary cancer resulted in only 5 of the 100 developing cancer 
when the amount of protein i n their diet was severe l y curtailed . 
Decreases in tumor inc idence could be produced by diets defici3~t 
in calories , in protein, or in se l ected essential amino- acids . 
The battle against cancer has come a long way since the 
Japanese sc i ent i st first induced cancer in rabbits . Even as 
recently as the last thirty years doctors have progressed fgom 
saving one in five cancer patients to saving one in three. 3 At 
l east thirty- t hree of the forty- three element s whi ch can be com-
bined to combat Cancer are i n use at the moment in the treat -
ment of almost a dozen forms of cancer . J9 Several tactics are 
being employed in the battle against cancer . (1) From what we 
have learned about the causes of cancer , it appears that if we 
take the right precaut ions , certain forms of cancer need not 
appearj or at least the ir inc ide nce could be greatly reduced . 40 
As Dr . R. Lee Clark , re cently named by President Nixon to the 
three - member presidential panel on cancer , remarked, liThe long-
range gO?I, . .. will be t o determine the cause and prevention of 
cancer . "41 (2 ) A knowledge of the seven warning signal s of cancer 
i s another signi ficant aid in the battle against cancer. The 
seven warning s i gnals are: 
1. Change in bowel or bladder habits 
2 . A sore that doe s not heal 
3. Unusual bledding or discharge 
4 . Thickening or lump in breast or elsewhere 
5. Indi gestion or difficulty in swallowing 
6 . Obvious change in wart or mok~ 
7 . Nagging cough or hoarseness . 
(3 ) An annual checkup i s another aid in combating cancer . Half 
of all cancers develop in areas of the body easy to examine . An 
annual checkup i s the first key in the detection of cancer, yet 
only 25 p~rcent of all men and 41 percent of all women get annual 
checkups . ) (4) When cancer is detected , however , the prospe ct 
i s still bright . The prospect is bright if the correct treatment 
fo llows , and follows i mmedi ate l y . No matter how appealing "home 
remedies" or "secret" cures may seem - only a physician can give 
dependable advice . A speci alist is able to keep up with the 
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advances in the cancer field and can determine if the patient 
would benefit more from standard treatment or if a new , experi -
mental treatment i s indicated . He can recommend the medical 
cente r equipped to provide the best services . The 1971 Cancer 
Act, authorizing spending of $1 . 6- million over the next three 
years for expanded research on cancer , calls for the establishment 
of fifteen n~w specialized centers raising the national total to 
twenty- one . 44 The 1972 Health Education, and Welfare Department 
appropriation bill authorized $337- million for cancer research 
programs administered by the National Cancer Institute with funds 
being distributed E~rough grants and loans for nongovernment 
research programs . United States Health , Education, and Welfar e 
Departme nt Secretary Richardson and Soviet Ambassador Dobrynin 
began in March of 1972 to pool research efforts i n the fight 
against cancer , heart disease , and4~nvironrnental health problems 
in areas where interests converge. However, new cancer centers , 
better financing programs , and combined research efforts aren ' t 
all the answers . Time is needed . The cancer researchers still 
have a lot to do . They have many years of work ahead of them -
maybe even , as Sir Ernest Kennaway predicted in 1930 , two hundred 
and fifty . ~7 No one can tell for certain . Progress is being 
made each day through new discoveries in skin, bone , blood, breast , 
lung , uterus , prostate, and all the other f i elds of cancer research . 
While a cure for cancer isn ' t right around the corner , many signi-
ficant advances are taking place in prevention l detection , and treatment . Day by day the war against mankind s most dr eaded 
disease is being won • 
• 
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THE EXISTENTIAL ANALYSIS OF DEATH 
IN HEIDEGGER ' S BEING AND TIME 
by 
Ron Cameron 
The purpose of philosophy, according to Heidegger , is to 
provide an answer to the problem of Being (Sein) . All former 
philosophies failed through misguided systems : instead of asking 
the proper quest ion, 'fJ,mat do we mean by 'being l?l the ancients 
sought to underst and the querie , 1iWIiat is being?lI Asking the 
wrong question resulted in never resolving the problem . Only an 
analysis of Being itself , Being gua Being , and not beings (Seiende) 
as 'worldly ' entities, can ~rovide man access to the foundational 
principles of,the universe. 
Heidegger ' s philosophy is important not only for its 
starting point but also for its methodology . Using Husserlian 
phenomenology (without the epoche) , Heidegger focused on the 
meaning of Be ing . IIPhenomenology", Heidegger claims , llis our way 
of access to what is to be the theme of ontology, and it is our 
way of giving it demonjtrative precision . Only as phenomenology, 
is ontology poss ible . lI 
Heidegg~r ' s new method of analysis may be termed llexisten-
tial- ontology . II In attempting to probe the essence of Sein onto-
logy is used . The particular 'phenomenological' instantiation of 
Sein is Dasein, human existence . Literally termed "Being-there ", 
Dasein's existence n •• • inc5udes a certain pre ontological under-
standing of being fgeinJ. " In fact, Dasein is the only exempli -
cation of Sein . Heidegger recognized this when he a~serts , "Dasein 
is ontically distinctive in that it is ontological. lib Heideggerian 
ontology may thus be seen as attempting to ground ontology on a 
firm ontic base . "! 
An ' existentialist ' trend , lying at the heart of Heideggerian 
ontology , projects man as "being- there II {Dase in, i . e., "Being-in-
the - world . IT This is not amatial term but an existential r e l a-
tion. !Teeing- in" U he worl (InseiR ) means that man is " •.. bound 
up with the world ~n his e stence . II In c9assi cal terms, "the 
' essence ' of Dasein lies in its existence . II Dasein exists , there -
fore, as a being in search of Be ing (Sein ) . Nowhere i s this search 
more open than in "1:feing- unto- death . " The investigation of death , 
in this writer's view, is the key to Heidegger ' s work , Being and 
Time . 
. 
"Death , in the widest sense , 1I observes Heidegger, "is a 
phenomenon of life . Life must be understood ~B a kind of Being 
to which there belongs a Being- in- the - world . " Death and the 
"Being" of Dasein are inseparably related , for death IT ••• is a mode 
of its Being to yhich Dase in is exposed and which it must take 
upon itself •• • "l Death reveals the finitude both of humanity , as 
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existence ~ death , and of Being , " ... because if [§ei ru comes to 
presence in its most privileged way in death . 1112 
Most i mportantly , death focuses " ••• one T ~ attention on 
the self as it belongs to individual Dasein . . . "lj This rivets 
one ' s scrutiny to 'what it means to be' , i.e. , to authenticity . 
In this way death " • • • becomes the ground for authentic existence . ,,14 
The lTbas ic state of Dase in" is Care . 15 It is " ... the ontolo-
gical term for the totality of Dasein ' s structural whole . "16 
Heidegge r defines Care ( Sor,e) the following way : "ahead- of- itself-
Be ing- already- in (the wor ld as Being- alongside entities which we 
encounter (within- the - world) . ,,17 These structures unite in a 
tripartite formula: 
(1) Existenz - "ahead- of- itself lT : A' projection of 
possibilities ' (in future time) 
(2 ) Factici ty _ "Being- already- in- the - world If : A 
' thrownness ' into the world (in past t i me) 
(J) Fallenness - "Being- alongside 'I : an ' e'Y'eryday ' 
e nslavement to the world (in present time)l~ 
These three elements 
.. • characterize Being- towards- the - end , and are 
therefore constitutive for the existential concep-
tion of death . As regards its o£;ological possibi -
lity , dying is grounded in ~. 
Existenz !fstitutes death in a pr~ection of potentiality . 
The existentiale i . e ., a structur e of car~ of possibility " ••• is 
the most primordia and ultim~ae positive way in which Dasein is 
characterized ontologically . " As indicative of what ~asein can 
be/become , "Dase in is in every case what it can be ••• ,,2 That 
being the case , death ceases to be a spatial- temporal pOint i n 
time ITwhen" ; instead it is assimilated into my own be ing now . 
Since life in the pre sent is living my own possibilities , 
Dasein is dying as long as he lives , even from 
birth . It is the one possibility of all men , of which 
men have no choice . It is what makes Dasein ' s tempo-
rality finite ~ for Dasein' s possi biliti es are limited 
by his death . <2 
For Heidegger , "Death is a way to be , wh;ich Dasein takes over as 
soon as it is . " Hence the maxim: "As soon as man comes to life , 
he is at once old enough to die . 1123 
Authenticity comes in unders~~nding Being- unto- death as 
IT ... emi nent potent i al ity of Dase in . fl Projec t ed towar d death , 
the 
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Dasein stands before itself in its own most poten-
tiality- for- Being . This is a possibility in which the 
issue i s nothing less than Dasein ' s Being- in- the -
wor ld . Its death is the possibility of no- longer 
being- able - t o- be - there . 25 
Si nce I alone can die , and that at any time , "~gath is the possibi -
lity of the absolute impossibility of Dase i n . " 
Just as possibility i s transformed from immediate proten-
tion to a present experience , so also facticity becomes a retention 
effected within my own Be ing . Dasein i s ' thrown ' into a world of 
things without r eason or choice . Consequently , he generally 
succumbs to ' crowd ' (das Man) absorption , losing his individual 
identity , liying inauthent i cally . Facticity demands a " ••• way 
~; , ~~~ngE~~n wr~c~h~ ~~~~t I a:m~$f~;~~g •.. F~;trci~~d r;v~:r~ ~~ .. one ' s 
own Dase i n ra~ always ~~ing already ; that i s to say , it is in a 
Be ing- towarct5- its - end . " <;J 
IThrownness ' Odiscloses itself i~lBefindlichkeit , an "ontolo-
gical dispos ition,,,3 a W~ltanschauung . This mood , the " ••• basic 
state- of- mind of Dase in ," 2 exhibits itself as an attitude of 
"anxiety" or "dread ll IlngsJ) . j) Anxi ety" ... confronts us with 
ourse lves " by reflectm g If ••• the disclosure of what it means to 
be goi ng to die . ,,34 Whereas f ear i s concr ete apprehensive ness of 
a par t i cular object or event , "dre ad is a fear of nothing . II}) 
Angs t is an ontological alienation from the3gource of man ' s Be ing : it i s "man ' s attempt to flee from himself , " the manife station 
of Be ing- in- the - world If • •• as a thrown Be ing t owards its end . n Y( 
Fortunately , Angst not only r eveals man ' s facti city and 
finitude but also pOints in the direction of the authenti c life . 
Proper acceptance of this ' attunement ' 
•.. fi r s t and foremost [!Si a kind of primord i al 
awe or wonder , a sense of mystery and adventure , even 
of jOy , i . e ., the courage and confidence of one who 
faces hiS3§wn ontological potential and the meaning of death . 
Dasein ' s basic nature , that of Care , exhibits itself in 
' everyday f fal l ennes:I . Fallenness " .•• refer s t o the tenElnc~90f 
Dase in to exist inauthentically in the they- self taas Man . " 
Even though Heidegger views Dase in as essentially ~regar~ous , 
i . e ., as "Be i ng- ip.- the - world ," man i s individually- alone respon-
s i ble fo r his (choice of ) life- style . "Falling", as an existentiale , 
lies at the core of man' s Being , and affecti vely l imits the pote n-
tialities of individual Dasein , whether he lives authentically or 
not . 
Geeerally s peaking , f a l l enness causes one to neglect his 
eXistenz , 4 and , as a cons8quence , lead an inauthentic life . 
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-Inauthentic f alling l ays bare IT ••• everyday Being- toward s - death 
rnSl a constant fleeing in the face of death . ~ing-toward s -the 
e'nlt' has the mode of evasion in the face of it . n Dying even-
tually becQmes a ' public ' s pectacle rather than an i ndividual 
e ncount er . 42 
Angst depicts Dase in ' s mind- set not only in possi bility 
and facti city , but also in the present mode of fallenness . Rather 
than understandi..'1g one ' s tfo\"mmost " death as an att i tude o.. e ., a 
dreadful acceptance of nothing , r ather than an antic fe ar of some-
t hing in spatial- t empor al relationsJ, ' everyday ' Dase i n see ks to 
substantiate death ' s definiteness as to a time lIwhen fl • He idegger 
observes that 
•.. in thi s state - or- mind fr. e ., anxie t.iJ, everyday-
nes s acknowledges a I hi gher I c~rtainly than one which 
is only empiri cal . One knows about the certainty of 
death , and yet ' is ' not authentically certain of one ' s 
o\"m . The falling everydayness of Dase in' i s acquainted 
with death ' s certainty , and yet evades Be i ng- ce r tain . 
But in the light of what it evade s , thi s very evasi on 
attests phenomenally that death must be conI{ived as 
one ' s own- most possibility non- relat ional i . e ., 
"devoid of relationships It4t1., not to be out s ripped , 
and - above all - certain .~ 
Aut hent ic Be ing- unto- death i s an att itude of acceptance ~5 
death , not an actual (futuri sti c ) event . Be ing "always al ready " 
unto death , DaSa!n faces a death whi ch fl ••• is indefinite as regards 
its certainty . " As a ' necessary ' possibility death i s certain ; 
as an indeterminate mode of Be ing death i s uncertain . Authe ntic 
Dasein , embodying the att itude of dread , exi s t s by ' running forward ,47 
toward death as its have - to- be , free for the possibility to be . 
Inauthentic Dase i n " .•. evades this indef initeness by conferring 
definiteness upon it48 enshr ouding If ••• de ath ' s owrunost character 
as a possibility ... " 
Despite Dasein ' s transience its very existenz seeks Sein , 
its ontologi cal gr ound . Honest searching r eveals not only Dase in ' s 
mortality but also its potential authenticity : 
Death is not merely one of the de facto poss ibi-
lities of Dasein but rather the ' transcendental ' possi -
bility , ... Death is therefore structurally constitutive 
of all other possibilities of Dase in , as well as nor-
mative for t he ir authentic r ealization . 49 
The question of Be ing and nothingne ss (i . e . , non- be ing ) can 
be r esolved in recognizing humanity as grounded in Sein whose 
ItThere " encompasses negat ivity as a contingent of i t'S"""Thor izon.' 
Thus , Oase in ' 5 plenary exi s tenz provides " ••• that pers pective 
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from which one sees the whole .2£ totality of human existence . ,,50 
It is of highest import to recognize that 
... when Heidegger speaks of death, he is not 
speaking of how ~ thinks at the time in which one 
is dying • •• , but what impending death £an ~ 12 £n& 
in the fullness of one ' s life •••• In fact, I do not 
even need to know with certainty B~at I will die ; it 
is enough to know that I can die. 
Heidegger's analysis , not at all "morbid and fatalistic, •• • is 
rather an exciting and courageous awareness of one ' s finitude . "52 
The distinction between inauthentic and authentic Being-
unto-deatg seems to this writer to be one of attitude and per-
spective. 3 Inauthenticity exhibits itself 'by fleeing" .in 
the face of death , "54 that is , through "self- deception . 11)) In 
admitting to eventual death, deception ignores the fundamental 
ontology of Dasein as "Being- unto- death . 1I Yet from a proper 
perspective of one ' s self as being in search of Being n •• • inauthen-
ticity is based on the possibility of authenticity . 1I~6 Therefore , 
II ••• authentic Being-tow~7ds-death signifies an existentiell 
possibility of Dasein. 1I Actualized in ' real- life ' situations , 
" ... authenticity is fundf1entally facing and enduring death as 
one's own possibility . "5 
The question of Be ing , central to Heideggerian ontology , 
becomes in essence a phenomenology of humanity. Man ' s existence 
is temporally conceived , past, present , and future: death alone 
provides the possibility of integrating Dasein's fragmented 
existenz. Inauthentic dying flees responsibility by conforming 
to the masses, ignoring the ' presentness ' of death, and projecting 
it in the future. Dasein , when living in authenticity , ' anxiously ' 
and courageously accepts the certitude of nonbeing, fully cog-
nizant that wholeness is ' possible ' only in a death- like attitude . 
Existence remains potentiality in its lIownrnost" way: Being-in-
the - world because of Being- unto- death . 
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APPENDIX I : GLOSSARY* 
(1) Angst - an objectless dreadj it serves as the overt sign 
determining whether a person is Ii ving authentically": 
or not 
(2 ) Authent icity - a way of living , s ignified by an acceptance of 
death as one's "owrunost " potentiality- for - Being 
(3 ) Das Man - the ' crowd ' ; existence based not on individuality 
but on irresponsibility 
(4) Dase in - Ii terally J " Be ing- there " j Heidegger ' 5 term for man-
kind 
(5) Exi stential - a broad structure of existence j synonymous with 
ontological :;· 
(6 ) Existentiale - one of the three structures of Care, whether 
existenz * , facticity, or fallenness 
(7 ) Existentiell - a specifi c act which , upon its actualization , 
constitutes an existential )X s tructure j 
synonymous with antic>!: 
(8 ) Existenz - a project i on of possibilities (in future time) ; 
one of the three constituents of care 
(9 ) Inauthenticity - a misguided mode of existence , in which the 
person rejects his individuality, becomes 
absor bed in das Man* , and refuses to accept 
death as a phenomenon of life 
(10) Ont ic - a specific , concrete ac t or event making up an ontolo-
gical>!: structure j synonymous with existent i ell):' 
(11) Ontological - an internal structure of existence which i s the 
basis of all ontic* acts; synonymous with 
existential O:, 
(12 ) Phenomenology - that analysis of human existence which stresses 
• Dlethodology and centers upon mankind 
(13) Se iende - beings in the world ; serving as tools for Dasein>:: 
in. his search for Sein>!' 
(14) Se in - Be ing itself ; the ultimate goal of Heideggerian 
phenomenology >!: 
*N. B. The asterisk denotes terms defined elsewhere in the appendix . 
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AN ANALYSIS OF AUTOHATED DATA PROCESSING SYSTEHS 
hy 
David Conway 
INTRODUCTION 
Automated (I.ata processing has hee n utili zed in the 
accounting field for many years . The largest impact of ADP 
wa s undoubtecllv t he introduction of the computer in the micl -
fi fties . ComPllters since have been developed ancl revoluti oni zed 
i nto ma chines - of great cornplexi ty. The deveJopment of computers 
has resul tefl, in economical means of handling data quic1d y and 
accurat e ly . The numher of hus inesses using computers has in-
cr easer1. greatly in the last few years and is expected t o increase 
even more in the future . 
The us e of compute r s in hanel.l ing accounting nata has 
always presenten. problems to the auditors of that ("late . New 
me t hods an0. procedures have hao to be developec1 to perform an 
audit . The inc re,ase i n the complexity of computer systems have 
brought about more ancl. more changes in the audit process to 
enable t he au0.i to r to ',:eep ac1equate checks on the systems . The 
greate st auditi ng process changes have taken place in the areas 
of reviewi ng internal control, testing transactions , and examining 
account balances . An auditor of an ADP system must have knowledge 
of t he system and employ spec i al methods and proce(lures during 
the aun.i t . 
REVIEWING INTERNAL CONTROL AND TESTING TRANSACTIONS 
IN ADP SYSTEHS 
The seconr1. Aucliting Fielrl. Wor k Stannard requires a 
proper stuc1y and evaluation of t he internal control system a 
busi ne ss entity being aurli ted has to determine how much reliance 
can be placecl. on it, anc1 to r.etermine the extent of the tests 
to which auc1iting procedures are to be rest ricter. Internal 
control encompasses more than j ust control over assets ; it covers 
t he entire operations OL a company. The auditing of an ADP system 
requires many changes in the auditing process , especiilly in 
evaluating internal control and testing transactions . 
Eva l uat ing Internal Control in an ADP System 
The reasons for evaluating internal contro l in ADP audits 
remain the same as in convent ional audits . However , the use of 
automated data pr'ocessing systems places more importance on inter-
nal control than does manual operations , fo r the computer can 
be used to pronuce erroneous nata to benefit the person causing 
t he false output . The conventional audit trail is usually not 
present in an ADP systern 1 therefore special techniques must be 
used to prevent such occurrences. 2 . 
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A star ti ng point of e valuating i nte r nal cont r ol cou l d be 
that of c.e t e rmini ng any weaknesses in the pr esent system of inter-
nal contr ol . Weakne s ses can cause c.efalcat i ons to go undetected. 
Since ADP systems re qui r e different techniques of eval uation 
than conve ntional systems J a diff er ent appr oach is r equirecl.. It 
has been s llggeste d that reasonab l e as sur anc e in eva l uating t he 
thre e major ar e a s of internal control : 3 (1) organizational , 
(2) admini s t rative , and (3 ) procedur al . 
contr ols . Or gani zation has ahlaY5 been important 
cont r ol str uctur e and has become even mor e impor-
tant in the ADP sys tem because o~ the greater concentration of 
data proce s s ing nuties . Or ganizational controls can be divi0e n 
into t wo divisions, the placement of the ADP f unction within 
the or gani zation and the division of nuties within the ADP 
gr oup . Most c l ients expect the auditors to r ecogni ze ways of 
improving utili zation of the compute r and to give construct ive 
suggestions as they proceed with the audit. 
The ADP gr oup should be functiona l ly independent of the 
othe r ope rating (l.epar tments . The best setup would be to have the 
data proce s sing as a se parate funct i onal area . This type of 
or gani zation he lps contr ol by pr eventing one user, s uch as 
accounting, f r om dominating the equipment . 
Divis i on of duti es within the data processing gr oup i s 
a l so impor t ant . Fo r example, design and deve lopment should be 
separ ated f r om pr ogr amming . Also, programmers shou l d not operate 
the equipment . 4 It can be seen at this point that these proce-
dure s ar e a variation of "separation of functions " applied to 
ADP systems. 
Administr ative contr ols . After reviewing the placement of ADP 
wi thi n the or ganizati on and the division of duties within t he 
dat a proce ssing rlepar tment, t he auditor shoul d next r eview 
admi nistrative contr ol. The majo r ar eas of interest are progr am 
document ati on ann progr am t e sting . 
Documentation helps assure consistency in ope r ations. For 
this r eason it is an important aspect of internal control. Docu-
mentation helps the auil.i tor make meaningful tests of the system ; 
it is very impor t ant f r om an audi t or ' s standpoint . An area of 
spe cial attention to an audi to r i s the progr am fe atur es which 
perform data editing functions . "Editing functions test the 
data fo r re asonableness against known possible er ror con{litions ."5 
The audi tor shoul d assur e himse l f that pr ogram test ing 
proce dures fo r hew programs exist and ar e applierl . Since program 
modifi cation is an impor t ant par t of program testing , this 
fea tur e shoul d also be avai lable . f 
Pr ocedural cont rols . Pr ocedur al controls is the thi r d ar ea of 
int ernal contr ol t o be i nvestigated in the ADP function . The se 
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controls include source dat.a or input controls, processing 
contr ols , ann out put controls. 
The weakest pOint of processing events is input . Com-
puter programs can have controls CI.esigned in t hem to check for 
various errors ; the different oepartments may develop routines 
wi thin anr. be tween to detect err ors, hut these controls may not 
detect an error in a transaction if the error was mane in recor ding 
of the nata are extr eme ly important. 
Pr ocessing controls are also important in a good internal 
contr ol system, insur ing that all data entering the ADP s ystems 
makes its ~Jay thr ough the system . One control used widely i s a 
batch control . This contro l involves the ori ginating c.epartments 
keeping totals of (lata given to the data processing department . 
The r eceiving departme nt also kee ps totals of t he data receivecl .. 
This control allows the auditor to make sure that all original 
nata fo uno its way to a re ceiving r epartment . 
Output controls are final checks on t he accuracy ann pro-
priety of the information processen. Some examples include the 
comparison of the 'total s of processen information to input con-
trols total s. Pre numbered output forms compared to the number 
of input forms have gained wide acceptance . Sampling is also 
usen . Auditors trace randomly selecteo transactions from source 
documents through the processing system to the output destination . 
Many other procerlural controls also can be used, such as 
limiting access to the compute r, red ucing unauthorized manipula-
tion of data such as not allowing equi pment operators access to 
object an(l source programs . ? 
Summary of evaluation of internal control . The evaluation of 
internal-ControI in an-XDP system is performed for the same reasons 
as in an ordinary aurlit . The differences are the methods and pro-
cedures used to evaluate the internal control. Auditors mus t have 
sufficient knowlenge to review, unde rstand , and evaluate the areas 
of organizational , administrative and proce dural controls . The 
auditor must have enough exper~ise to perform meaningful tests 
of the controls in the system . ' 
Testing Transactions in an ADP System 
Just as in a convent ional audit, the testing of t r ans-
ac tions must also be performed in an audit of an ADP s ystem . 
~fue ther to audit around or through the computer was at one time 
an unsolved argument . Auditing thr ough the computer is now pre -
ferred in almost all cases . However, special methods of testing 
the transactions must be used when auditing an ADP system . 
A new audit outlook has develope d in r elation to the 
"through the computer ll approach . Large c'orpor ations have such a 
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hugh number of transactions that testing enough of the trans-
actions to base an opinion on wouln require a vast amount of 
time . By using the "through the computer" approach aunitors 
can place less emphasis on the testing of re cords and concentrate 
their tests on the system that produced the records . "If the 
system is found to be reliable J it is contended that the records 
can be accepted as being reliable . II I.) One method of testing "the 
system ll is by using computer audit programs and test decl(s . 
Audi t programs §..!1£ test de,cks. Computer audit programs shoulcl be 
used as a too l to evaluate mechani zed r outine audit tasks that 
would otherwise have to be done manually . The aur\i t programs 
also enable the auditor to determine the quality of information 
generate d by the system . Audit programs can be used to select 
certain accounts receivable to be confirmed while automatically 
preparing confirmation r equests . Anot her use wouln be the 
testing of large amounts of transactions and reporti ng only on 
t he ones t hat 0.0 not meet the prede t ermined criteria, thus, 
fla udi ting by exception . II 
Tes t decks evaluate the quality of the oata processing 
system in use . Actually the auditor allows the system to aU0it 
itself . This is accomplished by the auditor preparing input 
data for every feasible type of transaction that coul0 occur . 
The au0.i tor inserts the input and lets it r un on t he existing 
program. The actual output is compared with the pre0etermine0 
output . This tests specific pr ogf 8m controls accurately, effec-
tively ! ann at a reasonable cost . 
Statistical sampling . There are many other metho~ s utilized 
to test transa ctions in an ADP system. While some auditors 
prefe r the use of the audit program and tes t 0ecks, many use 
statistical sampling . The users feel statistical sampling is 
supe r ior to judgment sampling, which is based on the dollar 
amount ba lance or activity of the account. Statistical sampling 
is said to provide the auditor with a mor e in~epen0ent ann ob-
jective basis for his opinion . With this approach, "the auditor 
now examines fewer transactions but audits each t ransaction he 
chooses more thoroughly than before . nIl 
CHECKING ACCOUNT BALANCES IN AN ADP SY STEM 
An ADP system of accounting presents another difficulty 
in the area of checking account balances . The balance may not 
be in a f orm readable by the human eye or the t r ansactions 
giving r ise to the balance may not be available . However, the 
auditor must obtain sufficient competent evidential matter 
thr ough inspection , obse r vation, inquirie s, and confirmations 
to affor d a r easonable basis fo r r ennering an opinion as to the 
existence of t he recorded asse ts and liabilities. Since conven-
tional means do not apply rea0ily , othe r means must be developed. 
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If the testing of transactions proven reliable , can the 
au0.i tor assume that t he correctly recor ded t r ansactions le~. to 
correct account balances? No, more proof is needecl. . Seve r al 
methods are availahle fo r the auditor I s use . 
The aur1.i tor can verify cash by surpr ise cash count s 
and bank cut - off statements . Confirmations of ne bt should be 
sent out to selected de btors . Investments can be ve r ifiec1. by 
confirma t ions or physi cal inspecti ons of the certificates of 
s to c<. The auditor s hould observe the taking of t he physical 
i nventory, facilitated by a print- out list of assets from the 
comput er to serve as a checkl ist . Every account can be con-
f i r med in a similar manner , I2 
CONC LUSION 
The aU0iting of a business entity utili zi ng an ADP 
system has a signifi cant i mpact on t he auditing process . ADP 
s ystems 00 not change the obj ective of t he aunit , nor do they 
change the or0e1" of the major phases of the audit. The changes 
relat e to the metho0s ann proced ures performen during t he 
audit . Auditi ng an ADP s ystem r equires unique aU0iting tech-
niques, especially in t he areas of eval uati ng internal control , 
testi ng transactions, ann checking account ha l ances , due to 
t he eliminatio n of t he conve ntional audit trail . An aunit of 
an ADP svstem also has an impact on t he auditor. The auditor 
must have an in nepth knowlerl ge and unc1erstanding of the ADP 
system being auditen . However, after incorporating the 
different methods ann procen ures into the aud i t, the result is 
the same : an expression of an opinion as to the fairness of t he 
finan cial statements being exami ned . 
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• RELIGIOUS MOTIFS IN CAT ' S CRAP~E AND PLAYER PIANO 
hv 
Tony K. Stewart 
Twentieth Centur y literature often foc use0 on man t s 
problems in a scientifically or ienten soci e ty . ~urt Vonnegut , J r., 
a contemporary novelist, concentrates on the effects of the dyna-
mic changes in modern societv . The reli gious observe r is faceel 
with the same problems; consequently , m00ern theologians have 
been able to aclvantageously draw on current literature . 
The notec theologian, Paul Til lich , fo rwarcen a system 
to link religious concepts with contemporary cul ture. It is 
known as his "metho<l of correlation . II This system correlates 
existential questions arising from the social world ann gives 
religious answers in response . Nathan A. Scott , Jr . , a f ormer 
colleague of Tillich ' s , has concent rated espec i ally on the 
correla~ion of religion and the l iterary arts. Many of Scott ' s 
and Tillich ' s i deAs r clate to concepts in the fictional wor~s 
of Vonnegut . 
Through various circ umstances of his youth, Vonnegut 
became a concernec1. critic of modern t echnology . Having experienc ed 
W. Ttl . II and seen the effects of the emerging co r porate state, he 
began t o voice his opinion . In one sense, Vonnegut ' s works 
present a warning to modern man about the r i se of the automated 
state . 
Vonnegut is not against all te chnology but advocates a 
revolution for the real direction of progress. This re vo l ution 
is in opposition to the "f.~th of advancing t ec hnology and of 
science for its own sake .' By expressing suc h i0eas on tech-
nology , science, and the industrial socie ty , Vonnegut became an 
harbinge r of a new t re nd in writing . This trend was aime ~ at 
showing modern man into what kind of a trap he ~las allowing 
himsel f to be led.. Scott sums up this movement : 
A whole new literature be gan to appear whose 
purpose it was to insist on the inauthenticity 
an(l facelessness of the life that awaits us in 
an increasingly s t anc1.ar cU zed mass socie ty \-/he re 
the indi virlual is caught up "i nto the rank and 
file of some operational combine ," or "i nto 
some category of occupational concern with its 
paraphanalia: code of behavio~r, standards of 
opinion, lingo , and so forth .") 
To this end Vonnegut devoted his first novel . 
The book was entitled Player Piano and was first pub-
lishe~ in 1952 . The name itself carries a symbo l i c meaning 
which is indicative of the essence of t he theme . Player Piano 
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pOints to me chanization s~boli ze d by the player piano: a player 
oi. ano produces music ".li thout a musician, j ust as machines produce 
prosperity wi thout i nvolving l~bo r . The barb is directed at the 
Ameri can intere s t in gadgetry. 
The novel is based on a fu t ure Ame r ica that has assignen 
the coor(li nation of i t s industrial comple x to the computer . The 
central computer, known as EPICAC , was the product of a war- time 
economy tha t performed so effi ci.ent l y it persuaded the gove r n-
ment t o a1lo"., i t t o remain in opera t ion indefini t ely . From that 
point EP I CAC conti nue d t he process of eliminating man from the 
in(l,us t r i al wor '<:s as comple t ely as possi ble . 
Throughout Player Piano Vonne gut presenteo a picture of a 
very dra b ann meani ngless existence for the common man. Hi s main 
character , Dr . Paul Proteus of t he socially eli te enginee ring 
class , "',as in conflict ove r being a decisive part of the economic 
system which he feareo cUd dehumanize . His struggle was whether 
or not to defec t from i t or go on livi ng comfo r tabl y as a part 
of the indus t rial complex . 
Wi th t his setting, Vonne gut 's scheme exe'mplified one of 
Tillich 's pre valent concerns . This concern is the idea of 
"obje ctifi cation . " He (Tillich ) stated t hat this IIprofo uno 
i ns i ght " is the "making of people into objects , into things . II 
It is his inea , too , that "this is perhaps t he greatest tempta-
tion i n an inr.ustrial society in which everybody is brou§ht into 
the process of me chanical production an(1 consumption .. . " 
As Pro t eus be gan to see what the system had done, his 
thoughts revealed his consciousness . The contrast came out sharply 
when he talke d to his col l eagues. The y constantly re ferred to 
what the y (the engineering class) had given the common people 
(P . P . p. 177 ), as if they were machines needing only comfor table 
surroundings , f uel (food), a mode rate work l oad (for longer life) 
and continued maintenance (free doctors, etc . ) . 
Ti l lich ' s appraisal of the overall situation goe s beyond 
t his idea of "objectification", though. He desc r ibes our present 
cul t ure as "one predominant movement and an inc reasingly powerful 
protest against this movement . fI The i ndustrialized society is 
t he essence of t he movement . In pr otest is the nsgirit of the 
existential anal ysis . of man ' s act ual predicament." 
man ' s 
This analysis , the center of protest, is concerned wi th 
position in. our production- orient ed SOCiety : 
Man is supposed to be the master of his world 
and of himself . But actually he has become a part 
of the r eali ty he has created , an ob je ct among 
object s , a thing among things , a cog within a 
unive r sal machine to which he mus t adapt himself 
in or de r not to be smashed by it ... Out of this 
lOB 
prenicament of man in t he inr1.ustr:i.alized society 
the expe r iences of emptiness a nd meaninglessness, 
of dehumani zation and es trangement have resulted . 7 
The crux of the problems brought on from misgu i de d tech-
nology were presented in no uncertain terms by Prote us I friend , 
Ed Finnerty . The e xpose came when Proteus was spea king of t he 
Second Industrial Revolution. That revolution relieved the 
drudgery of menial tasks (the Fi rst devalued muscle work by 
machines). Finnert y pointed out t hat along with increased 
production "dope addiction , alcoholism , and s uicide we nt up 
propor tionately " anD. II ••• organizen. vice and divorce ann juve-
nile delique ncy , all parallel the growth ... " (P . P . p . 58 ) . 
To this average society Prote us lookerl t'li t h mounting 
guilt . He fi nally realized ann. accepte0 the fact that the 
e ngineers had "t rac1.ec1. these people (commoners) out of what \'18 S 
the most important thi ng on earth to them - the feeling of being 
nee ded and useful, the foundat ion of self- respect . " (P . P . p.' 169 ). 
W·i th his protagonist I s frightful rl iscovery , Vonnegut 
reinforcec1. a n opinion Scott has voiced : 
Many of the most t houghtful observers of moc1 ern 
life have noticed how the l ogic of t e chnocratic 
culture reduces the conc re te particularity of the 
unique i ndivi ~ual to a purel y a bstract and f unc -
tional identity : a nd the y also have noticed the 
gray ano~ymity of life that this red uction accom-
plishes. 
This feel ing flows freel y i n Vonne gut ' s novel. 
With the ne wly reali ze d we ight of t he common man ' s pre -
dicament bearing down on Proteus ' s houlders , he j oinecl f orces 
wit h t he Ghost Shirt Society . This militant gr oup intended t o 
gi ve the t--Iorld back to the people by overt hrowing the industri a l 
complex . This conuni t ment "confirms man ' s capacity to fi nn. a 
cause to believe in 1I a nd consequent l y "to s ens e hi s own \'lorth 
as a person." Foregoing t he inevitably of man ' s attempt to 
replace himself by mac hines . Vonne gut pOints out "it is worth-
while resis t ing mi ndless progress, there by aff~rming t he value 
of imperfection, fra i lty, ancl. even stupictity . II The Movement 
state s t his very co nc isely i n a l e tter to all manafjers a nd. 
e ngi neers before their r evolution . (P . P . p . 1 % - b ) . 
Of course t he revolution failed . Re ve rend Lasher , one of 
Proteus ' co - co ns pirators , summed up t he situat ion near their 
capitulat ion . " It c1.oesn ' t matter whether \'le 'llin or lose , Dr . 
The import ant thing is t hat we t rie d . IT As he r e minded t hem of 
his re al busi ness , t hat of a minister, he revea l ed t he a cidity 
a nd earnesty of Vonne gut ' s att itude s t oward undirected technology . 
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In regard to the re volution and its meaning he stated, "First 
and last, I ' m an enemy of the Devil , a man of God ." (P. P. p. 315) . 
Vonnegut, with his protest against mass technology and 
man's general inhumanity to his brother, has had to construct a 
religious world view that encompasses each . This view can not 
solely consist of such protest, however . It must be capable 
of providing a solution or at least a base with which the ad-
vocate can combat the opposed forces and actions. Scott has 
di rected his thoughts re garding this problem: 
... it has been necessary for the artist to try 
to construct some viable system of b.elief for him-
self by an effort of personal vision : he has had 
to be come , in a sense, his own priest, his own 
guide .. . For amid the confusion of values of 
this age , the artist is attempting to invent a 
system of attitudes a~8 beliefs that wil l give 
meaning to his worl0 .. 
Vonnegut has expresse0. very similar atti tudes towar~ the dual 
role of the l iterary artist, ~ providing answers as well as 
pointing out areas needing closer scrutiny . In one novel he 
we nt a little farther, stating the writer If takes on a saere" 
obligation H proc1.uce beauty and enlightenment and comfort at 
top speed . " Vonnegut proceeded to fulfil these notions by 
creating a new religion : Bokononism . 
Bokononism is a religion Vonnegut mastermin~ed in Cat ' s 
Cradle . Bokonon, the mountain- messiah, be lieved "that good 
societies could be built only by pitting goocl against evil and 
by keeping the tension between the two high at all times. " 
Thus , the religion (good) was outlawed by the government (bad) 
resul ting in what Bokonon termed "Dynamic Tension . ft (C . C. 
p . 74). This forced the people to practice their faith in secret. 
The results proved very fruitful . 
The basic philosophy of Bokononism is man- centered . It 
is based on man ' s need for love and self-decePti~~ in the mod ern 
world turned illusion by science and technology . When a 
practitioner was asked exactl y what was sacred in Bokononism he 
replied, "Man. .. That 's all. Just man . " (C. C. p. 143). 
Naturally, with the 'religion foc using on man and his problems , 
t he over- crowned , poverty- stricken San Lorenzans rallied to it. 
The religion be came just about the peoples ' only hope . 
The truth of their existence, so similar to contemporary man ' s . 
was so terri ble that Bokonon provided the people with better 
and better lies. (C . C. p . ll~ ). 
He began his Books of Bokonon with t he statement: "All 
the t rue t hings I am about to te l l you are shame l ess lies . It 
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He then warned t hat "Anyone unable to unde rst and how a use f ul 
r e l igion can be fo unded on lie s will not understand this book 
eithe r . " (C. C. p. 14 ). He r elated >thy this >tas so in one of 
his innumerable calypsos : 
I wanted al l things 
To seem to make some sense, 
So we all could be ha ppy, yes, 
I nstead of tense . 
r made lies 
So that they all fit nice , 
And I made t his sad world 
A par- a- dise . (c . c . p . 90) 
One can see the li ghtness pervad ing Vonnegut ' s approaeh . This 
i s j ust as deceiving , however, as hi s comment on lies. Ye t he 
addresses a.1l the phases of his created religion in this manne r, 
perhaps making the s eriousness of his pOint much clearer . 
The modern novelists , including Vonnegut , have no "arcane 
God dwe lling in dist ant splendor." They have t ur ned to a God 
"who is present in the midst of life . " These wri ters fee l "the 
only t rans ce ndence our age is capable of is a concern for othe r s .. . ,,13 
It is this kinn of compassion and love that Bokononism advocates : 
it is the real center of Vonne gut ' s answer . 
In re gard to Vonne gut ' s solution, that of simple loving , 
Ti llich proclaims, "There is nothing above love... It enters 
every conc re t e situat ion ~nd works f or the re union of the sep-
arat ed in a unique way."l4 Thr ough the experience of this 
reunion , as man reaches out to hi s neighbor, a comrader ie deve lops 
between the par ticipants . This closeness , through freely helping 
and loving each other, becomes the major factor in red uc ing con-
flict . In this manne r Vonnegut proposes that mankind can re duce 
the prob lems of this >tor ltl at leas t to a to lerabl e level. It 
simultaneously gives people a reason f or wanting to li ve and 
enjoy thei r humanity . 
In Cat ' s Cradle, Dr . Koenigst,ola ld , the war criminal respon-
sibl e f or the death of t housands of Jews at Aus chwitz , came t o 
experience this love . Though not a Bokononi st , he agreed wi th 
some of their ideas . He remar ked, " I am a very bad scientist . 
I wi l l do anything to make a human being feel better , eve n if 
its unscientific ." (C. C. p . 148 ) . Obviously it appears that 
Vonnegut is saying that ther.e i s a way to break through inhumanity 
of sc ience and tec hnology , ~ t hrough loving your fellow man . 
Boko non preached this idea re lentlessly, f or cing hi s 
advoc at es to take notice until they , t oo, realized its impor -
tance . He told the fol1ot,olers that "i t is ve r y \-lrong not to love 
everyone exactly t he s ame . " (C. C. p . 141) . He t,olen t on to name 
an individua l a &r!- wat if he was se l fish enough to t-,ant all or 
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someone ' s love. He consequently invented a means of ma~ing t his 
love more me aningf ul thr ough s ymholi c ritual . 
Vonne gut purpose l y pOi nted out in Cat f s Cr adle t hat 
Bokonon wa s ext r emely interested in the "outward trappings of ... 
reli gion " i . e . very interested in r itual. (C. C. p. 75 ). With 
this clue Vonne gut l ater r evealed the results of Bokonon t s 
i nt eres t in ce remony : t he concoc tec. r itual \-las known as boke- maru 
or the "mingling of awarenesses . " The act is performed with t WO-
peo ple baring their f eet touchi ng soles "lhile reclining on the 
gr oun(l. It was sain that " . . . it is impossible to be s ole - to-
so le with another pe r son ""ithout loving the person, providing 
the feet of both pe r sons are cl ean and nicely tended . II (C. C. 
p . 109 ) . And as in all of Boko non ' s teachings the basis for 
the act is in ca lypso form : 
We will touch our feet , yes , 
Yes , for all we ' re wor th , 
Anrl. we will love each other, yes , 
Yes, like we love our 140ther Earth . 
(C. C. p. 109 ) 
Vonnegut quickly informed the reader afte r t he explanation t hat 
boko- mar u rl.oes wor k . In the character ' s own words, IIPeople who 
do thatlbo!co- maru) really do feel bett er about each othe r and 
the worle .. " (C. C. p . 117 ) 
Vonnegut ' s answer is cert ainly a legitimate if not a 
complete solution to the problems facing t his worlcl. According 
to Tillich , once again, "Love includes justice to others and to 
oneself . !! He al so added , IILove is the solution of the problem: 
moralizing ani! morality .n15 Vonne gut re veals the scope of his 
faith in this love through another Bokononist ' s speech: 
"Thin!.:: of people .. . " 
"Ani! chilc1.re n murclere d in war .. . II 
"Think of beace ... " 
"Think of brotherly love. " 
"Think of plenty ." 
"Think of what paradise thi s worl d 
woul c1. be if men were kind and wise . II 
(C . c. p . 171) 
Thi s shows Vonnegut ' ~ feeling for the necessity of human affection . 
Though consci ous 0evAlopment of a religious const r uc t emerges most 
f ully in Cat ' s Cradle , the antecedents of Bokononism had been 
laic1. down in e arl~er works, such as Player Piano . 
As has been previously mentionec1" Dr . Paul Proteus in 
Playe r Piano fits ve r y nicely into Vonnegut ' s humanistically 
oriented character mold . Pr oteus pl ayed the r ole of a modern 
martyr. He forfei t ecl. hi s position of weal th and status to help 
the poor people. Vonne gut went to the trouble to lay Prote us ' 
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motives out in the open ve r y bluntly . He said , "Paul \o'lanted t o 
love the common people across the r iver . ~!anted to he lp, to let 
them kno'tl the y were loved . Wanted them to love him , too . II (P . P . 
p . 103) . As is his habit , Vonnegut "proved II the povve r of love 
in the novel. One example s hotved Shepherd, a ladder - climbing 
competitor 'Ilho thr ived on hat r ed and fi ghting comple te l y stopped 
and disar men by Pr oteus ' use of love and forgivene ss . (P o P . 
p . 55) . The theme is carried out in numerous examples thr ough-
out the novel . 
Obvi ously the key to Vonne gut is the nerve - center of 
Bokononism: love a nd compassion . The overall effect is his 
request fo r the indivi ~u al not to allow hi mself to adjust to the 
unt h i nka ble and unbearab le . He is t el ling those tha t .... lill listen 
that there is t oo much inhumanity in the world pr esently without 
adding any to it . He ple ads, " Be kind . Reach out . Have a 
heart . IIl b 
Vonnegut ' s contrived rel igion is , then, a religion that 
su pports the notion of unqual ified love . It strives to\"ard a 
deeper , realistic unders tan0ing of the human condition . The 
manne r i n which the art ist, Vonnegut , has applied his realization 
of the needs of his commOn br othe r s comes from the true art of 
the t wentieth century . The significance of t his style comes 
" .. . out of the epochal convulsions of our time, out of full 
imme r sion in the condition of man today . "17 Vonnegut definitely 
succeeded in experiencing this upheava l as Bokononism attests . 
The Vonnegut me ssage can be viewed religiously as sus -
tain - the rea l province of contemporary literary art . Scott 
conclude s : 
. . . the true foundation of lIterature is today, 
and a1\'lays has been to awaken in us a greater 
lucidi ty about our common humani tus '-' ann its 
commitmentl~o the manifold bur~ens of time an~ 
history ... 
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I The "method of correlation" i s a culmination of ideas 
rather than a single concise t hought . Se e Paul Tillic h, Theo-
~ of Cultur.e (New York :. Oxford Univer sity Pre ss , 1959r;--
p. 42;-Systematic Theo lo~v, Vol . 1 (Chicago : The Unive rsity of 
Chicago Press, 19631, p. 67 ff. 
2Jerome Klinkowitz , 'rv/hy They Read Vonnegut If, ~ 
~~~~"n~~ ed . Jerome Klinkowitz and John Somer ( Ne ... l Yor k : 
Il La"rence, 1973), p . 27 . 
3Nathan Scot t, J r ., The Broken Center : Studies in the 
Theological Horizon ££ Moder~iterature {New Haven , Con~ :--­
Yale University Press, 1966 1, p. 190. 
4Mary Sue Schriber, "You ' ve Come a Long Way, Babbit ! 
Fr om Zenith to Ili um '!, Twentieth Century Literature, XVII (April, 
1971), 106 . 
5Ti lli ch , Theology ££ Cultur e , pp . 210, 212- 3 . 
6I bid . , p. 43 . 
7lli.Q. . , p . 46. 
Rscott , The Broken Center : Sturlies i n ~ The ological 
Horizon ££ Modern-Literature , p . 16 . 
9 John R. May I IfVonnegut f s Humor and the Li mits of Hope /I, 
Twent ieth Century Literature, XVII I (January, 1972) , 33 . 
10Scott , The Br oken Ce nte r : St udies in t he Theo l ogical 
Hori zo n of Modern-Literature, p. 8 . . 
11Kur t Vonnegut , J r . , Cat ' s Cradle (New York : Dell Pub-
lishing Co . , Inc . , 1963) ! p. 156 . 
12Stanle ¥. Schatt "The Wor ld of Kurt Vonnegut , Jr. ", 
CritiQue, XII (U3, 1971) , 57 . 
13Paul Elmen, ' ''Reali ty i ll r.ontemporary Fiction", ~ 
Climate of Fai t h in Modern Literature, ed . Nathan A. Scott, Jr . 
(New YorkC The Seabur y Press, Inc . , 1964 ), p. 93 . 
14Ti11ich, ' lbe010gy Q! Cu1 tij~, p. 145 . 
15.llil\ . 
16James R. Tunnell, "Ke sey and Vonnegut : Preac hers of 
Redemption", Christian Cent ur y , LCXXXIX (Novembe r 22, 1972 ), ll$ L 
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-17Klinkowi t z, "Kur t Vonnegut, Jr ., and the Cr ime of His 
Times ", 50 . 
l RScott , The Br oken Center : Studies ig !b£ Theological 
Hor i zon ££ Modern-Literature , p. 36 . 
* Suggestive use made by Roy Harve y Pearce in the essay "Histori -
cism Once More", Kenyon Revie", XX (1958 ), 554- 91. 
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THE PHY SIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NOI SE 
by 
Douglas L. Mullikin 
Noise is more than just a cliscomfort or mere annoyance; 
it is a serious threat to healt h anfl. we ll-being . 
"Li ke a c1.rug " \l.thich pro(l.uces me asurable effects when it 
en ters t he bo(1 y J noise is heing found to inc1.uce PhysiologiC~l 
cha nges t hat are sllspecter. of havi ng a relation to C\ i sease . 
Gene rally J Ollr hoo.ies cope wi th soun(is up to about 80 
0€cibels fair l y well . Conti nuous exposure to a c1eci bel level 
a bo ve215 not only ma ~es us uncomfo rtable but can pro0uce hearing 
loss . 
A Uni versity of Tennessee professor , David M. Li ps comb , 
t es ted the effects of lou0. roc 1( music on guinea pigs in a la b-
orato r y experi me nt . The animals i'iere e xposer1 to re corcli ngs 
playen. at 122 0e cihels - t he intensity at ''''hic h Dr . Li ps comb 
had recorclerl it in a Knoxville riscot heque - fo r fo ur hours a 
day . Afte r three mo nths , Dr . Lipsc omb exami nec1 the gui nea pi gs 
a nd fo unc1. that as many as a quarter of t he cells in t he animals I 
inner ears har heen des t r oyed. Later , he te sterl the hearing 
of 3, 000 Knoxvi lle stucl.ent s . Among sixt h- grarlers , less t han four 
percent showe c1 he ari ng c1isability fo r hi gh f requency souncls, but 
among t welfth- graders J nearl y 11 percent showeo this Leino of damage ; 
a nd among fre shma n at t he u~i versity , heari ng loss hao occurre d in 
more than three out of ten . 
When we are prepareo for a loud nOise, we protect our-
selves by ti ghten ing t wo mus cles insir1e our ears . This reduces 
the ampli t u r1.e of vibrat ion of the earc1rum that is transmitterl to 
the inner ear. But if the noi se continues for a consi derabl e 
length of time , t hese muscles relax a nc1 ti r e, and t he inner ear 
is bomharrer . Event ua l ly we hear a r i nging i n Our ears after 
t he noise is gone - which means that we have also lost a small 
portion of Our hearing . . Enou~h exposure to loud noise can cause 
total l oss of usefu l heari ng . 
Ei ghteen mil l ion Americans s uffer from some degree of 
hearing loss . This ~s mOre than suffer from all other disabil-
ities combiner.. An estimated two out of three working males 
are victims of Ifper cept i ve cleafness, II caused by the continuous 
crushing of lou c1. sounds (o ve r 80 neci bels) on the s upersens i tive 
hearing machinery ' of the ear . There are some 34 mi llion Ame ricans 
\--.rho are exposed to s uch sounds during their working da y . Fifty 
percent of those exposed to more tha n 95 decibels - in shipyards, 
fo undries, boile r factories a nc1. other noisy inc1.ustries - will 
have a compe nsating hearing loss after t e n years. The loss cannot 
be re cove red . ) 
Dr . Samuel Rosen, pr ofessor of ear surgery at New York ' s 
to.1ount Sinai School of Medi cine , tested the sound output of a 
r ock music gr oup anrl. noted a very high decibel level of 114 . 
He was not sur prised to lear n that the young leaner had expe r -
ienced a period of deafness in his right ear . From the severity 
and d'1ration of s uch a perioc. of temporary ~ e afness or II temporary 
thr esho l d shift," as it is called, otologists can rletermine a 
per son ' s arljustment to noise , and pre~.ict the likeli ho ocl of6per-manent hearing loss wi th continue~ exposure to lour1 sounns . 
Dr . Chauncey Lea~e of the University of Cal ifornia Me0-
ical Center at San Francisco says that noise affec ts the ne rvous , 
enrl.ocr ine ancl. r eproductive systems . He suspects clamage to nnborn 
chi ldren also occurs . 
Dr . Samuel Rosen s ays t hat noise causes changes which 
occur through the vegetative nerVOUs system , whic h plays a role 
i n re gulating the "changing ca1i be:r of b100fl vessels ." Constric -
tion of bloorl vessels occurs re garclles s of whether an inrliviCl ual 
likes or rislikes a given noise . Ann it occurs irrespective of 
\'/hether a person has been subject to that particular sound in 
the past . HO~lever, the intensity of response appears to be clearly 
related to some degree to prior exposure a nd to an indivirlual ' s 
general state of he al th and lifestyle . 
In an unprecerente ~ series of experiments in t he early 
1960s , Dr . Ge r n Jansen, then with the Max Planck Institute in 
Dortmuncl , Germany, established the limit s above which noi se 
causes physical damage . In one experiment, con0 uc ted over a 
two- year perior Dr . Jansen anr his associate s testen 1005 wor~ -
men in West Ge rman steel mills ancl ironwor ks ; 665 who worked 
unde r the noisest concli tions, 3hO i n quiet jobs . Uncler labor-
atory concl itions in another experiment, men were exposed to bur sts 
of s udde n, unpreclictable noise at varying sounrl levels, for periods 
varying f r om 1/2 second to 90 minutes . 
Dr . Jansen discove r ed that the body ' s autonomic nervous 
system be gins to react at 70 clecibels, eqUivalent to the sound 
of traffic on a relatively quiet city st reet . The autonomic 
nervous system inc lures that net"lOrk of nerve fibers and cl uct -
less glands whic h regulates such involuntary responses as heart -
beat, temperature, digest ion and respiration . At 70 deci bels of 
sound, vaso - constrictive effects were notecl - narro~~ng of the 
arteries, whi ch raises the diastolic blooi'. pressure ancl also 
lessens the supply of blooA to the heart . As the intensity of 
sound inc r easerl, the effects became more notice able : ~ilation 
of the pupils, orying of the mouth and tongue, loss of skin 
color , cont r ac t ion of leg , abdomen and chest mus cles , sudden 
excess production of aC.rena l ine J stoppage of the flo\.'I of gast r iC 
juices, and excitation of t he heart . The s ubject's experienc e of 
these effects was automa t ic, unaffected by his health , bis annoy-
ance, or whether he ",as accustcmed to noise on his j ob . 
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Dr . Rosen and his co.1leagues have conducten comparitive 
stucl.ies on the effects of noise on urban dwellers in the German 
ci ty of Dortmund, on Ne'tl Yorkers and on the primi ti ve Mabaans, 
a n African tri be living in southeast Sufl.a n . The ur banites came 
from an environment in which loun. noise is an everyday occurence. 
Their diets 'l-tere r ich in meat, butter and other animal fats. 
Coronary disease ano. hypertension are no strangers to them . The 
Ma baans, i n cont rast, live in virtual silence , are mainl y vege -
tarians ano rare ly, if ever , have hi gh blooc1 pressure . 
When expose0 t o the noise level of a heavy trUCk, 90- 95 
flec ibels, blooc1 vessels constric t ed both in primitive t r ibesmen 
a nn. indivic1.uals from in0.ustri al societies . Among tri besmen, 
hO'trever, co nstriction and relaxation of vessels were rapi0, 
s howi ng both quick response to and quick recovery from the stress 
of louc1 sounc1.. Amon g the Westerne rs, vessels remaine0 constricted 
f or longer perioc1s, i nc1icating a lesser degree of flexibility 
i n t he i r blooc1 vessels a nd a wea~enec1 capacity to recover from 
the effec t s of noise . 
Dr . J a nse n 1s examination of steel- mill workers exposed 
to the s t eac1y poun0, of hi gh- volume noise brought 'the fliscovery 
of an unusually l arge number with carc1iac flisorders . This is 
apparent l y t he cumulative result of the clistur bance in the 
auto nomi c nervous system causefl by co ntinuous noise in the 
steel - mill . 
TIThe lengt h of time it takes for the body to retur n to 
its normal state after exposlJ,re to loud noise , II says Dr . Rosen, 
lIis roughly t he same as t he duration of the noise itself . But 
if t he nQise lasts for hours, recovery may tat.ce a good deal 
longer. 1(( 
Dr . Irvi ng Fish, assistant professor of neurology at 
New York University ' s MeQical School, says : "Sufferers from 
diseases such as heart trouble, asthma, ulcers and gastro -
intestinal s pasms, may all be adve rsely affected by prolonged or 
swi de n noise . 11 
CarQ.iac patients are acutely vulnerable , Lou ~ noises, 
such as a bursting paper bag close to the ear, the backfi re of 
a t ruck , the b lare of an auto horn , may cause an automatic 
response which can br~ng on an anginal seizure in a heart 
patient . 
Noise has , a subtle effect on a sleeping individual . 
Dr . Jansen and Dr. Gunthe r Lehmann, among others, have used 
electrocardiographs a nd electroencephalographs to demonstrate 
that bursts of soun0.s - even when mild enough at 55 decibels 
not to wake the sleeper - are re cor ded by the brai n . I n 
addition, the autonomic nervous system respo nds just as it 
does during the waking hours. The effect'is to break
9
a long rest -
ful slumber into a less beneficial series of catnaps. 
J 20 
-Dr. Julius BuchwalCl., a psychiatrist at Downstate MeC'ical 
-Center of t he State University of Ne ... " York, testifying before a 
state legislative conunittee on j et noise, citec. paranoid ~e lu­
siens I hallucinations I suicidal an c1. homici rl al impu lses as some 
of the possible consequences of habitually noise - interrupted 
sleep . These violent effects occur parti cularly on agec1 or 
sick people ,1 0 
Intense noise or vibration at infrasonic levels (below 
the hearing range) also presents a potential threat to health . 
These l ow- freq uency waves travel easily through an eight - foot -
thick wall . Directly affecting the brai n they can cause heac1 -
aches, loss of equilibrium , anc1. nausea, in ac1rl ition to <iamage 
to the midrl.le ear. 
Some machines pr oc1.uce tiny amounts of infra- sounds that 
are too small to have any effect . In recent experiment s , hO~le ver , 
Vladimir Gavreau, head of the Fre nch gover nment ' s Electro- Acoustic 
Laborator y in Marseille, has foun~ that old incustri al ventilator s, 
air- conditioning units an0 family oil burners all may produce 
infrasoun~. at "dangerous II levels. The infrasounrl generatefl in 
the oil burner, for example, is enhancer1 by the chimne y , "lhich 
acts as an "organ pipe," then inc reaseil again by nearby rooms 
whose proportions are re sponsive to the r esonance . Dr . Gavreau 
believes these effects may help explain s uch complaints as "house..-
wife headache. nI l 
At the other end of the sounr1 scale is ultra- s ound, maile 
up of very small wavelengt hs, above hearing range . Recent l y , 
workers in an English fa ctory began complaining of unaccountable 
headaches, f atigue and nause a . Measurements showed a tolerable 
76 to 80 c1eci bels as the noise level . When complaints persister1~ 
scientists examiner1 the drilling, welding , soldering anil washing 
(I.evices anr1 ilis covere{l that high- i ntensity ultra- sounr1s were 
also being produced. Once these were e1iminater1 by ar1 justment 
of the machines, there was an immeiliate drop- off in symptoms ,12 
"We requi re a reasonable level of s timulation to mai n-
tain our mental and physical health," says Dr. Br uce L. Welch , 
professor of psychiat r y and behavioral science at the Johns 
Hop1<ins University in Baltimor e . "But i t is also true that 
stimulus overloading can c£l.use brea!(downs of both Our mental 
ano our physical health . "lj 
Forme r U. S . Sur geon General William Stewart, summing up 
the First National Conference on Noise as a Public Health Hazard, 
define" its goal, "These movements must be come stronger in Our 
j et age wor10. tnan the noise t hey seek to abate. Noise is not 
something we are going to be able to live with. It must be 
contr olle{l. . on the (I.rawing boar ds and in the courts . "14 
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FOOTNOTE S 
I Barbar g J . Culliton; "Noise : 
ment ," SCi encf!., ~".£§., TIIG (Januar y 31, 
Po lluting the Environ-
1974) , 132- 133. 
2Ve,rn Knudsen , "Noise , A Maj or Health Problem ," Paren't§.t 
1,1agazine ~ Bette r F.a)ll,ily Living, VL (February 1970 ), 66- 6" . 
3l12ll . 
4 "Noise J A Ma j or Health Pr oblem, " pp. 66- 6s . 
5Jame~ Stewart - Gordan , I~e tre Poisoning Ourselves with 
Noise, " !k~~ gi"gest, IVC (Fe bruary 1970 ), 1 '17- 194 . 
6l12ll. 
7l12ll. 
'1l12ll. 
9l12.!1l , 
10l12.!1l . 
ll I bid . 
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12lli<;\ · 
13 "The Next Sound You Hear May Be Too Much," Ch'?1).ging 
XXV (March 1971), 33- 35 . 
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A NOTE ON AN OFT PONDERED PASSAGE OF WALDEN 
by 
Eowarr L. Rvan III 
"I long ago l ost a hound , a bay horse , and a 
turtledove , ann am still on their t r ail . Many are 
-the travelers I have spoken conce r ning them, des -
cribing t heir tr'acks and what calls the y anS\-ler to 
I me t one or t".ro "'lho had heard the horse, and 
eve n seen the dove disappear be hind a cloud, and 
t hey seeme~ as anxious to recover them as if they 
had lost t hem t hemselves . " 
Paul, Sherman, 
bed i ence (Boston : 
11 . 
(ed . ) , Ivalden and Ci vil Diso-
Houghton Mifflen-Co . , 1937i7 p . 
"This passage (I'lal~en, Chapter 1) has been t he 
seed- bed of a considerable scho l arship . Many have 
tried to fix its meaning and find its sources . 
Even Emers on suggested that the hound was the boo~ 
Thoreau wou10 liked to have written , the bay hor se 
his desire for property , and the tur t l e- dove the 
wife of his dream. To one inquisitive correspon-
nent, however, Thoreau expl ained that these an i-
mals might represent his "losses ," but that he had 
lost "a far finer and more ethereal treasure, 
which corrunonl y no loss of ... will symbolize . " As 
for sour ces, the passage from Mencius that Thoreau 
selec t ed for The Dial mi ght do better, say, t han 
Voltaire or Dante:--Wlf a man lose his fowls or 
his do gs, he knows how to seek them . There are 
t hose who lose their hearts and know not how to 
seek them . The outy of the student is no othe r 
than to seek his l ost heart . " The hear t, as 
Mencius ' "writting makes clear, is man ' s natural 
goodness, ~espoiled - and l ost - by hi s contact 
\-li t h t he \"Io r ld." 
Paul , Sherman , 
bedience (Boston : 
11 . 
(ed . ) , Walden and Civil Diso-
Houghton Mi ffl en-Co ., 1937T7 p . 
Let us be gin with the hound and think of it as a mutation 
of a colloquialism "to the hounds " or a fo x hunt , f r om which we 
can pick up on the idea of a hunt . Let us now derive f r om "hunt " 
t he concept of a sear ch , and this leads us to the search for the 
"good l ife" as defined by Thor eau . 
124 
Consiner now , the bay horse . Let it repre sent a means of 
J o~n~ng the hunt , or rather as a me ans of transportation . If we 
t ake thi s i dea of transportation and think of it as Thoreau ' s 
move to Walde n Pond , 'l'le can t he n allude to his expressions of 
preserving the "body heat " and lifting the spirit. 
Finally let the turtle - dove repre sent peace, be it peace 
of mind in having found nature, the i deas of freedom , or the 
generalized ideas of peace . 
In his soj our n to Walden pond Thoreau learnecl about life, 
eternity , expansion of the spiri t , and he found freedom to move 
in ~imensions that are repr essed by daily living and i ts aspi rat ions . 
If \,le ta\.ce the te rms as definen above, we find Thoreau 
alludi ng to hi s life on the pond an~. the rewards he felt by so 
doing . He continues, !~any are the travelers I have spo\.cen con-
cerning them, describing their t racks and what calls they answer 
to . 1f Fr om this we can infer that he has t alkecl t o many people 
about his experience, anD found a few who have had s i mi liar 
experiences . They , like Thoreau , had reveled i n their di scovery 
but l ike him ha c1 felt the necessity to move on . The passage that 
begi ns . "I left the woorts for as good a reason as I went the re" 
indi cat es that he felt himself bec oming as mi r ecl in his pursuits 
on the pond as the people be nt on materialistic goals . If he 
were again to finct the turtle - dove, he would have to renew hi s 
search . For the peace of the "good life " is as f l eeting as a 
dove, and may come to l i ght in one place for a time, but soon 
moves on . Therefore, it was left to him to revew his search , 
and gr ow to meet it whe r e it would next light . 
This explora t ion wO'.lld seem to be more consonant with 
Thoreau ' s philosophy upon emerge nce from the pond , than the ideas 
expressed in the foo tnote by Emerson which seem too pat and 
material istic . 
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THE GOLDEN ME AN 
by 
Ron Potte r 
ORIGINS 
It is r umored that the term developed in the days of 
King Midas. A ce rtain art instructor of t he time had a me an 
student in one of his desi gn sections, ann being a friend of 
the king sought ann rece ived !fa touch" fo r the unsus pecting 
stuc1ent . 
This story was passed down thr ough the ages in the oral 
manne r, and was part of Homer ' s early repertory . Thus , in con-
fused fashion to be sure, it was known to t he early Greek ' s . 
They unfortunately were further misle(l by the then current 
notion that the goooess Athena indulged i n oalliance with 34 
lovers on ~he 21st ~ay of each month . She being their Go~dess t 
of Goln, Love, and several other things, wh~n it came time to 
builc'l for her a great temple, the rat i on , 34 : 21, "la s chosen 
-as a basis f or the Clesign, if s cholars are to be believed . 
Not bei ng Chr isti ans 2 , the Gree ks could not let well 
enough alone . In particul ar , Euclin, an~ several others of 
the mathematical crowel J attempted an analysis of this anc1 
other r atios . It only rematne~ for others to speculate that 
rectangles baserl on the ratio must be the most pleasing . 
GOLDEN ME AN, DEFINED 
As a result of the Gree k speculation , the Golde n Mean 
came to be very str ictly define~ : 
Golden Section (Go l ne n Mean ) is the name given 
to an irrational proportion known at least since 
Eucli~, which has often been thought to Dossess 
some aesthetic virtue in itself , some hidl.l.e ~ har-
monic proportion in t une with the universe . It 
is defined str ictly as a l ine which is Clivicted 
in s uch a 'flay that the smaller part is to the 
larger as the larger is to t he whole (AB cut at 
C, so that CB : AC ~ AC :AB) . In practice i t works 
out at about ~ : 134 and may easily be discovered 
in most works of art . 5 
For those t hat di g such things , it should be pOinted out that 
the ratio is actually established by geometry , as shown in the 
follow.ing fi gure s . 
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Fi g . 1. Method of c'.ividing a line AB at its Golden Section pOint. 
c 
o / 
o 
G.'S. 
1. 
2 . 
Dra>l line AB. 6 
Bisect AB into 2 equal 
parts . 
Erect perpe ndicular at 
B ~ ~Ab . 
Set compass at A and 
swing arc through AB 
and AC >lith radius ~ 
~ AB , creates D on AC . 
With compass set radius 
== DC . This c-l.istance from 
A or B gives the G. S. pt . 
Fig . 2 You have a line and want to and an extension following 
the Golden Mean . 
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Fi g. 3 
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Call line AB. 
1. Divide AB in half . 
2. Erect perpendicul ar at 
B, set BC ~ AB. 
3 . Set compass at !AB and 
draw arc through C and 
an intersection pt. 
with t he extension of AB, 
giving the answer . 
To bui ld a Parthe non you need a Go lden r-'Iean Rectangle. 
Star t with a square. 7 
-:::-, 
, \ I 
,I 
L • --~ • 
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• 
We ' ll do this one somewhat 
i ntui ti vely . 
1. Extend bottom of squar e 
a s in Fig . 2 . 
2 . If you are not too 
dumb finish rectangle . S 
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The Greeks used the G. S. rectangle as the jumping off pOint for 
the root 5 rectangle (they needed it to finish the Parthenon) , 
but I don ' t think we'll go into that here . For those who are 
interested, the text , y'i,s,i,on .§.D.9. I ,nventi on , derives it poorly . 
INFLUENCE OF G. S. 
Extensive, from the time of the Stick Trick of Eudoxus 
to the present, the Golden Mean has fascinated some artists and 
cause0_ others to exhibit some of t he symptoms of St . Vi tus dance. 
During the Middle Ages Leonardo DaVinci and Luca Pacioli 
collaborated on a boo~, Divina Pro portione, which among other 
things, pushes the origin of the G. S. back eve n furt her, to God . 10 
Followi ng artists who caught t he obsession included Raphael , Titian , 
DUrer , and Palladia . In more modern times Ce zanne and Seurat 
ressurected the concept, and it has come down to us through Cubism, 
abstractionisrn, and non- figurative modes. 
The frontispiece of this report, Le Cor bus ier I s "l\-1odular 
Man ", represents a modern architects finding of G. S. ratios in 
the belly button to unpreached palm, and crotch to top of head 
measurements of man . The fact t hat a 6 foot man and not a 
woman or pygmy was used brings up somethi ng about artists that 
makes it difficult . 
SCIENTIFIC G. S . 
After being blind and mentally deranged for some years , 
the son of a Lutheran pastor, Gustav Theodor Fechner , recoverecJ 
enough to set the world of aesthetics on its ear by attemptinTl to study t he G. S. and other parameters of art scientifically . 
A very famous experiment involved constructing 10 rectangles 
ranging from square to a 5 : 2 oblong , each with an area of 64 cm . 
sq. German i ntel le ctuals (art training was not required) were 
asked to choose the one that was most pleasing and most dis -
pleaSing . The G. S. rectangle won, as gr aphed below. l2 
Fig. 4 German pleasure in rectangles, and a square. 
Ge rman displeasure in rectangles, and a square . 
C"",lIb-
+ ;tle 
Pl •• ",f"t 
Ktrrfll"s 
?f".n, G-.S . 5:20bl.nJ Sr {i..S. 5 :t a;;."'.} 
Fechner himself was not totally satisfied with the results, and 
himself pointed out most of the arguments that critics were able 
to direct against the expe r iment . He noted that many classical 
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artists preferred the circle;. Winckelmann , the elipsej Hogarth , 
the serpentine line and pyramid; a~~ some Germans the square, 
because it was easy to understann . 
OTHER CULTURES 
Many Oriental arti sts have preferred the long oblong for-
mat for paintings . This format was found most displeasing to 
most Germans . 
CONCLUSI ON 
Different stroke s for different folks . 
• 
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FOOTNOTES 
1Le Cor-busier ' s "Modular Man" 
2Christianity was invented sometime after 1 A. D. 
3There is evidence t hat t he Gree ks and some early Christ i ans 
ate a mushro'om with effects like LSD . 
4Athena was closer at 34 : 21 . Not ice symb oli sm of 34:21:34. 
5Pete r ann Linda Murray , A Dictionary of Art an~ Artists 
(Midnlesex, 19 6~ ), p. 174 . 
nrf you alrearly have a line t his step may be deleted . 
7Erection of squares is outside the scope of thi s paper. 
qKeep corners square . 
9Calvin Harlan, Vision an~ I nve ntion (New J ersey : 1970), 
p . 23ff. Most facts from this source . 
lORe cent evirlence indicates God is utterly indiffere nt to 
the G. S. 
Ilpeyton E. Richter, eri . , Perspectives in Aest hetics 
(NY: 67), p . 2'17 . 
12K. E . Gilbert & H. Kuhn, A Historv of Esthetics (Westport : 
72) p. 524ff . 
13H . M. Kallen, Art & Freenom (New York : 1969), VII, p. A25ff . 
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